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Editorial

This editorial is the first opportunity to explain how our Institute has
changed and the perfect occasion to declare our intentions: how we
conceive the IISG, what we are doing, and why Villa Sciar-
ra is increasingly becoming the primary seat of  German Studies in
Italy. An institute open to all Germanicists but also, or therefore, open
to the world. We want to make Villa Sciarra a research center capable
of  keeping up a good relationship with all that is happening in the
field of  “German” studies in a truly international way. We want to
make our scientific production known not only within Italy or with-
in German-speaking countries (something which has a limited audi-
ence, if  only because of  linguistic limitations), but, in consideration
of  an inescapable globality or process of  globalization, the world over
– and naturally vice versa: to enrich the field of  Italian German-stud-
ies with knowledge and relationships which up until today have man-
ifested themselves, for the most part, in only an episodic manner.

Having said this, we want to call attention to two aspects which have
always been present in the history of  the organization, but which
we feel must be brought back to the fore together with our specifi-
cally Germanistic activities; that is, the attention given to the Nordic
world as well as an ever greater openness to other disciplines con-
cerned with German-speaking countries and the Scandinavian
peninsula. In other words, history, philosophy, anthropology, soci-
ology, musicology, politics – everything that could possibly be con-
sidered German or Scandinavian culture, excluding only work within
the applied sciences. As, in any case, the journal has been from its
very beginnings, as evidenced by the recently reprinted first issue
which contained contributions from Delio Cantimori and Johan
Huizinga.

Research, internationalization and interdisciplinariness

These are our intentions or, if  you will, our programmatic declara-
tions. These declarations are possible not only because the world has
changed with the new millennium, but because everything has changed



in our own little part of  the world: the Italian Institute of  German
Studies has a new statute and new institutional responsibilities.

The element of  greater discontinuity is, precisely, of  an institution-
al character: we have become one of  the twelve centers of  research
of  national interest recognized and financed by MIUR (the Italian
Ministry of  Universities and Research). The first consequence is that
research is no longer exclusively delegated to the contributions of
individual scholars the center previously published in the form of
essays for the journal or as monographs in the series of  the IISG. In
addition, the center is no longer only called upon to organize con-
ferences and to publish the related acts. Today we must prepare a
three-year plan which foresees the participation of  many researchers
and the promotion of  young scholars. We must also have permanent
scientific and technological researchers, just as at other centers. The
projects that are approved will either be entirely or partially financed
by MIUR in addition to ordinary funding. However, as regards re-
search, our planning cannot limit itself  to that of  only national in-
terest, we must address our projects to Europe as well – something
we are, in fact, already doing.

The three-year research plan

Over the coming years, the Italian Institute of  German Studies plans
to investigate the places, ways and protagonists of  the cultural trans-
lation of  German-speaking and Nordic countries within 20th centu-
ry Italy. We therefore want to study and describe both the results and
the consequences of  the reciprocal exchanges between the national
cultures. To this end, four projects have been activated, first and fore-
most that dedicated to German culture in 20th century Italy. Institu-
tions, research, translation. These are the project’s three parallel lines
which contribute equally to the research, cataloguing, comprehen-
sion and analysis of  German cultural references in Italy:

1. The Italian Institute of  German Studies and German culture in
20th century Italy;
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2. The history of  Italian German-studies: genealogies, practices and
schools;
3. The reconnaissance, study and analysis of  the tradition of  German
language texts in Italy (1900-2000).

These three threads, moreover, are intended to produce a series of
digital archives to be available on-line: the archive of  the Italian In-
stitute of  German Studies – this will contain documents and letters
of  great cultural value currently kept in the Institute; an index list of
the diffusion of  German and Nordic culture in Italy that will be
available on-line to the scientific community; and finally, the critical
elaboration of  the collected data – themes, questions and problems
related to the image of  German and Nordic culture in Italy in the
past century, which will also study the function of  publishing in the
process of  the transfer and circulation of  cultural products. Within
the area of  the three-year plan, we have also begun other research
projects. In this center alone we can mention:

1. Science and mysticism in German culture at the end of  the cen-
tury;
2. Method, hermeneutics and tradition in transnational law;
3. Media and intercultural relations between Italy and Germany: cin-
ema and literature.

As the necessity of  reconsidering literary history from a transna-
tional prospective has generated a growing interest in the phenom-
ena of  literary transfer, and recent research has demonstrated the
importance of  literature in translation for the development of  na-
tional literary systems, the Institute has begun a five-year FIRB (Ba-
sic Research Investment Fund) project (2012-2016), which will lead
to the creation of  the first digital data bank of  translations of  Ger-
man literature in Italy, consolidating the bibliographic role and that
of  cultural observatory traditionally carried out by the Italian Insti-
tute of  German Studies; at the same time it will make actual maps
available to future research which will allow one to reconstruct the
paths taken by German-language literature in the history and geog-
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raphy of  Italian culture. In addition, the first organic history of  lit-
erary transfer from German-speaking countries to Italy in the 20th

century will be published that considers German literature in trans-
lation as a system within the Italian literary system and which hy-
pothesizes that, as such, it has its own relative autonomy and,
precisely, its own history. 

Internationalization

Beyond research in a strict sense, the most important project is ded-
icated to the promotion of  German language and German culture in North
Africa and throughout the Mediterranean in general. With its library and its
activities, Villa Sciarra is an outpost of  German culture in the mid-
dle of  the Mediterranean; therefore, it is a bridge between African
countries and German-speaking countries.
While by no means excluding travel to Germany or to Austria, the
center could be an intermediate, if  not propaedeutical and maybe even
in part equivalent, destination in the formation of  North African Ger-
manicists. After all, with ever greater frequency the field of  German
studies must confront an intercultural dimension, and from an inter-
cultural point of  view, an exchange project with Italy could be a great-
ly beneficial experience for he or she entering into the study of
Germanic languages and literatures in as much as it is based upon a
process of  contrastive or comparative learning. In the methodology
and critical-interpretive realm, as in the horizon of  Cultural Studies,
German Studies cannot do less than confront a diversified interna-
tional panorama. In North Africa – bearing in mind all that has hap-
pened – the field of  German Studies as well is experiencing a great
change; it is sufficient to consider the over 400% increase in the num-
ber of  students. In countries like Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt
the promotion of  the German language, not only as regards the de-
velopment of  political and economic relationships with German-
speaking countries, has become a real necessity of  primary importance.
Therefore, the IISG intends to contribute to the promotion of  the
development of  a common space oriented to linguistic exchange and
to the development of  contacts between Germanicists and DAF
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teachers in the area of  trilateral cooperation with all the interlocutors
of  institutions involved. The IISG’s goal is also that of  expanding co-
operation between Germany, Italy and the greater Mediterranean
realm within the context of  European politics. The exchange of  ideas
and experiences in Rome, where Italian and German institutions and
organizations have their respective centers, can find a significant meet-
ing point through both the exchange of  teachers and students as well
as cooperative programs between the countries concerned.

The additional aim of  the Institute is to finalize collaboration and da-
ta supply agreements with universities throughout the Mediter-
ranean, above all in Arabic-speaking countries where language
departments host German and Nordic languages, but have little bib-
liographical tools. Over the decade to come, the Italian Institute of
German Studies can assume a determinate role as an interface be-
tween continental Europe and the Mediterranean realm within the
field of  German Studies. 

Within 2012 the organization of  a conference is expected – which
could be defined as a “joint conference” – in which government and
university representatives from Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia
will be present together with their German, Austrian and Italian
counterparts. The contacts are already at a very advanced state, and
there have already been trips and meetings in North Africa, Ger-
many, Austria and Europe.

The Home of  German Studies. Services

1. The library

Our library houses close to 70,000 volumes in German – about 70%
of  the collection – and in the Nordic and Dutch languages. We pos-
sess notable holdings of  history and philosophy in these languages
and a collection of  some four-hundred periodicals, some of  which
have uninterrupted runs from the end of  the 19th century through
the beginning of  the 20th.
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The recent cataloguing of  the library by the Italian National Library
Service, though incomplete – having covered only 20% of  the entire
collection, only a small fraction of  which were the antique holdings
– has confirmed that our patrimony is to a large degree unparalleled
in Italy: almost 50% of  the books in our modern collection are
unique, with an even greater percentage as regards our early holdings.
Naturally, the completion of  the cataloguing and the digitization of
the “unique” works would represent an enormous advantage in terms
of  the utilization of  our bibliographical resources. The first step fore-
sees finishing the cataloguing of  the holdings to enable digitization.
Considering the difficulty of  finding the resources to digitize the en-
tire collection quickly, the project’s goal – which is part of  the three-
year plan – is to find innovative technologies in order to meet two
objectives: a quick digitizing process so that the Institute may imple-
ment digitization-on-demand, thus limiting it to titles requested due
to their presence in the catalogue; and a low-resolution digitizing so
that they may also be enjoyed by users without access to broadband
or those users employing the internet on a mobile device.

It is our intention to develop web tools capable of  integrating the In-
stitute’s site to allow users to request digital content and consult hold-
ings – beyond inquiries via web of  the catalogue, already possible
for the portion of  the completed catalogue. The website would also
create a virtual library of  rare material relative to the institutional dis-
cipline of  the center. Additional objectives of  the digitization proj-
ect include hiring or training personnel capable of  autonomously
developing the process, and the exportation of  the digitization
process to other libraries specialized in the institutional disciplines of
the IISG, with the goal of  creating a large portal that in digital form
will contain a unique bibliographical patrimony, but one free from
territorial limits.

2. German Studies. The journal

When we took office (September 2011), the last edition to have been
published by the former management was that of  2009. In reality how-
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ever it was only the yearbook of  Italian Germanicists. The journal as
such had not been published since 2008. By December 2011 we had
published the edition reassuming the three “numbers” of  2010. In
April 2012, both in order to cover 2011 but also to remind ourselves
of  where we come from, the facsimile of  the first issue ever published,
that of  1935, saw the light of  day. And now this, which is the first is-
sue of  the new series, a series that will appear biannually and, above all,
punctually in June and November in volumes of  300-350 pages.

The structure of  the journal, in as much as it is the organ of  the In-
stitute, mirrors our programmatic intentions and foresees an “Edi-
torial” followed by a space entitled “Compass and Review”, which
will follow the movement of  events, institutions or cultural realities
in the world of  the German language in order to orient and trace
themes of  contemporary interest; in the current issue a large space
is dedicated to the anniversary (1812) of  the Kinder- und Hausmärchen,
and therefore to the Brothers Grimm. A regular space will also be
dedicated to Scandinavian cultures, which in the past perhaps were
not adequately covered. In the current issue there is a review of  Dan-
ish noir within the context of  the larger phenomenon of  Nordic de-
tective fiction, and a second contribution dedicated to Andersen.
Following the main body of  the journal which is dedicated to the
traditional publication of  essays from both Italian and foreign Ger-
manicists, the second part hosts a space dedicated to “German Stud-
ies throughout the world”: a movement towards enlarging the
international dimension, but also an attempt at offering readers in-
formation related to our disciplines, the way in which they are taught,
where, and with what results. What is being studied and what is be-
ing translated in countries like Ireland, for example, with which we
are concerned in this issue. Coming next is the section “In Progress”
or rather, the material born out of  the research we are currently con-
ducting. The journal concludes with a “Pastone” (as they used to say
in the dailies when referring to the jumble of  news pieces condensed
into one “piece” on the front page) which collects and recounts all
that has happened in the field of  German studies, not only in Italy,
in the six months preceding publication of  the journal: conferences,
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debates, interviews, books, and notices of  the most varied types and
of  interest to the entire community of  Germanicists. This year there
will be no reviews, but next year the Observatory of  German Stud-
ies of  the University of  Trento will enter into collaboration with the
Institute of  German Studies, contributing in a significant way to
making Villa Sciarra the center of  German Studies in Italy.

3. The books of  Villa Sciarra

Having to give priority, within the context of  editorial activity, to the
journal, and considering the slender economic means at our dispos-
al, we reflected upon the problem of  continuing to print books.
When we realized that almost 40% of  the cover price (which was al-
so true for the journal) was taken by Herder Books for distribution,
we decided to discontinue collaboration and opt instead for on-line
distribution, convinced that 40% in savings will give us the possibil-
ity of  carrying out our editorial activities without considerable addi-
tional costs to the center.

We have also simplified the structure for our book series, reducing
it to two: essays (including conference acts) and the texts, obviously
all adequately translated and edited. For this series and for its trans-
lation costs, we have asked for European financing. For the essay se-
ries (as well as for the journal) we found ourselves having to salvage
those pre-existing ones; we will therefore begin with the acts of  the
conferences. In 2012 the following titles are foreseen:

– Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann e il romanzo moderno. Acts of  the inter-
national conference of  2005. Edited by Elisabeth Galvan.

– Three-dimensional Ibsen: politics, feminism and the stage. Acts of  the in-
ternational conference of  2006. Edited by Laura Caretti.

– Fascismo e nazionalsocialismo in Italia e in Germania: il dibattito storico-
politico e la rappresentazione mediatica dopo il 1980. Acts of  the interna-
tional conference of  2006. Edited by Lutz Klinkhammer.
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– Lorenzo Mirabelli, Centotre anni di bibliografia in lingua italiana su
Thomas Mann (1908-2011) in collaboration with AISMANN/Italian
Association of  Mannian Studies.

– Il teatro di Heinrich von Kleist. Interpolazioni, messe in scena, traduzioni.
Acts of  the conference on Heinrich Kleist of  2011. Edited by Lui-
gi Reitani.

4. Villa Sciarra: Home of  German Studies

Villa Sciarra: Home of  German Studies. We mean this literally as the
center is both available for conferences, seminars, meetings, and
book presentations, but also the permanent seat of  scientific soci-
eties. Both the Thomas Mann Gesellschaft and the Walter Benjamin
Gesellschaft have their seats in the Villa Sciarra to this day. Natural-
ly we also hope that the AIG (Italian Association of  German Stud-
ies) will choose to make Villa Sciarra its home.

The Italian Institute of  German Studies

We are no longer the institute founded in 1931 by Giovanni Gentile,
inaugurated in 1932 in the presence of  Benito Mussolini, and gov-
erned over time, and through history’s storms, in a substantial con-
tinuity of  intents and purposes, or rather, diffusion and support of
research in the area of  German Studies, by Giuseppe Gabetti, Rodol-
fo Bottacchiari, Bonaventura Tecchi and Paolo Chiarini. Naturally,
we are more than proud of  our tradition, but from the point of  view
of  the rules which govern us and, by and large, from the point of
view of  institutional characteristics – independent of  our will – we
have become another entity.

The architecture of  the administrative organs have also changed. As
other research centers (the statute indeed has the same framework
for all), the IISG now is governed by an administrative board com-
posed of  three members: the president, Fabrizio Cambi, and two
councilors: Sergio Belardinelli and Giorgio Manacorda, who is both
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the senior councilor and the vice-president nominated by the CDA
(board of  directors).

The statute foresees a scientific board that will supervise research
activities with the support of  the head of  research, Dott. Bruno
Berni, who is also chief  librarian of  Villa Sciarra. After a long and
complex procedure guaranteeing it transparency, the scientific board
today is made up of  Fulvio Ferrari, coordinator; Andrea Landolfi,
secretary; Luigi Cimmino, Fulvio Longaro, and Martina Nied.

That statue also foresees a director who must be recommended by
the president and unanimously approved by the board of  directors.
The new director is Dott.ssa. Renata Crea.

With this new institutional structure, and with the scientific and cul-
tural activities which have been launched up to this point, we believe
that the IISG will increasingly become the reference point in Italy for
the institutions of  German-speaking countries and Scandinavia.*

Sergio Belardinelli Fabrizio Cambi Giorgio Manacorda
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Franz Kafka vs. Sherlock Holmes
Der Heizer in Der Verschollene

Luca Crescenzi

To Alessandro Piperno
And to his Leo Pontecorvo,

A Kafkian hero

An almost indestructible and frequently repeated myth is that of
the nearly total “inaccessibility” of  Kafka’s fiction. Coming back in-
to vogue in the 1980s in the wake of  the success of  deconstructionist
and post-structuralist approaches, it has recently reappeared, for ex-
ample, in Oliver Jahraus’s intelligent and well-crafted book, Kafka:
Leben, Schreiben, Machtapparate. Jahraus’s thesis is suggestive: Kafka’s
writing is a labyrinth that tempts the interpreter, pulls her inside and
forces a confrontation, but does not actually bring her any place at
all, fending off  any attack.1 An idea not dissimilar to that decisively
advanced by Giuliano Baioni in Kafka: letteratura ed ebraismo, where he
observes how Kafka’s images are neither “liberally usable forms”
nor “cathartic forms or in any case gratifying in the light of  a rela-
tionship that connects, even if  purely mediately, the horror of  the
signifier at the liberation of  any signified”. Baioni writes:

They do not find within the text a sense that transcends them, they
do not positively return, as they make one believe, to a truth beyond
their physical beauty. Simply presented as metaphorical material,
beautiful but precisely for this reason impermeable to any interpre-
tation, their degree of  truth lies uniquely in the function they have
of  being the cause of  a question the reader is induced to create for
herself, often unconsciously, an interpretive key to the reading and,

1 Oliver Jahraus, Kafka: Leben – Schreiben – Machtapparate (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2006),
pp. 11-14. As regards the recent and less recent history of  “anti-hermenuetic“ inter-
pretations of  Kafka’s work, see Detlef  Kremer, Kafka und die Hermeneutikkritik, in Kaf-
ka-Handbuch, edited by Bettina von Jargow and Oliver Jahraus (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Puprecht, 2008), pp. 336-352. 



as a consequence, to compromise herself, and in a manner for the
most part irrecoverable, with this univocal and reassuring interpre-
tation.2

Against such theses it is not worth putting up an argument that
too has its own historical evidence. On the contrary, it means that al-
most every approach to the work of  Kafka has revealed itself  to be,
in one way or another, fruitful, and has generated an immense criti-
cal tradition that with great effort has made it out of  the shallows of
impressionistic or simplistic interpretations. Kafka’s writing, notes
the same Baioni, indeed makes every attempt at textual interpretation
almost impossible, the paradoxical result of  which being the exalta-
tion of  “the interpretations more than the writing itself ”;3 thus, it is
not the signified of  the work to emerge in the continuum repre-
sented by the history of  its exegesis, but rather the signified of  the
exegesis itself: a carefully calculated result of  Kafka’s writing which
thereby places not the nature of  its meaning at its center, but rather
the nature of  the relation that every reader creates with that mean-
ing. However, this question risks reducing the relationship between
text and interpretation to a vicious circle that, in fact, re-proposes
the problem of  the inaccessibility of  Kafka’s writing on another
plane. Is there therefore no other solution for criticism than to ac-
cept the given un-interpretability of  Kafka?

The scant fortune which for some decades now research has en-
joyed that does not diverge from this fact and that does not attempt
to offer a cure through the always more vast and detailed consider-
ation of  the historical, biographical, social, and religious context
within the work of  Kafka would seem to indicate the existence of
a dominant attitude of  resignation before the fact of  its impenetra-

2 Giuliano Baioni, Kafka: letteratura ed ebraismo (Turin: Einaudi, 1984), pp. 94-95. See
also Claudia Sonino’s strongly consistent pages, Giuliano Baioni. Letteratura ed ebraismo,
in “Scrivo in Tedesco perché sono ebreo”. Canoni, bilanci, prospettive di studio sulla letteratura
ebraica-tedesca, edited by Roberta Ascarelli and Claudia Sonino (Arezzo: Bibliotheca
Aretina, 2007), pp. 125-143.

3 Giuliano Baioni, op. cit., p. 92.
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ble, if  productive, inscrutability. From this point of  view, the thema-
tization of  the context becomes the skeleton key with which it
seems possible to suggest at least the initial conditions for opening
up passages in the solid shell that protects the writing’s vital heart.
Biography, Prague, Judaism, juvenile cultural suggestions: these are
the most valued areas research has drawn upon in order to identify
possible keys to unlocking the work of  Kafka. These four areas in-
deed seem to have monopolized the attention of  the majority of
interpreters. Without any doubt research has profited greatly from
this state of  things: it has earned concreteness, it has returned Kaf-
ka to his time and place, it has erased the myth of  the “great ex-
ception” and it has opened new roads to the investigation of  the
work. However, it has done so not without conserving some old,
and little shareable, conditioned reflexes: it is enough to think of
the excess of  psychologisms that still are to be found within Kafka
criticism. The interchange of  life and literature – a hermeneutical
topos that always finds new formulations – drives serious and even
severe scholars in the philological conduct of  their investigations
to develop parallelisms between the work and the life that would
appear acceptable only with difficulty in the case of  almost any oth-
er author. What else if  not a long tradition of  studies sensitive to
these superimpositions could have brought, for example, Peter An-
dré Alt, in his excellent biography of  Kafka, to equate the “dra-
maturgy of  the relationship” with Felice Bauer to the “literary
output of  Kafka”? Alt on this point writes:

Its internal law, dictated by unstable impulses of  expansion and re-
traction, imitates the contorted logic of  the writing process. Happy
phases are followed by stalls, resistances and interruptions which
again are taken over by connections leading to equilibrium and new
beginnings. The oscillation between ecstasy and the return to sobri-
ety, suggestion and delusion, is, in each of  the cases, the dominant
principle.4

4 Peter André Alt, Franz Kafka: Der ewige Sohn (Munich: Beck, 2005), p. 375. 
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The thesis is, without a doubt, compelling. Its veracity however is
undemonstrable and, in the end, feeds that vision of  the short-circuit
between the life and the work as the motive behind Kafka’s writing; a
vision which is good for psychological readings, but too often risks
constructing a simplifying shortcut in which art is reduced to impulse.5

In any case, while the contextual questions keep critical attention
alive, other threads of  research tend to produce results that are ba-
sically arid, no longer practicable, or simply ignorable. Scholars seem
by now to have abandoned generic allegorical or existential readings
of  Kafka’s work which for quite a long time marked the history of
its interpretations.6 However, it seems that they have not developed
a particular sensibility for the internal parallelisms, for those precise
inter-textual references, for the well-designed motivational and the-
matic geometries that, instead, to a large degree determine the mean-
ing of  Kafka’s fiction. Naturally, there are exceptions; but they are
precisely that, exceptions. Otherwise at certain times investigations
prevail according to the spirit of  a “great interpretive tradition” that
passes from Adorno to Alt, through Wagenbach, Emrich, Baioni,
Politzer, Robertson, and Binder;7 at others according to the multiple

5 Even Oliver Jahraus, who in his monograph distances himself  from the long-
lived myth of  a Kafka “constantly overwhelmed by family authority, bureaucracy, and
society, above all, by his father, and more than that tried by the adversities of  life to be-
gin, by amorous relationships and by professional failure” (Jahraus, 24), nonetheless ad-
vances psychological hypotheses, even if  refined and distant from the usual time-worn
clichés. For example, when Jahraus confronts the question of  Kafka’s two wills and the
destiny of  his work within them: “He wanted, in the end, even fully conscious of  the
impossibility of  realizing just such a wish, his writing (autographic) to remain im-
mutable as only in this way could the process of  writing have saved and preserved him.
Only writing did Kafka feel sovereign to that which he had written. But because death
sets an end to writing, the sovereignty to that which he had written could only be pre-
served through a negative, destructive gesture; that is, through the destruction of  what
had already been written” (ibid., p. 58). 

6 See the considerations developed by Peter U. Beicken in his dated, but still very
useful, study, Kafka: eine kritische Einführung in die Forschung (Frankfurt: Athenäum, 1974),
p. 60 and following.

7 A tradition that should be considered, together and with some elaboration, in the
same way as the colossal critical-philological commentary in Walter Benjamin’s bril-
liant 1934 essay. In addition to the aforementioned monograph of  Peter André Alt, see 
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perspectives of  different “culturalogical” approaches adopted with
greater or lesser success, but growing at an unrelenting rate since
the 1990s.8

Even if  in one way this extreme mobility of  Kafkian exegesis tes-
tifies to its vitality and to the ever new demands that historical-philo-
logical discoveries put on its interpreters, in another it exposes a
restlessness determined by a constant dissatisfaction with the results
achieved, an embarrassment or a weakness that induces one to change
and to revise one’s point of  view in order to try and collect whatev-
er otherwise would seem to remain inexorably hidden. The price of
a similar attitude is measured by the risk of  generating a great num-
ber of  parallel critical discourses only vaguely connected by the com-
mon denominator of  Kafka’s work and prematurely letting go of
promising interpretive approaches worthy of  elaboration. Nor are
blind spots lacking. The meager amount of  critical interest in the in-
ter-textual relationships within Kafka’s work has already been men-
tioned. One could however also add that, for quite some time,
perhaps precisely because of  the ever greater influence exercised by
studies of  a culturalogical bent, the axis of  research has definitively
moved toward the investigation of  “what” Kafka relates rather than
toward an elaboration of  “how” that something is related.

the following: Theodor W. Adorno, Aufzeichnungen zu Kafka, in Prismen (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1955), pp. 248-281; Klaus Wagenbach, Kafka. Eine Biographie seiner Jugend.
1883-1912 (Bern: Francke, 1958) [expanded edition Berlin: Wagenbach, 2006]; Wil-
helm Emrich, Franz Kafka (Bonn: Athenäum, 1958); Giuliano Baioni, Kafka: Romanzo
e parabola (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1962); Heinz Politzer, Franz Kafka. Der Künstler (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1965); Harmut Binder, Kafka: Der Schaffensprozess (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp,
1983); Ritchie Robertson, Kafka. Judaism, Politics and Literature (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1985). This brief  list of  famous titles naturally serves only to trace the lines of  the tra-
dition to which this text refers and from whose example innumerable essays and stud-
ies have been derived.

8 Among the most significant results of  this tendency, impossible to present ex-
tensively due to the risk of  having to list an immense number of  titles, see the exten-
sive chronologies found in the studies of  Wolf  Kittler and Gerard Neumann (see the
chapters contained in their volume, Franz Kafka: Schriftverkehr [Freiburg: Rombach,
1990]); and that of  Joseph Vogl, Ort der Gewalt, Kafkas literarische Ethik (Zurich - Berlin:
Diaphanes, 2010).
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Yet it is clear, and maybe always has been, that the forms of  Kaf-
ka’s fiction decisively determine its sense. Benjamin himself  observed
how the novel of  Kafka was nothing more than a parable,9 opening
the road to one of  the major threads of  interpretation of  the last
half  a century. At the same time, convincing contributions in the his-
tory of  Kafka-Forschung have often come from those authors who –
like Gerhard Neumann or Jürgen Kobs or more recently Barbara
Neymeyr10 – at the base of  their interpretations have incisively placed
the question of  formal paradigms. 

In any case, here it pays to move on to facing the difficult ques-
tion surrounding the meaning of  a central text in Kafka’s oeuvre like
Der Heizer (first and foremost in its function as the first chapter of
the novel Der Verschollene and only thereafter as an autonomous
short-story), and to focus upon a constructive aspect of  the narra-
tion often touched upon, in other cases, by research but rarely made
the object of  a specific and close examination: the liberal exploita-
tion and use of  stylistic features derived from various forms and gen-
res within a context apparently foreign to them.

A well noted example of  this Kafkian process is found in the nov-
el Das Schloβ, whose beginning (beyond various events and environ-
mental details) in a rather obvious, and almost ostentatious, way calls
to mind characteristic topoi of  the 18-19th century gothic novel,11

from Horace Walpole’s The Castle of  Otranto to Ann Radcliffe’s The
Mysteries of  Udolpho, from E.T.A. Hoffmann’s Elixiere des Teufels to
Bram Stoker’s Dracula.12 Equally noted and examined is the reuti-

9 Walter Benjamin, Franz Kafka. Zur zehnten Wiederkehr seines Todestages, in Gesammelte
Schriften, edited by Rolf  Tiedemann and Herrmann Schweppenhäuser, vol. II.2: Auf-
sätze-Essays-Vorträge (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1977), p. 420.

10 From Gerhard Neumann see, above all, the essay which immediately became a
classic, Umkehrung und Ablenkung: Franz Kafkas “Gleitendes Paradox”, in “Deutsche Vier-
telsjahrsschrift” XLII (1968), n. 4, pp. 702-744; Jörgen Kobs, Kafka. Untersuchungen zu
Bewusstsein und Sprache seiner Gestalten, edited by Ursula Brech (Bad Homburg: Athenäum,
1970); Barbara Neymeyr, Konstruktion des Phantastischen: Die Krise der Identität in Kafkas
„Beschreibung eines Kampfes“ (Heidelberg: Winter, 2004).

11 See Michael Müller, Das Schloβ, in Kafka. Romane und Erzählungen. Interpretationen,
edited by Michael Müller (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1994), p. 254.

12 See Peter André Alt, op. cit., p. 591.
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lization of  images gathered from an exotic-erotic novel like Octave
Mirbeau’s Le jardin des supplices in the short-story In der Strafkolonie.13

But these are only two examples of  many. The stories about animals
or the Chinese stories utilize, as is well-known, narrative styles bor-
rowed from fables, fairytales, news pieces, and Hassidic anecdotes.

These are matrices that Kafka employs to diverse ends, often to
alienating effect, but never in contrast to the conceptual ductus of  the
narrative event, even if  the sense of  genre-contamination may be
somewhat difficult to decipher. The most obvious function of  this
process is that of  creating in the reader a specific horizon of  antici-
pation that the narration will then try to frustrate or develop in an un-
usual way. Referring specifically to Der Heizer, for example, with rare
acuity Milan Kundera observed that the beginning of  the story had all
the characteristics of  a joke, but was related like one that cannot or
should not be told.14 As for the rest, precisely in the capacity of  con-
structing the narration from the gap between the implicit model and
its eccentric development in the story lies the secret of  the ability –
Kafkian if  anything – of  attracting the reader’s attention through the
illusion of  immediacy, then raising unexpected and nearly insur-
mountable difficulties. The peculiarity, however, that makes Der Heiz-
er almost unique within Kafka’s oeuvre lies in the specific combination
of  narrative models, apparently irreducible to a unitary figure, from
whose meeting springs a formidable characterization of  the protago-
nist, Karl Rossmann, and his adventure. The encounter with these
models happens almost immediately, but their incongruence with the
context in which events take place renders them barely discernible. 

This can be clarified by a brief  analysis of  the famous incipit: ar-
riving at the port of  New York, a growing crowd of  porters, a seem-
ing allusion to the frenetic dynamic of  metropolises, weighs down
upon all the passengers, forcing Karl to the external side of  the ship’s

13 Wayne Burns, In the Penal Colony: Variations of  a Theme by Octave Mirbeau, in “Accent”,
XVII, 2 (1957), pp. 45-51; Harmut Binder, Kafka-Kommentar zu sämtlichen Erzählungen (Mu-
nich: Winkler, 1975), pp. 174-181; Bernd Nagel, Kafka und die Weltliteratur. Zusammenhänge
und Wechselwirkungen (Munich: Winkler, 1983), p. 46; Giuliano Baioni, op. cit., pp. 86-88.

14 Milan Kundera, Einstein e Karl Rossmann, in Il sipario (Milan: Adelphi, 2005), p. 87.
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deck. The scene seems to fit perfectly with all the readings that con-
sider it the premonition of  a novel that will be piercingly critical of
the dynamics of  power and tyranny dominant in modern society.15

And yet, immediately following this prelude of  the encounter with
the chaos of  the great American city, Karl Rossmann embarks upon
an adventure, so to speak, outside of  time. An adventure that is par-
adoxically far from the world in which he has just arrived and instead
completely tied to the reality of  transit, neither Europe nor Ameri-
ca, that is the interior of  the ship. The situation to which Kafka rel-
egates him seems copied from a canonical fable: Karl, removed from
his family and forced to abandon his home and native country, los-
es himself  in the corridors of  the transatlantic ship as an unexpect-
ed event keeps him from returning to his cabin by the familiar way.
After following a labyrinthine route, he is brought to a small door
and comes upon an inhabitant of  the recesses of  the ship: the stok-
er, whose aspect is that of  a giant, “ein riesiger Mann”.16

The similarity of  this incipit to that of  famous fables, from Lud-
wig Bechstein’s Der Kleine Däumling or Der golden Rehbock to Jacob and
Wilhelm Grimm’s Hänsel und Gretel or Das Waldhaus, does not seem
to be by chance. It invites one to consider Karl’s infantile perception
of  reality. Even where – later in the text – the scene of  his seduction
by the family cook is evoked, she surfaces in Karl’s memories as a
“Hexe” who closes him in “unter Grimassen seufzend in ihr Zim-
merchen” (KKAV, 42), a direct quote from Hänsel und Gretel. More-
over, if  one then considers Der Heizer in the light of  that to which it
is attached, also on a formal level, that is, to Der Verschollene, one no-
tices almost automatically that the fable references in the novel con-
stitute a sort of  central thread that resurfaces multiple times; in the
third chapter, for example, where the stroke of  midnight announces
the instant that retransforms Karl Rossmann from the pampered

15 See, among others, Wilhelm Emrich, op. cit.
16 Franz Kafka, Der Verschollene, edited by Jost Schillemeit, in Schriften – Tagebücher

– Briefe. Kritische Ausgabe, edited by Jürgen Born, Gerhard Neumann, Malcolm Pasley
and Jost Schillemeit, 11 volumes (Frankfurt: Fischer, 1982), p. 8. Textual citations, from
the novel version, are inserted directly into the text and marked between parenthesis
with the abbreviation KKAV, followed by the page number. 
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nephew of  a senator into a homeless boy abandoned to his own de-
vices (KKAV, 120); or in the fifth chapter where the story of  Therese
develops into a supplement easily ascribable to an Andersonian more
than Dickensonian model (KKAV, 196-202); or in the same figure of
the head chef  of  the Hotel Occidental, protective wetnurse, who has
innumerable precedents in the world of  fables.

Beyond these more or less recognizable allusions, the element that
connects Der Heizer to the aforementioned fables is more substantial
and has something to do with the nature that the novel, from its very
first lines, attributes to Karl Rossmann: the nature of  the rational
planner in a context that, precisely because of  the simplifying and or-
ganizing force of  rationality, appears irreducible. Just like his prede-
cessors in fable, Karl is identified completely with the logic that
informs his acts: he has conceived a project destined, because of  its
precision, to work; however, it is disrupted by a random, unexpect-
ed and unconsidered event – the closed door – which in the end
leads him into an unknown domain. A domain in which he is forced
to ascertain – at least for a little while – how his instruments of  ori-
entation have become ineffectual and how the reality which sur-
rounds him in and of  itself  is strangely incommensurable.

The importance of  this sort of  fable-like preamble must not be
undervalued. It establishes a crucial characteristic of  the entire nov-
el, which amply deploys, all along its developmental arc, the motive
of  contrast between Karl’s reasonable expectations and the setbacks
that the particular circumstances in which he finds himself  inflict.
The familiar form and the usual order of  things no longer exist.
Rather, there exists a new reality in which everything is singularly de-
formed. It is no accident that Kafka’s representation of  America in
Der Verschollene is teeming with inaccuracies, great and small, which
stud the novel from the beginning. The most infamous example is
the novel’s opening image of  the Statue of  Liberty holding an im-
possible sword instead of  a torch (KKAV, 7). But over the course
of  the novel, the following also make an appearance: a transatlantic
ocean crossing that lasts only “fünf  lange Tage” (KKAV, 19); a
bridge that connects New York to Boston (KKAV, 144); an allusion
to a San Francisco of  the east (KKAV, 124); a place called Oklahama
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(KKAV, 387 and following); as well as the two imaginary cities of
Ramses and Butterford. All of  these “exceptions” to reality (for a
long time missing thanks to Max Brod’s intervention) show that Karl
Rossmann has entered into a world only seemingly recognizable as
“America”: in reality, he is lost in a literary space in which arbitrary
laws have a value with unpredictable consequences.

This naturally implies a drastic relativization of  realistic readings
of  Kafka’s American novel and its first chapter. There is no doubt
that the travel accounts of  Arthur Holitscher,17 the stories of  Kaf-
ka’s cousin Emil, the conference of  Prague socialist František Souk-
oup on America and its officials,18 and the newspaper articles and
other texts already mentioned in criticism on the origins of  the nov-
el had an influence on this or that scene.19 Certainly Kafka had done
a lot of  research in order to realize his novel (and this makes it even
more improbable that his “errors” are truly errors). But no inter-
pretation that places similar suggestions at its center can convinc-
ingly resolve the question of  the many ways in which Kafka’s writing
programmatically eludes every mimesis of  American reality. Kafka’s
America is a fictitious scenario and the essential fact is not that with-
in it there are the same conflicts of  force that run through a real
America; rather, what is essential is the confusion of  the man who
all of  a sudden finds himself  at the mercy of  situations without any
means of  useful understanding or orientation where he is incapable
of  taking hold of  anything at all.

That this incapacity of  collecting the forms, the rules and the con-
nections of  reality is the principal theme of  Der Heizer is demon-
strated, if  nothing else, by Kafka’s ability to generate within the

17 Arthur Holitscher, Amerika. Heute und morgen. Reiseerlebnisse (Berlin: Fischer, 1912).
The collected texts had previously appeared between 1911 and 1912 in the magazine,
“Neue Rundschau”. 

18 See the related annotations in the diaries, KKAT, 424.
19 Hartmut Binder, Kafka. Der Schaffensprozess (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1982), pp. 75-135;

Peter André Alt, op. cit., pp. 351-358; Bodo Plachta, Der Heizer/Der Verschollene, in Kafka
Handbuch, cit., pp. 445-447. See also the extraordinarily precise notations of  Andreina
Lavagetto in Franz Kafka, La metamorfosi e tutti i racconti pubblicati in vita, edited by Andreina
Lavagetto with a preface by Klaus Wagenbach (Milan: Feltrinelli, 2003), pp. 274-275.
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reader the same sense of  bewilderment that overcomes Karl Ross-
mann. Thus, there is almost no need to underline how one of  the
principal reasons for the extraordinary capacity of  Kafka’s writing to
involve the reader must be recognized in the effectiveness with which
it cancels, forever in different ways and with brilliant variations, every
distance between protagonist and reader. At times it achieves this ef-
fect through the only outwardly simple device of  the direct call (an
example being the justly celebrated text Eine kaiserliche Botschaft in
which the dynamic that unites the narrator, hero and reader consti-
tutes the very theme of  the story). More often the appellative struc-
ture of  the narration is only implicit, the reader inadvertently
becomes the protagonist of  the story. And this is precisely what hap-
pens in Der Heizer. 

One understands this clearly when one considers how the appar-
ently objective narrative does not offer the reader any means with
which to differentiate or distance herself  from Karl Rossmann’s per-
spective. As in many stories and novels by Thomas Mann,20 in Der
Heizer the voice of  the narrator borrows the protagonist’s thoughts
and returns them uncritically; therefore, the reader follows the events
of  the drama from a unique perspective. Unable to assume a dis-
tanced perspective, obliged to orient herself  in one direction only, the
reader becomes, literally, the protagonist’s double: she shares in the
bewilderment perforce, as long as it does not become her major pre-
occupation. At this point, just like Karl Rossmann, she must employ
all the resources at her disposal to confront the events the novel puts
forward and that she is incapable of  understanding. She tries there-
fore to place them into a coherent, rational order, defining both
cause and effect. However, this is precisely what is impossible for
her, just as it is for Karl: the novel continuously eludes the reader’s
attempts thereby losing her in its plot no less than the way Karl gets

20 Elisabeth Galvan has analyzed this narrative technique in Der Tod in Venedig and
in other stories by Mann in Der “Kleiderschrank” und seine Folgen, in “Thomas Mann-
Jahrbuch” XXIV (2011), pp. 119-132. As far as the position of  the narrator in Der
Zauberberg is concerned, see my essay Wer ist der Erzähler des “Zauberberg”? Und was weiβ
er eigentlich von Hans Castorp?, in “Jahrbuch für Literatur und Psychoanalyse”, XXXI
[2012] (Würzburg: Könighausen & Neumann, 2011), pp. 167-182.
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lost in the ship, in New York, and in America. America itself  finish-
es, in that way, in order to configure itself  as a place of  bewilder-
ment and, as we have examined, as a metaphor of  the story itself  in
as much as it is the site of  another and more macroscopic bewilder-
ment: the reader’s.

This vision may seem reductive and even simplistic if  only be-
cause it sets up Kafka’s America as a metaphor, as a neutral and lit-
tle characterized field as regards its historical and social aspects.21

This has, however, the advantage of  defining the conceptual frame
in which Karl Rossmann’s adventure inserts itself  as well as easily
explaining the “strangeness” of  the novel and its incipit. If  in fact
Kafka’s end is not principally that of  offering an image, even if  high-
ly symbolic of  American reality, but that of  giving form to a narra-
tive destined to produce a continual effect of  disorientation, there is
sufficient reason for introducing elements to the story that have no
reference to known or explainable things. The result is evidently that
of  thematizing the inadequacy of  the processes of  deciphering the
facts that both the protagonist and reader employ.

On this basis, certainly not uncommon for Kafka’s stories, a sin-
gular theme is developed which the story presents with extreme cau-
tion, even if  amply elaborated. Such a theme brings one back to Karl
Rossmann’s condition of  disorientation, but with a paradoxical log-
ic that further contributes to destabilizing the reader’s capacity for
comprehension. The essential point is that Karl, having entered a fa-
ble-like dimension which does not allow the use of  the usual instru-
ments to interpret reality, nonetheless must return to their use due to
the simple fact that he has no other alternatives at his disposal.

With this perspective it is as important as ever to observe that the
narration, other than supporting itself  with a recognizable fable-like
framework, is full of  images of  an obviously allegorical nature. It is
enough to return to a consideration of  the initial scene – the arrival
of  the ship in the port of  New York – to understand that allegory

21 As opposed to what criticism holds to be true, beginning with Wilhelm Emrich’s
familiar interpretation, p. 244 and following (“Der Kapitalismus als ‘Zustand der Welt
und der Seele’”).
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plays an essential role. The appearance of  the Statue of  Liberty,
called by name and, accordingly, expressly recognized in its allegor-
ical nature, naturally proves rather problematic in the region of  the
cancellation and transformation of  the attributes that, precisely, qual-
ify it as an emblematic image of  liberty. The statue is not only
equipped with a sword instead of  a torch; but, as its left arm is in-
visible, it is impossible to know what it holds. Nevertheless, the fact
of  having to be understood as an allegory is never under discussion;
indeed, because she holds a sword, it seems reasonable to sense in
that an image ascribable to traditional allegorical representations of
justice. Justice without a scale, naturally, and therefore without equi-
librium or equanimity, but recognizable nonetheless by means of  one
of  its fundamental attributes.22

If  this is the way things are, one must reckon that Kafka deliber-
ately imposed one allegory on another, maybe with the intention of
alluding to the double nature of  a liberty imposed by the sword or
to negating the existence of  liberty itself  within the American uni-
verse represented by the story. In any case, the image with which this
story opens possesses an undisputed allegorical worth. Which, more-
over, does not exhaust its function after disappearing from Karl
Rossmann’s view but, on the contrary, manages to engender signifi-
cant consequences in the events to follow.

The first significant event, in this light, is that Karl, after having
listened to the story of  the stoker, progressively seems to return from
out of  his bewildered state. He again begins to form reasonable hy-
potheses together with the facts he learns from the voice of  his in-
terlocutor and, proceeding in the same way, seems to acquire
authoritativeness and once more become master of  the situation. He
also assumes the role of  prompter, patron, even mentor of  the stok-
er, in an unexpected exchange of  roles: a reversal essentially deter-
mined by the capacity of  formulating considerations and deductions
of  which the other seems incapable. The result of  this recovery of
faith in his own instruments of  orientation is that Karl is able to in-
duce his new, reluctant friend to go to the ship’s captain to demand

22 Oliver Jahraus, op. cit., p. 257.
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his rights: “Waren Sie schon beim Kapitän? Haben Sie schon bei ihm
Ihr Recht gesucht?” (KKAV, 14).

In this changed context the plea for rights tacitly suggests a cor-
respondence with the opening image. It has to do with putting jus-
tice to the test, with testing the effective correspondence to the
expectations of  reason. But the logic of  the initial allegory appears,
in the story, more solid than that put forth by Karl Rossmann. If  he
trusts in the protocols of  etiquette dictated by the reality from which
he comes, that of  the by now far away homeland of  Europe, the al-
legory’s force of  penetration seems to dominate the “American”
world. When the rule of  law makes its appearance – on the occasion
of  the debate in which the accusations and the claims of  the stoker
are passed on to the examination of  the ship’s authorities – it is not
the reality of  the law and its norms that receives emphasis but, in-
stead, once again the allegorical detail of  the sword that the captain
wears on his side and with which he plays (KKAV, 20); or that of  the
bamboo cane that appears, not unlike a sword, on the side of  the
man who will reveal himself  to be Karl’s uncle (KKAV, 21).

The pervasive force of  the allegory is essential to the representation
of  the nature that justice possesses in the new world Karl Rossmann
has reached. In it, the noted criteria of  justice are suspended; in their
place others have been substituted, which however – and this is the
most significant point – derive directly from the form that the sphere
of  rights assumes in its allegorical transfiguration. The allegory has be-
come essential: it no longer returns, outside of  itself, to the reality of
justice, but substitutes it. The sword is both allegory and reality of  the
same justice and for this reason precisely appears both between the
hands of  the statue that dominates the port of  New York and on the
side of  he who represents the authority of  the law on the ship.

One must therefore consider that in the narrative space opened
up by the first pages of  Der Heizer, and precisely because of  the im-
position of  a fable-like and allegorical dimension within the story,
the ordinary good sense of  Karl Rossmann loses all validity. His
analysis of  the facts is for the most part completely ineffectual there
where the logic of  free narrative invention or rather the law of  an
aesthetically defined reality determines the course of  events.
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Furthermore, Karl bases his deductions, thoughts, and expecta-
tions on the flimsiest of  grounds. He completely ignores the norms,
rules, and uses that orient the life of  the ship and, in general, navi-
gation. Therefore, he blindly proceeds in his demands of  obtaining
the stoker the recognition he feels he is due. Yet, as criticism has of-
ten revealed, without any hesitation he shares the nationalistic prej-
udices of  the same stoker, he adopts them as proof  of  the legitimacy
of  everything the stoker has told him, immediately violating the ob-
jectivity and impartiality of  any rational investigation of  the truth.

In this way the literary features of  the character Karl Rossmann
are explained further. Introduced into the domain of  an unknown re-
ality in which he is nothing more than that naïve hero both his age
and disorientation make of  him,23 he nonetheless desires to some-
how stand above the reality and the events that surround him on the
strength of  his deductive capacities. The fact that from the beginning
these clearly appear uncertain, limited, and founded on a reason of
dubious critical capacity does not seem to be an obstacle. However,
it is precisely this element that proves truly significant in his complex
characterization. Karl’s nature is in fact that, paradoxically, of  a lost
child that will rise up, nevertheless, to become a hero of  rationality.

The insistence with which Kafka develops this paradox is clear
and runs throughout all of  Der Heizer from the moment Karl Ross-
mann begins to give advice. The seeming obviousness of  his advice
is at odds with its patent ineffectualness and subtle hints of  danger.
Karl inevitably continues to make mistakes: from the beginning to
the end he constructs images of  reality unfailingly contradicted by
the facts, he offers uniquely faulty indications, and he forces the stok-
er, while trying to help him, to undertake a series of  actions that in
the end come back to both haunt and hurt him. On the other hand,
Karl does not show the slightest doubt as to the value of  his own
judgments and when confronted with his first mistakes, does not ex-
perience any uncertainty. When the stoker reacts with annoyance to
the suggestion of  going to the captain with his countercharges (“Sie
hören nicht zu, was ich sage und geben mir Ratschläge”), Karl re-

23 See also Peter André Alt, op. cit., p. 356.
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mains convinced of  the goodness of  his advice. (“Einen bessern Rat
kann ich ihm nicht geben”) (KKAV, 14); and during the brief  ques-
tioning of  the stoker, while the hopes of  seeing his reasons ac-
knowledged rapidly disappear one after the other, Karl never loses
faith in his capacity to dominate the situation. On the contrary, he
feels “so kräftig und bei Verstand, wie er es vielleicht zu Hause
niemals gewesen war” (KKAV, 33).

This seeming state of  grace of  intelligence is underlined, in the sto-
ry, by the long sequence of  questions that Karl asks himself  before the
hesitation of  the stoker; by those ever silent ones with which he hap-
pily demolishes the credibility of  Schubal, the antagonist of  his “pro-
tected one”; and the brief  discourse with which he seems to want to
persuade his interlocutors of  his good faith. Karl Rossmann reasons:

Warum war das erste sachliche Wort das ihm einfiel “Unredlichkei-
ten”? Hätte vielleicht die Beschuldigung hier einsetzen müssen, statt
bei seinen nationalen Voreingenommenheiten? Ein Mädchen aus
der Küche hatte den Heizer auf  dem Weg ins Bureau gesehen und
Schubal hatte sofort begriffen? War es nicht das Schuldbewusstsein,
das ihm den Verstand schärfte? Und Zeuge hatte er auch mitge-
bracht und nannte sie doch auβerdem unvoreingenommen und un-
beeinflusst? Gaunerei, nichts als Gaunerei und die Herren duldeten
das und anerkannten es noch als ein richtiges Benehmen? Warum
hatte er zweifellos sehr viel Zeit zwischen der Meldung des Kü-
chenmädchens und seiner Ankunft hier verstreichen lassen, doch zu
keinem andern Zwecke als damit der Heizer die Herren so ermüde,
dass sie allmählich ihre klare Urteilskraft verloren hätten, welche
Schubal vor allem zu fürchten hatte? Hatte er der sicher schon lan-
ge hinter der Tür gestanden war nicht erst in dem Augenblick ge-
klopft, als er infolge der nebensächlichen Frage jenes Herren hoffen
durfte der Heizer sei erledigt? (KKAV, 34-35).

The point is that these questions expose an intellectual plotting,
an incessant following of  considerations and deductions that clarify
the role into which Karl Rossmann feels placed. In the proceedings
or, if  you will, in the small trial that he in no small way has helped to
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further, it seems to be his turn to play the part of  keen observer, of
perceptive analyst in search of  the truth. As he seems to have un-
derstood in the above passage, Karl has decided to assume the func-
tion of  both lawyer and investigator. He has become, or believes to
have become, the protagonist of  a sort of  detective novel with a vic-
tim, the stoker; a culprit, Schubal; and he himself  in the part of  im-
probable detective as well as court called upon to judge.

The reference to the detective novel may seem superfluous. But
in this case, as in that of  the elements of  fables mentioned at the be-
ginning of  this essay, the ways in which Kafka, in Der Heizer and
again in Der Verschollene, brings to the reader’s mind certain canoni-
cal elements of  this specific genre are not small in number. The al-
lusive and detective-story-like title, for example, that Kafka attributes
in the novel to the sixth chapter, “Der Fall Robinson”, is indicative
as is the sequence of  events with which the seventh chapter opens.
In that chapter Karl Rossmann is “transformed” by Kafka into a
suspected criminal and subjected to an insidious interrogation by a
police officer, forced to escape (which gives life to an adventurous
chase), and finally saved in extremis by the providential intervention
of  Delamarche, who grabs him unexpectedly by the arm just in time
to push him into the safety of  a darkened doorway (KKAV, 277-
287). Furthermore, the fact that Kafka was familiar with detective
fiction is proven by his diaries where one finds the following partic-
ular observation dated January 5, 1912:

Weltsch eingeladen, zum Benefice der Frau Klug zu kommen. Löwy
mit seinen starken Kopfschmerzen, die wahrscheinlich ein schweres
Kopfleiden anzeigen, lehnte sich unten auf  der Gasse, wo er auf
mich wartete, die Rechte verzweifelt an der Stirn, an eine Haus-
mauer. Ich zeigte ihn Weltsch, der sich vom Kanapee aus zum Fen-
ster hinüberneigte. Ich glaubte zum erstenmal in meinem Leben in
dieser leichten Weise aus dem Fenster einen mich nahe betreffenden
Vorgang unten auf  der Gasse beobachtet zu haben. An und für sich
ist mir solches Beobachten aus Sherlock Holmes bekannt.24

24 Franz Kafka, Tagebücher, edited by Hans-Gerd Koch, Michael Müller and Mal-
colm Pasley, in Schriften, cit., pp. 348-349.
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The situation described in this annotation is sufficiently typical
of  the novels of  Conan Doyle to not be of  any real help in provid-
ing a precise reference. However, it is intriguing to hypothesize that
Kafka could have had in mind a story with a title almost fatally wor-
thy of  attention, A Scandal in Boehmia; a story in which Doctor Wat-
son, at one point, duly assists Holmes in a mise-en-scène with a
diversionary tactic from outside of  a window.25 In the end, howev-
er, it is not the tracking down of  sources to persuade one to seri-
ously take into consideration the reutilization on Kafka’s part of
stylistic features from detective novels. The really important ques-
tion is why Kafka allowed himself, in Der Heizer and more generally
in Der Verschollene, to drop Karl Rossmann, firstly, into the role of
captious investigator and then into that of  suspected fugitive.

The answer to that question, for which it is helpful to turn once
again to Kundera’s invitation to recall the eccentric treatment to
which Kafka subjected the disparate materials of  his stories and nov-
els, may be found in two details from the story, almost two asides,
where, as we will shortly see, precisely that detective literature of
which Karl Rossmann seems to have become a protagonist is men-
tioned. Before considering them more closely, however, it is neces-
sary to briefly reconstruct, once again, the thread of  the events
narrated in Der Heizer, because it is only within the context delineat-
ed by them that the worth of  the quoted details clearly emerge.

On this point it is worthwhile remembering that the most macro-
scopic characteristic of  Der Heizer, the one that even becomes sen-
sational when we consider the story outside of  its context in the
novel, is that of  being a narration articulated in two almost connec-
tion-less episodes, the second of  which roughly ends the first, leav-
ing it without a solution. Now, if  one asks oneself  why Kafka was
driven to so obviously break the rules of  almost any traditional nar-
rative, one is again sent back to the nature of  its hero and to the po-
sition he has assumed before the events. Karl Rossmann, who enters
like the lost protagonist of  a fable, disoriented by a reality incom-

25 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Celebrated Cases of  Sherlock Holmes (Minneapolis:
Amaranth Press, 1984), pp. 1-15.
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prehensible to him, early on begins to adopt the interpretative in-
struments with which he tries to put in order the facts given to him
by the stoker. Gradually, but inexorably, he ends up attributing to his
rational capacity of  analysis the power of  penetrating beyond the
apparent confusion of  events, individuating in them a convincing
causal logic. Because of  this, he begins to give advice, intervening in
the diatribe that pits the stoker against his superior, Schubal, con-
vinced as he is of  holding the key to the sure determination of  truth.
The only problem is that not only do his convictions reveal them-
selves to be completely erroneous, not only do every one of  his sug-
gestions and every one of  his interventions produce unexpected and
almost catastrophic consequences, but the last thing his entire un-
dertaking reveals is that it is itself  founded upon a colossal equivo-
cation: for while he is following his investigation of  a truth he is
convinced of  seeing lucidly and that, maybe, does not exist, he finds
himself  to be the object of  an investigation. Karl’s uncle, who has
been on his tracks without even knowing him, without many clues,
and without the certainty of  even being able to see his efforts
through, finds Karl at last in the cabin in which he had brought him-
self in order to plead the cause of  the stoker. From the beginning –
and this is one of  the most extraordinary inventions of  Kafkian nar-
ration – Karl has been the authentic end of  the investigations relat-
ed by the story. Only that with a brilliant reversal of  perspective,
Kafka immediately puts it beneath the reader’s eyes; recounts the
bizarre events of  which Karl has become the protagonist as if  they
constituted the principal drama of  the narration; offers the specta-
tor only the possibility of  sharing Karl’s gaze, Karl’s thoughts and
Karl’s actions; even entitles a chapter – and then publishes the story
separately – with the name of  the stoker who is the object of  all of
Karl’s attention; and finally, with a real twist worthy of  theatre, re-
veals his secondary and, all in all, irrelevant character. Karl, who
would like to be the protagonist of  a novel of  which he holds all the
keys, the hero of  an authentic whodunit, the detective who uncov-
ers the truth in the case of  the stoker, all of  a sudden finds himself
in the position, so to speak, of  the wanted man, in the same way in
which, much later in the novel, he finds himself, and not the Robin-
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sons or the Delamarches that inspire his constant suspicions, fol-
lowed by the police.

It is at this point that the two explicit connections to detective
novels may be considered on the basis of  their meaning in the econ-
omy of  the story of  Karl Rossmann. And it is worth departing from
the second, which falls in the fifth chapter of  the novel. Here, after
Karl has been hired by the Hotel Occidental as an elevator boy and
has begun to study commercial correspondence in a book from
Therese, one reads that he passes entire nights doing exercises while
his younger colleagues – all of  them adolescents for elevator boys
may not be older than twenty (KKAV, 203) – do not read anything
other than “als höchstens Detektivgeschichten, die in schmutzigen
Fetzen von Bett zu Bett gereicht wurden” (KKAV, 204). If  one con-
siders that this quotation appears after the novel at its beginning has
already developed the form of  a detective novel, and that shortly
thereafter, in the seventh chapter, it recovers the stylistic features in
a much more evident way, it seems to collect in itself  a seed of  au-
to-reflection, a miniscule meta-fictional opening. But the fact is that
the detective fiction to which Kafka here refers is that of  teen pleas-
ure reading, a literary genre of  easy and widespread consumption
that Karl Rossmann with his new interests self-importantly consid-
ers from on high. Why then should Der Verschollene take up these
movements again?

The motive seems to reside, again, in the perspective with which
the reader is forced to follow the tangled web of  the novel, in the end
always and only that of  Karl Rossmann. Now, it is clear from the
observation of  his colleagues’ reading habits that Karl, no less than
Kafka, knows what a detective story is and may rightfully consider
it light-reading; and, therefore, is or has clearly been a reader of  such
literature. His desire to dedicate himself  solely to formative reading
seems to have brought him to disdain literature he considers useless
as regards any possible future career. However, the memory of  that
which he had certainly encountered in the past has not vanished, and
this conditions his perception of  reality. In this way, just as some
events transform themselves in Karl’s vision into fragment of  a fa-
ble not dissimilar from those that must have populated his recent in-
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fancy, others appear to him like episodes from a police drama. The
means, systematically used by Kafka in this as in many of  his works,
of  making the perspective of  the narrator and the reader coincide
with that of  the protagonist make it possible, at the level of  the sto-
ry, for the drama of  events to develop according to those same dy-
namic and logical forms that Karl Rossmann believes he recognizes.
The stylistic features of  the fable and detective novel otherwise
would not be anything but the baggage Karl Rossmann brings with
himself  from his infant and adolescent readings which have given
form to the modest cultural instrument with which he interprets the
events that involve him.

This explains the drama’s incongruities, being neither overseen
by a narrator who decides its every move, nor conceived to depart
from a sovereign eye that cancels the superfluous and the contra-
dictory in order to delineate an event from not uneven development.
The drama is designed instead to depart from the contradictions, the
causalities and the contrasts of  a mind still bound to fantasy and in-
fantile sensations. Karl guides the reader through his America be-
yond which there is no other world he is able to distinguish and
represent. 

It is clear, on the other hand, that this world composed of  fable-
like characters, adventures and allegories comes from an independ-
ent reality, that of  America, that cannot entirely disappear behind
Karl’s fantasies. It is logical, therefore, that beyond these last points
criticism has seen the very concrete image of  a society dominated by
the dynamics of  power and relationships of  threatening forces. This
represents the material to which the perceptions and fantasies of
Karl Rossmann apply themselves. The bewildering effect that Kaf-
ka’s narration provokes in those interpreters who are most unwilling
to see the presence of  recognizable meanings grows out of  the for-
midable contrast that it stages between the brutal concreteness of
this material and the total inadequacy of  the instruments that its he-
roes employ to observe, understand, and analyze it. But what in-
struments are we talking about? We are talking about basic rational
instruments or, if  you like, basic forms of  rationality. The references
to fable and to detective novels in the case of  Karl Rossmann in
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themselves imply a criticism. Kafka uses them in as much as they set
up examples of  the fascinating simplification of  nature and the func-
tioning of  reason. In his simplest literary declinations, rationality as-
sumes a reassuring, protective aspect, and, above all, is available to all.
Thanks to these declinations, every time that Karl Rossmann recog-
nizes in himself  the practical intelligence of  Kleiner Däumling or
the analytical capacity of  Sherlock Holmes, he may believe that he
dominates the reality into which he has fallen from on high. In truth,
the coarseness of  his deductions, his line of  reasoning, his sugges-
tion and his actions depend on the fact of  his having absorbed, with
his models, a mythology of  reason prèt a porter that unrelentingly con-
ducts him toward an uninterrupted series of  failures. In the end, Karl
Rossmann is unable to realize any of  his plans and is unable to di-
vine even one of  his intentions. To stick to the facts narrated in Der
Heizer, he does not find the umbrella he has lost, he does not help –
in fact irredeemably compromises – the stoker, he does not under-
stand the nature of  the situation in which he finds himself  nor does
he know how to judge the people he meets. Furthermore, with a
twist worthy of  the best humorist, Kafka has him find his luggage
he thought definitively lost.

On the contrary, and here is the most significant reference to de-
tective literature contained in all the novel, Karl’s uncle finds him
thanks to a description contained in the letter mailed by the cook who
had seduced him; a description that Karl defines, in a way compre-
hensible only in the context that has here been attempted to be ex-
plained, “nicht gerade detektivisch” (KKAV, 46). The boutade is
obvious. The only thing that comes off  in the whole affair with which
Karl Rossmann’s American adventures begins is precisely that which
corresponds least to the characteristics of  the punctilious police in-
vestigation. The brief  description of  Karl offered by the cook’s let-
ter, most likely based on a rather perfunctory observation and by that
time hazy memories, permits his identification better than almost any
search led by a detective’s basic deductive logic. And this, more than
the sudden narrative “turn”, is what catches the reader off-guard.

The strategy that Kafka follows throughout Der Heizer is that of
feeding the expectations of  the reader through recourse to recog-
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nizable clichés. The moment in which the web of  events engenders
the detective story, therefore, it leads one to consider the probable
success of  the investigator. Offering, in fact, the protagonist of  the
story the same awareness as the reader (but only if  she has some
knowledge of  the detective novel), Kafka pokes another hole in the
barrier that separates the hero’s point of  view from that of  the self-
same reader and prompts a perfect identification between both of
them, founding it on an equal and instinctive faith in the gentle rep-
etition of  a known narrative pattern. The detective will be success-
ful. And he will be successful because he will demonstrate that he
knows how to use his spirit of  observation, his deductive capacities,
his ability to distinguish inapparent causal connections better than
anyone else. Therefore, Karl Rossmann’s failure suggests or implies,
to use a formula only paradoxical up to a certain point, the failure of
Sherlock Holmes. Firstly, it implies that it is the failure of  elementary
logic with which the hero of  the detective novel arranges the results
of  his investigation. Secondly, it exposes the uselessness of  that
hero’s observations that are founded upon a “circumstantial para-
digm”26 any perfunctory description could replace. And finally, it rad-
ically questions his faith in reason as a superior instrument with
which to investigate the truth.

This is how, maybe for the first time, in Der Heizer one of  the ma-
jor organizational centers of  Kafka’s fiction emerges: the vision of
reason as an illusory vehicle of  knowledge. Here, as elsewhere (one
need only think of  the events surrounding Joseph K. in Der Prozess)
its functioning appears completely inadequate to forming a true
awareness of  reality with which the individual is called to measure his
or herself. Instead, to Kafka, reason appears to be an extraordinary
defensive instrument, through which it is possible to dull knowledge
and construct a world to measure, ordered and kept together by
causal connections and outwardly rigorous logic; a world in which it
is possible to orient oneself  on the basis of  a few basic criteria that
design a panorama of  necessary and predictable events. There is a

26 To take up a noted argument developed by Carlo Ginzburg, Spie. Radici di un para-
digma indiziario, in Miti, emblemi, spie. Morfologia e storia (Turin: Einaudi, 1986), pp. 158-209.
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tight familial bond between the Karl Rossmann convinced of  jus-
tice’s eventual triumph in the case of  the stoker and the Joseph K.
convinced, in spite of  all evidence to the contrary, of  his own inno-
cence. Both are literally incapable of  comprehending the actual state
of  affairs only because they seek, in them, that causal order, that log-
ic that reason demands and reality denies. Furthermore, there is an
obvious irony in Der Heizer: precisely when the enigma of  the stok-
er should resolve itself, when the hidden truth about Schubal’s abus-
es of  power should come to light, when the acute suppositions of
the detective Rossmann should be confirmed and the “detective”
drama of  the story reach its resolution, the fable-like plot of  events
instead begins to dissolve. The scene where Karl is recognized by
his uncle puts an end to the stoker’s story and finds its perfect equiv-
alent in the hero-identification scenes in fables. As in the best ex-
amples of  the genre, the outcast and lost Karl Rossmann all of  a
sudden discovers himself  to be the privileged descendent of  that
sort of  modern king that is the senator from New York. 

In the end, naïve faith in the analytic power of  reason fails when
confronted with the evidence of  a world that escapes any and every
attempt at fitting it to reassuring logical patterns. In the twisted re-
ality of  a nonexistent America, one that no map could ever help to
reconstruct, every event, every small or large detail, responds unique-
ly to a narrative need and makes sense only in the aesthetic dimen-
sion of  the novel.

Nevertheless, it is precisely this obvious arbitrariness of  recount-
ed reality, this irreducibility of  the narration to a known ordering
principle, that almost paradoxically makes that content in Kafka’s
writing which could possibly still be legitimately defined as existen-
tial emerge. The breaking open, insistently and variously pursued by
Kafka, of  that barrier that separates the universes of  the narrator, the
hero, and the reader here reveals its most intimate need because it
cancels out the wall that only apparently divides the novel’s reality
from any other. Karl Rossmann’s world does not possess a precept
different from that of  any other world we know. Its uniqueness is il-
lusory. That within it arbitrariness, randomness, and error reign; that
events continuously begin and remain forever inconclusive; that time,
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that space, that the causal connections between events appear dis-
solved or inconsistent is rather obvious. There where the laws of
aesthetics dominate, the reassuring logical order that reason gives to
events is no longer capable of  establishing itself. But if  it is no longer
possible to distinguish between the bewilderment of  Karl Rossmann
and that of  the reader who follows his adventures; if  the vain efforts
of  the same Karl Rossmann to rationally define the nature of  reali-
ty that surrounds him correspond to those, equally vain, who are fas-
cinated by their destiny; if, in short, the limits between the reality of
the hero and that of  the reader blur, then it is clear that the universe
of  the novel coincides with that of  the reader herself  and that the re-
ality of  this latter is subjected to the same referees, errors, and inci-
dents that represent the reality of  the lost.

Within this frame, reason manifests its defensive, instrumental
nature and, at the same time, its limit. Reality has an aesthetic nature,
it does not follow order-giving laws or principles, so reason con-
structs a calming and comforting version thereof. Only art is capa-
ble of  investigating the forms of  reality and of  giving an authentic
image back to it, even if  a necessarily confused, contradictory, and at
times even chaotic one. Literature, there where it abandons the in-
fantile myths of  its fables or the illusions of  those naïve modern
sagas that are detective novels, is no exception. And Kafka, telling the
story of  Karl Rossmann and cleverly representing it as the story of
every one of  its readers, has put together something similar to an
approximate travelogue-like account of  an aimless adventure. An
imaginary biography that in itself  contains the trace of  every biog-
raphy possible.
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Einschöpfung: the concept of plagiarism 
in Karl Kraus

Irene Fantappiè

Only a small part of  the notebooks of  Karl Kraus conserved in
the Rathaus Bibliothek of  Vienna consist of  the Viennese writer’s orig-
inal notes or texts. Much more frequent are newspaper articles that
Kraus edited not only through cutting and pasting but also appro-
priating, cancelling the sentences he found superfluous and adding
a latere passages to connect the remaining fragments. In addition, a
good part of  the Krausian archive is constituted of  transcriptions.
With his minute and nervous handwriting, Kraus copied scenes from
Schlegel’s translations of  Shakespeare’s dramas, texts of  Offenbach’s
operettas, writings of  Nestroy, Schiller, Goethe. On several occa-
sions, during the more than three-hundred Vorlesungen held in the
theatres of  Vienna, Kraus even presented these texts to the public as
his own. 

The archive reflects the literary work. In the essays Kraus pub-
lished in “Die Fackel” in his poems and theatrical pièces, other peo-
ple’s writings are qualitatively and quantitatively as significant as his
own. The work of  Karl Kraus, as is well-known, is to a large degree
made up of  quoted texts. Furthermore, in “Die Fackel” it is not un-
usual to find articles signed by Kraus even though he had not writ-
ten a single word: in the pages of  his own journal he reported texts
omitting both source and author’s name. Of  the many hundreds of
pages of  the theatrical pièce Die letzten Tage der Menschheit, very few ac-
tually come from the pen of  Karl Kraus. In the drama entire news-
paper articles and long pieces of  literary prose appear inserted
without any citation at all, with the exception of  the warning in the
Vorwort (“Die unwahrscheinlichsten Gespräche, die hier geführt wor-
den sind wörtlich gesprochen worden”),1 to the extent it is almost
impossible for the reader to recognize the difference between “first”
and “second-hand” writing.

1 Karl Kraus, Die letzten Tage der Menschheit, in Schriften, edited by Christian Wa-
genknecht, vol. X (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1986-1994), p. 9.



Criticism has analyzed the strongly inter-textual character of  the
Krausian oeuvre, emphasizing the centrality of  the role played by quo-
tation. One cannot, however, but note that recourse to the concept of
quotation, in many of  the cases just mentioned, proves to be ex-
tremely problematic. In the essay The Basic Function of  Quotation,2 pub-
lished in the miscellany edited by Roman Jakobson Sign, Language,
Culture, Stefan Morawski identifies the two fundamental characteris-
tics of  quotation as literaliness, or precise and faithful reproduction,
and discreteness, the possibility of  recognizing the quotation as such
within the new context. Both are connected to the legal origins of
quotation. Since the beginnings, in fact, the emphasis of  the term falls
on auctoritas: the Latin verb citare originally meant “to call”, “to name”,
“to call on the witnesses subpoenaed”.3 When a witness is subpoe-
naed, his or her testimony must be as accurate as possible and must
remain directly attributable to him or her; thus the necessity of  main-
taining the characteristics of  literaliness and discreteness. In the majority
of  cases, however, Kraus does not respect either criteria, as he re-elab-
orates the quoted material and does not make it identifiable as such.
Therefore, in my opinion, it is necessary not to stick to the definition
that Kraus gives of  himself  as “Schöpfer des Zitats”4, taking rather in-
to consideration the possibility that the Krausian art of  quotation
might be inexplicable without recourse to the notion of  plagiarism as
well (the author understands plagiarism as a “subterfuge” where the
“Fremdes” is rendered as “Eigenes”, as opposed to the false where the
“Eigenes” is presented as the “Fremdes”).5 Acknowledging the lively

2 Stefan Morawski, The Basic Function of  Quotation, in Sign, Language, Culture, edited
by Julien Algirdas Greimas and Roman Jakobson (Paris: Mouton, 1970), pp. 690 - 705.
On citation see also Antoine Compagnon, La seconde main, ou Le travail de la citation
(Paris: Édition du Seuil, 1979); Michael Worton - Judith Still (edited by), Intertextuality:
Theories and Practice (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990); Mary Orr (edit-
ed by), Intertextuality. Debates and Contexts (Cambridge: Polity, 2003).

3 See also Andrea Bernardelli, Intertestualità (Milan: La Nuova Italia, 2000), p. 45.
4 Karl Kraus, Im dreißigsten Kriegsjahr, in “Die Fackel”, XXX (1929), nn. 800-805, p. 2.
5 Elisabeth Frenzel, Fälschungen, literarische, in Reallexikon der deutschen Literaturgeschichte,

vol. I (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1958), pp. 444-450. On plagiarism in German literature see
also the most recent studies resulting from the broad debate: Philipp Theisoh, Plagiat.
Eine unoriginelle Literaturgeschichte (Stuttgart: Krör, 2009); Plagiate. Fälschungen, Imitate und 
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debate that has recently surrounded this concept, this essay aims to
demonstrate how, for Kraus, plagiarism had an extremely original and
different meaning from that which it held for his “maestri”. If, indeed,
Kraus elevated plagiarism to the level of  art, it is also true that he rein-
terpreted it to the point of  making it substantially explode from with-
in, by assimilating it to literary creation.

Karl Kraus’s most accomplished reflection on the topic of  pla-
giarism is found in a practically unknown essay of  1921, Vom Pla-
giat. The author’s starting point is Alfred Ehrenstein’s accusation of
the previous year when he compared Kraus’s poem “Apokalypse”
with certain passages from the Apocalypse of  St. John in order to
demonstrate how the former author had indeed plagiarized the lat-
ter. As further proof  of  Kraus’s improper attitude toward other
texts, Ehrenstein – for whom Kraus reserved the rather unfriendly
epithet of  “Einfallspinsel”6 – adopted a line from the poem “Nach
zwanzig Jahren” in which the author, listing the themes he con-
fronted in his work, had supposedly “stolen” two lines from Shake-
speare’s Hamlet:

Geschlecht und Lüge, Dummheit, Übelstände, 
Tonfall und Phrase, Tinte, Technik, Tod,
Krieg und Gesellschaft, Wucher, Politik,
Der Übermut der Ämter und die Schmach,
die Unwert schweigendem Verdienst erweist,
Kunst und Natur, die Liebe und der Traum –
Vielfacher Antrieb, sei’s woher es sei,
der Schöpfung ihre Ehre zu erstatten!7

The fourth and the fifth lines – “Der Übermut der Ämter und
die Schmach, / die Unwert schweigendem Verdienst erweist” – are
indeed taken from Schlegel’s translation of  Hamlet, which in English

andere Strategien aus zweiter Hand, edited by Jochen Bung, Malte-Christian Gruber and Se-
bastian Kühn (Berlin: Trafo, 2011).

6 Karl Kraus, Vom Plagiat, in “Die Fackel”, XXIII (1921), 572-576, pp. 61-66.
7 Karl Kraus, Vom Plagiat, cit., p. 61.
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reads “The insolence of  office, and the spurns / that patient merit
of  the unworthy takes”. It is undoubtedly plagiarized. We have be-
fore us the improper appropriation of  another’s words reported
without quotation marks or any indication of  who the original author
may have been, and presented as Kraus’s own.

The two lines belong to one of  the most famous monologues of
all of  literature, “To be or not to be”, and the quoted translation –
the Schlegel-Tieck version, one of  the touchstones of  German cul-
ture – was without a doubt the most well-known version of  Shake-
speare in the Vienna of  that time. Kraus knows well that, before a
public of  literati, the justification would be to remind readers that the
two Shakespearean lines were so well-known as to be understood as
such de facto, even in the absence of  an explicit indication or citation
of  their source. The Viennese writer, however, does not intend to de-
fend himself  claiming that he has not committed an act of  plagia-
rism. Kraus’s ultimate aim, on the contrary, is to justify his plagiarism
in as much as it is plagiarism. The two Shakespearean lines, in his
opinion, are primarily valuable precisely because they are not his own
and furthermore, because of  the position they occupy.

Shakespeare’s words describe the insolence of  official authori-
ties and the disrespect that patient merit receives from lesser indi-
viduals. If  these words perfectly complete the list of  themes of
Kraus’s oeuvre, however, it is not thanks to their content; rather, it
is because they are not Kraus’s words. The text is important in as
much as it is someone else’s. Moreover, the fragment from Hamlet
in “Nach zwanzig Jahren” has value in the force of  its own position.
That new, “secondary” position is indeed the result of  a reposi-
tioning that is the “originale Leistung”8 of  the author. The act of
plagiarizing is a creative act, and it is such when one manages to
omit those quotation marks signaling the quotation and thereby to
completely appropriate another’s text. That is to say, when one is
capable of  transforming words like those of  Shakespeare, born in
a completely different reality, into the form of  a meaning to be ex-
pressed in the present reality. That “secondary” meaning will nec-

8 Ibid.
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essarily be other than that of  the original. Plagiarism, as Kraus in-
tends it, entails a modification of  the text even when this text re-
mains the same. 

The creative contribution of  the plagiaristic author does not con-
sist in a production of  words; rather, in that which the Austrian au-
thor calls “Einschöpfung”,9 which is to say, in an “attainment” of
something in order to “insert it” in something else. In effect, it has
to do with a spatial movement. The “spatial” perception of  language
is the key point of  Krausian literary production, as is explained in
further detail elsewhere,10 and it is precisely from this idea of  lan-
guage as a “body” that Kraus proposes his re-reading of  the idea of
plagiarism. Thinking of  plagiarism as a creative act is indeed possi-
ble only as long as one connects the spatial dimension of  the word
to its linguistic and literary characterization; in other words, only as
long as one considers the deliberate change of  position of  certain
words and the modification of  their referential, poetic and meta-lin-
guistic function as two independent variables.

If  the function of  a text depends on its position within the con-
text, the latter necessarily acquires a crucial importance. It is pre-
cisely in this sense that the following brief  annotation from Kraus
published in “Die Fackel” in 1908 must be interpreted, which, more-
over, confirms how plagiarism for Kraus has been an object of  re-
flection from the very beginning of  his literary activity: “Es ist
unmöglich, einen Schriftsteller, dessen Kunst das Wort ist, zu
kopieren oder zu plagieren. Man müßte sich schon die Mühe
nehmen, sein ganzes Werk abzuschreiben”.11 Literary writing, ac-
cording to Kraus, is in primis the relation between the text and its
context; it follows that in order to plagiarize a writer worthy of  the
name, it would be necessary to copy his or her entire work. For the
same reason, many texts “die” outside of  their respective contexts,
especially Witze, which on the surface appear to be easily gatherable

9 Ibid.
10 Irene Fantappiè, Karl Kraus e Shakespeare. Recitare, citare, tradurre (Macerata: Quodli-

bet, 2012).
11 Karl Kraus, Vorurteile, in “Die Fackel”, IX (1908), 241, p. 26.
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flowers but which rapidly wither when cut and placed in the but-
tonhole of  someone else’s jacket:

Wie schal und leer wirken sie aber plötzlich in der andern Umge-
bung. Nicht wiederzuerkennen! Ein Witz, der als die naturnotwen-
dige Äußerung eines Zorns entstanden ist, hat manchmal das
Unglück, so locker zu sitzen, daß ihn jeder abreißen kann, der vor-
übergeht. Die Blüte läßt sich pflücken und welkt rasch. Ob sie nun
ein Leser ins Knopfloch steckt oder ein Literat an seinen blüten-
leeren Baum. Zwar müßte man besonders eifersüchtig auf  solche
Blühen sein. Denn das Publikum weiß nur von diesen. Daß ich ein
paar üble Dinge berührt und dazu ein paar gute Witze gemacht ha-
be, weiß mancher. Die besseren kann man glücklicherweise nicht
zitieren.12

It is no accident that Kraus considered the best Witze those that
were the most difficult to quote or to plagiarize. Already in 1911 he
admits that he is not at all surprised that his Witze are not funny
when quoted by the writer and journalist Max Brod. The value of  a
text, and therefore also the capacity of  a Witz to make others laugh,
depends, Kraus writes, on the air which the words are forced to
breathe, so much so that in a foul atmosphere even a word from
Shakespeare would fail. “Er [Max Brod] zitiert schlechte Witze, die
ich gemacht habe; mit Recht, sind sie schlecht, wenn sie der Brod zi-
tiert. Denn es kommt auf  die Luft an, in der ein Wort atmet, und in
schlechter Luft krepiert selbst eines von Shakespeare. Geist auf  Brod
geschmiert ist Schmalz”.13 In the wordplay that closes the paragraph,
Kraus takes advantage of  the two meanings of  both schmieren (to
spread, to taint) and Schmalz (lard, sentimentalism), while additionally
playing on the assonance of  Brod and Brot (bread). “Geist auf  Brod
geschmiert is Schmalz” in any event too enjoys a double meaning:
“the spirit, spread on a piece of  bread, becomes lard” and “the spir-
it [of  my Witze], tainted by Brod, becomes sentimentalism”.

12 Ibid., pp. 2-27.
13 Karl Kraus, Selbstanzeige, in “Die Fackel”, XIII (1911), 326-327-328, pp. 35-36.
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On the other hand, when Kraus insists on the fact that Brod’s 
work (or that of  other authors in general) is a context which makes
others’ words wither, it is also to point out the difference between
his own and other people’s writing. Kraus ascribes to his journal “Die
Fackel” rather the merit of  being a valid context than a valid text,
rather a valid container than a valid content. The frequent use of
others’ material is in fact an exercise in the ability – which Kraus,
rightfully, feels to be his own – of  inscribing everything within him-
self, of  transforming himself  into a spatial entity that concedes the
right of  citizenship to any and every type of  fragment of  the real. It
is not the pen, but scissors and glue that are Kraus’s primary instru-
ments, as is also evidenced by the notebooks conserved in his
archive. The basic experience of  historical and linguistic reality oc-
curs through découpage and collage, and it is from them that his writing
is born. His duty, he maintains, consists not in saying or expressing,
but in repeating (“nicht auszusprechen, nachzusprechen, was ist”).14

It is about a nachsprechen, which is not mere transcription as it trans-
forms what it repeats even though keeping it identical to itself; there-
fore, it can occur via the act of  plagiarizing, via quotation or via
inter-textual processes hybridizing the first with the second. The lat-
ters are by far the most frequent in the writings of  Kraus. In order
to critically interpret the work of  the “Schöpfer des Zitats”, it is
therefore necessary to take into consideration the concept of  pla-
giarism as well.

When welcoming every type of  fragment of  reality, Kraus is
rather distant from the ludic behavior of  the avant-garde. He works
with precise satirical or didactic aims. Plagiarism – in its pure or hy-
brid form with quotations – indeed permits Kraus to appropriate
fragments of  reality, to make the “Eigenes” the “Fremdes”: once
inscribed upon the Krausian page, the other’s text becomes Kraus’s
instrument. From this appropriation, Kraus’s “cannibal” satire can
spring forth, and Benjamin is right when he claims that “Der Satirik-
er ist die Figur, unter welcher der Menschenfresser von der Zivili-

14 Karl Kraus, Erfahrung, in “Die Fackel”, XV (1914), 400-403, p. 46.
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sation rezipiert wurde”.15 With quasi cannibalistic behavior, Kraus’s
satire draws strength from the linguistic fragments already existent
in the world. Kraus’s “cannibalism” is simultaneously both the
strength and the weakness of  his writing: asserting himself  as the
space of  existence of  the objects of  the real, Kraus has the power
to condemn to death all of  that which he does not manage or de-
sire to assimilate. But if  nothing exists outside of  Kraus, beyond
Kraus nothing exists: Kraus negates the world precisely the moment
in which he seems to bid it indiscriminate welcome.

It is necessary to specify that, with the passing of  time, the man-
ner in which the Viennese writer takes advantage of  this capacity of
his changes. In the first two decades of  activity, the Krausian con-
text has a destructive effect upon the texts of  others: the words tes-
tify against their very authors. To cite, in particular, signifies to cite
in court.16 As Canetti writes, “Das Zitat, wie er es gebrauchte, sagte
gegen den Zitierten aus, es war oft der eigentliche Höhepunkt, die
Vollendung dessen, was der Kommentator gegen jenen vorzubrin-
gen hatte. Es war Karl Kraus gegeben, Menschen sozusagen aus
ihrem eigenen Mund heraus zu verurteilen”.17 After the world war,
instead, the Krausian “context” also became, above all thanks to
the growth of  attention dedicated to the activity of  translation, an
“erwähltes Gefäß”,18 which protected the material contained from
the offenses of  the present era in order to conserve them intact for
the future.

The use of  the instrument of  plagiarism on the part of  Kraus al-
so feels the effects of  this change. With the passing of  time, in fact,
the object of  his acts of  plagiarism will more frequently be, and in
his final years almost exclusively, the great masters, in primis Shake-

15 Walter Benjamin, Karl Kraus, in Gesammelte Schriften, edited by Rolf  Tiedemann and
Hermann Schweppenhäuser, vol. III (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1985), p. 341. 

16 See Irene Fantappiè, Accusativo assoluto. Karl Kraus, la legge e la doppia morale, in Karl
Kraus, Con le donne monologo spesso. Morale, stampa e vita erotica nella Vienna d’inizio Novecen-
to, edited by Irene Fantappiè (Rome: Castelvecchi, 2007), pp. 7-34.

17 Elias Canetti, Karl Kraus, Schule des Widerstands, in Das Gewissen der Worte (Munich:
Hanser, 1974), p. 45.

18 See “Die Fackel”, XIII (1911), 329-330, p. 24.
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speare himself. The importance of  the English poet and dramatist
for Kraus’s oeuvre19 is difficult to underestimate. It is also a conse-
quence not only of  the particular function developed by Shakespeare
in the panorama of  German literature already from the 18th century
onward but the philosophy of  language underlying Krausian writ-
ings as well. The interest in Shakespeare also depends on historical-
political motivations: it widens in fact during the First World War in
as much as it is an expression of  the urgency of  reacting to those
“last days of  humanity” and gives rise to a wide program of  rewrit-
ing, the Theater der Dichtung, which Kraus undertakes for twenty years
and which he considers to be the acme of  his own activity as a writer.
It is no accident therefore that in the essay Vom Plagiat, written when
Kraus was working on the Theater der Dichtung, he affirms that not
even a new Shakespeare would be able to write lines more suitable
for Kraus than those Shakespearian ones – as, precisely, they would
not be Shakespearian lines. If  in Kraus plagiarism has a value, as such
this does not mean that it always has a value. Precisely in as much as
it shapes art, plagiarism is subordinate to the same critical judgment
as is poetry. To those who consider plagiarism scelus semper et ubique,
Kraus replies that this practice does not infringe upon any rule. The
borrowing of  a line from Shakespeare or expressions taken from sa-
cred scripture is authorized by whether or not it succeeds, in the
same way that a literary text does not have to earn the right to exist
but must simply be judged for its worth.

Nun wird es gewiß mehr Leute geben, denen das Zitat bekannt ist
– und ich rechne sogar meinen Enthüller dazu –, als solche- und ih-
nen rechne ich ihn nicht –, die verstehen werden, daß mein Ge-
danke geradezu von dieser Voraussetzung lebt, also darin seinen
Wert hat, daß er ein Plagiat ist. Wäre dies nicht der Fall, so wäre
der Gedanke wertlos und ich hätte mir bloß ein Schmuckstück an-
geeignet, das meinen eigenen Besitz beschämt. Aber der Gedanke
beruht nicht in den zwei Zeilen, sondern eben darin, daß sie nicht
von mir sind, und in der Stelle, an der sie nun stehen. Natürlich ist

19 Irene Fantappiè, Karl Kraus e Shakespeare. Recitare, citare, tradurre, cit.
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die Liste der Plagen und Klagen, die Hamlet aufzählt, ein wichti-
geres Werk als die Liste meiner Themen und der Sprachwert der
beiden Zeilen nicht zu verkennen. Aber es handelt sich hier nicht
um diesen, sondern einzig darum, daß auch hier jedes Thema eine
Klage ist und die noch fehlenden zwei: die bedrückende Staatlich-
keit und die totschweigende Öffentlichkeit ein Lücke ließen, in die
das Zitat einschlüpfen mußte, weil ja ganz sicher ist, daß von kei-
nem Shakespeare hier etwas stärkeres Neues gefunden werden
könnte als dieses Shakespeare-Zitat, aber nicht als Inhalt, sondern
weil es ein Zitat ist. Der künstlerische Wert dieser Einfügung be-
steht in der selbstverständlichen Deckung mit den noch zu be-
zeichnenden Themen und die originale Leistung in der Weglassung
der Anführungszeichen. Das Leben, in das die Worte eingesetzt
sind, ist von dem Leben, dem sie entnommen sind, so verschieden,
daß auch nicht di Spur einer inneren Identität mehr vorhanden ist,
und die äußere, also das Plagiat, ist nichts anderes als die Leistung,
die es bewirkt hat. Aber wahrscheinlich wird es leichter möglich
sein, vor einem intellektuellen Forum mit der Begründung, daß es
ja doch ein unverkennbares Zitat ist, von dem Vorwurf  der Aneig-
nung freigesprochen zu werden als ihm plausibel zu machen, daß
eben diese der originale Wert ist und daß sich di Produktion hier
nicht in den Worten, sondern in ihrer Einschöpfung vollzieht. Wie
diese den Bestandteil der Sprache, das gegebenen Wort, so kann sie
auch den Bestandteil des vorhandenen Kunstwerks, der wieder
Stoff  wurde, bettreffen. Ob sie ihn nun in eine solche gedankliche
Beziehung bringt, die schon in dem bloßen Ergreifen ihr Leben
und ihre Berechtigung bewährt, oder ob sie ihm wie jede Nach-
dichtung neue Werte abgewinnt, sie wird allemal nur dem verdäch-
tig erscheinen, dessen Respekt vor dem Wort sich bloß der Distanz
dazu verdankt und dessen Materialkennerschaft schließlich von de-
ren Wert und von dem Ruhm des Originals abhängt. Die Über-
nahme der Shakespeare-Stelle ist durch den Einfall, sie zu
übernehmen, berechtigt; die Verwendung von Bibelmotiven erst
durch die Entscheidung, daß sie gelungen ist – eine Entscheidung,
die aber auch jedem andern Gedicht erst den Eigenwert bestimmt.
Wer den Wert des Stoffes vor Nachdichtung behütet, ist zu jener
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Entscheidung ebenso wenig befugt wie einer, der den Unwert eines
Stoffes behauptet.20

Moving on from the conception of  plagiarism as a form of  art
subjected to a judgment of  worth, Kraus, on the one hand, strikes
back at those who would accuse him of  plagiarism that he has not
committed and, on the other hand, sympathizes with those writers
– like Brecht – who have argued in a similar vein. Little known is a
long and clearly hostile review of  Krausian writings which appears
in the Bolognese newspaper “Il Resto del Carlino” on March 18,
1913 (in fact, earlier than that which is conventionally considered the
conclusion ab quo of  Krausian reviews in Italy, the publication on
“Lacerba” in the autumn 1913 issue of  Una scelta di aforismi, translat-
ed by Italo Tavolato):

“It is impossible to ignore: it is in every tobacconist’s little corner,
sprouting from every happy person’s pocket and it helps the digestion
of  every office worker of  the capital’s infinite ministries. Let us say
that no Viennese writer enjoys the popularity of  the man of  the torch,
but that is to say little. Kraus is like the half  of  a cigar: something be-
tween useless and pleasant. An attitude, something to take after-din-
ner and a pastime. In the long run it could be intolerable, but it knows
how to divide itself  up. It divides itself  into sips. His journal is grain-
like, bijou-like, there is never any danger of  losing the thread, and one
can always leave the tiny paragraph to come for tomorrow. The worst
thing that could possibly happen is to be taken seriously: but this has
happened to him only rarely and he has always brilliantly vindicated
himself. […] Kraus is an artist of  idleness, a pasta for the jovial man
for whom philosophy is more detestable than intestinal inflammation,
a man, if  God wills, without any principles or faith. His position of
privilege, in Vienna, is due to this pleasant chatter, which never ex-
hausts an argument for the pleasure of  yet chatting some more”.21

20 Karl Kraus, Vom Plagiat, cit., pp. 62-63.
21 Karl Kraus, Notizien, in “Die Fackel”, XV (1913), 372-373 [trans. from Italian

added].
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The review, upon which Kraus reports and comments in a num-
ber of  “Die Fackel” printed in April of  the same year, contains rather
heavy criticism of  the Viennese author who is portrayed, on the one
hand, as an able hawker – something “between useless and pleas-
ant”, an “artist of  idleness” who writes trifles in a tiny, “bijou-like
magazine” – and, on the other hand, as “a man, if  God wills, with-
out any principles or faith.” Nevertheless, Kraus indifferently liqui-
dates the article and its author, limiting himself  to comparing the
“Carlino” to the “Kleiner Witzblatt”. However, the following para-
graph in which he is accused of  plagiarism provokes an entirely dif-
ferent reaction. 

“The moral interest toward those things which fall beneath his crit-
ical scalpel is superficial and phosphorescent. His pointed wit is
mainly directed at the world of  asses and simpletons: but interior
concern there is none. A large part of  that little amount which is
serious at the bottom of  his aphorisms, even many of  his calembours,
has been stolen from Weininger”.

Das ist stark, bitte. Es ist ein Glück, daß wenigstens die Kalauer, die
in den Jahrgängen der Fackel vor dem Auftreten Weiningers vorka-
men, als Eigenbau anerkannt bleiben. Wie ich sofort nach dem Er-
scheinen des Buches Geschlecht und Charakter zu arbeiten begann,
stellt sich nunmehr heraus. Ich nahm zunächst die Aphorismen vor.
Freilich gibt es in jenem Buch keine Aphorismen. Aber nur die
Blindheit meiner deutschen Feinde konnte bisher übersehen, daß
ich einfach die Kapitel Weiningers zerstückelt habe. Wie wäre es
sonst möglich, daß sie sich entgehen ließen, was jetzt ein Italiener
mit Händen greift? Man lese einmal „Sprüche und Widersprüche“
oder „Pro domo et mundo“ ohne Absätze herunter und man wird
direkt paff  sein. Mit dem Buch „Über die letzten Dinge“ hat mir
Weininger schon besser vorgearbeitet: es enthält Aphorismen. Was
nun molti meiner calembours anlangt, die ich ihm geraubt habe, so
ist dies nach dem Gesagten ohneweiters einleuchtend, wenngleich
der Umstand, daß die Werke Weiningers keine calembours enthalten,
die Untersuchung schwieriger macht als die Feststellung. Aber da
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man in Bologna Weininger genau kennt, so ist anzunehmen, daß
man dort auch die in Österreich und Deutschland noch nicht be-
kannten Werke Weiningers kennen dürfte, in denen es bekanntlich
von Kalauern wimmelt. […]
Wer bezweifelt, daß berichten lügen heißt? Aber nun sieht man, daß
auch die Literaturkritik, seit sich die Zeitung ihrer bemächtigt hat,
auf  Gerüchten beruht. Ich soll die Explosion von Schönbrunn er-
funden haben. Ich soll die Witze, die Weininger gemacht haben soll,
gestohlen haben. Eher könnte ein Methangaswerk explodieren, als
daß ich es erfinden würde. Und eher könnte ich es erfinden, als Wei-
ningers Witze plagiieren.22

Kraus reacts to the accusation of  having plagiarized the works of
Otto Weininger with extreme harshness, calling attention to the fact
that he has been accused of  copying calembours from a book that does
not contain them (the reference is to the famous 1903 tractate
Geschlecht und Charakter).23 Kraus proceeds through paradoxes. It is
possible, he writes, that in Bologna they are familiar with works of
Weininger’s that in Austria and in Germany are still unknown. More-
over, that blindness has prevented Germans from noticing some-
thing that now, thanks to the Italians, is finally clear: Kraus’s
wordplays are nothing other than texts from Weininger reduced to
fragments. It is sufficient to read the aphorisms of  Pro domo et mun-
do or Sprüche und Wiedersprüche one after the other et voilà: the reader
will find before his or her very eyes a page from Weininger. With a
typically Krausian procedure, a broader argument follows to the per

22 Ibid., pp. 38-40. [translation from Italian added]
23 On the other hand, Geschlecht und Charakter is a fundamental book for Karl Kraus.

As Weininger, Kraus too identifies women and sexuality but does draw any contempt.
The pan-sexual woman, an expression of  Beauty, is different from the male artist, an
expression of  Spirit, but is also the necessary compliment: Weininger’s error, in Kraus’s
eyes, is to use ethical-intellectual parameters for a being that asks for aesthetic-hedo-
nistic criteria. See Otto Weininger, Geschlecht und Charakter (Vienna: W. Braumüller,
1903); Nike Wagner, Geist und Geschlecht. Karl Kraus und die Erotik der Wiener Moderne
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1982); Irene Fantappiè, Accusativo assoluto. Karl Kraus, la legge e la
doppia morale, cit.
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absurdum argumentation that highlighted the logical inconsistencies
and linguistic faults of  the other’s text. Kraus observes that, from
the time the press had taken possession of  literary criticism as well,
the latter founds the arguments on chatter and hearsay. It is a corol-
lary of  the theories expressed in the well-known pamphlet entitled
Heine und die Folgen (1910) where Kraus flung himself  against the
overlapping of  literature and journalism of  which Heine himself  was
an undisputed model.

A further accusation of  plagiarism was directed at Kraus by Al-
fred Kerr. The enmity between the Austrian writer and German crit-
ic arose in the 1920s. Starting in 1921, and particularly after 1925,
Kraus published writings in “Die Fackel” in which he attributed to
Kerr a number of  warmongering poems published between 1914
and 1917 that had been signed with the pseudonym Gottlieb (there
were two people hidden behind this pseudonym one of  whom was
in fact the German critic). Kerr, who at that time was trying to prove
himself  a pacifist, not only contested the truth of  Kraus’s affirma-
tions but accused Kraus of  plagiarism by taking up Alfred Ehren-
stein’s aforementioned arguments and adding further proof. In a
satire of  the critic Ihering, Kraus had written “Wenn es hohl klingt,
wo ein Kopf  mit einem Buch zusammenstößt, muß es dann immer
das Buch gewesen sein?” without making clear that it was in fact a
phrase from Lichtenberg. Kraus responds to Kerr in the essay Wer
glaubt ihm (1928): “at least,” he writes, “I have drawn directly from the
original, seeing that the familiar Witz from Lichtenberg goes ‘Wenn
ein Buch und ein Kopf  zusammenstoßen und es klingt hohl, ist das
allemal im Buch?’”24 In any case, Kerr, in his invective, intending to
quote Lichtenberg unconsciously manages to cite Kraus instead, ren-
dering himself  guilty of  an erroneous attribution of  a literary text.25

The querulous crossings between Kerr and Kraus would not have le-
gal consequences, but the two turned to face each other just a few

24 Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, Sudelbücher, edited by Franz H. Mautner (Frank-
furt: Insel, 2002), p. 291.

25 Karl Kraus, Wer glaubt ihm? Ich treib’ aus jeder Stadt hinaus den Schuft, in “Die Fack-
el”, XXX (1928), 781-786, p. 26.
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months thereafter thanks to the theater of  Bertolt Brecht. Kerr’s an-
ti-Brechtian polemic is well known. On May 3, 1929 the critic pub-
lished an article in the “Berliner Tageblatt” in which he juxtaposed
texts of  Gay, Villon and Kipling with the Dreigroschenoper and accused
Brecht of  underhandedly quoting the K.L. Ammer (the pseudonym
of  Karl Klammer) translation of  Villon. Brecht responded:

Eine Berliner Zeitung hat spät, aber doch noch gemerkt, daß in der
Kiepenheuerschen Ausgabe der Songs zur „Dreigroschenoper“
eben den Namen Villon der Name des deutschen Übersetzers Am-
mer fehlt, obwohl von meinen 625 Versen tatsächlich 25 mit der
ausgezeichneten Übertragung Ammers identisch sind. Es wird eine
Erklärung verlangt. Ich erkläre also wahrheitsgemäß, daß ich die Er-
wähnung des Namens Ammer leider vergessen habe. Das wiederum
erkläre ich mit meiner grundsätzlichen Laxheit in Fragen geistigen
Eigentums.26

As for Kraus, he will express his own sympathy for the presumed
act of  plagiarism in his essay “Kerrs Enthüllung”, maintaining that
Brecht, in the twenty-five verses copied from the translation of  Vil-
lon, is in any case as original as Alfred Kerr is unoriginal in his own
texts. Kraus’s arguments in defense of  Brecht echo those used to
counter Ehrenstein’s accusations, to which Kraus had also dedicat-
ed a joke in 1920 within a text entitled Die Gefährten: “Daß die hun-
dert Verse der ‘Apokalypse’, auch wenn nicht ein Wort darin von mir
wäre, dennoch von mir wären, darüber werde ich ihn vergebens
belehren, so wenig wie ich ihm begreiflich machen würde, daß ein
Gedicht, das ein Expressionist schreibt, auch wenn jedes Wort von
ihm ist, doch nicht von ihm ist”.27 Even if  all one-hundred lines of
the poem “Apokalypse” were to have been copied from another text,
they would nevertheless have to be attributed to Karl Kraus; on the
contrary, an Expressionist’s poem could not be considered his or her

26 Bertolt Brecht, Eine Erklärung, in Gesammelte Werke in 20 Bänden, edited by Elis-
abeth Hauptmann, vol. XVIII (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1967), p. 100.

27 Karl Kraus, Die Gefährten, in “Die Fackel”, XXII (1920), 552-553, p. 11.
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own even if  he or she were to have written each and every word. In
any event, Kraus maintains, the attempt to make people like Ehren-
stein understand something similar is in vain.

With his theory of  plagiarism Kraus reassumes some issues al-
ready present in his cultural panorama but adds new accents. Speak-
ing of  the writer, Goethe had stated: “Warum soll er sich scheuen,
Blumen zu nehmen, wo er sie findet?”.28 The difference between
these arguments and Krausian theory is in the fact that Kraus, mov-
ing from his conception of  language as a “body”, expresses himself
in favor of  plagiarism placing the accent not on practice in itself  but
rather on the modification of  the text that it presumes. Heine had
written: “Der Dichter darf  überall zugreifen, wo er Material zu
seinen Werken findet, und selbst ganze Säulen mit ausgemeißelten
Kapitälen darf  er sich zueignen, wenn nur der Tempel herrlich ist,
den er damit stützt”.29 For Kraus too the beauty of  the subsequent
construction supported by others’ “columns” is the condition sine
qua non of  plagiarism; one must not forget, however, that, if  in Heine
these same “columns” remain identical to themselves, the Krausian
reflection on the theme concentrates itself  completely on the cre-
ative contribution of  the “second” author.

It is in order to stress how his own acts of  plagiarism are the fruit
of  his own “originale Leistung” that Kraus makes sure to dedicate
certain reflections to the choice of  which text to plagiarize. This
process is itself  a creative act. The poem “Gebet an die Sonne von
Gibeon” is indebted, Kraus writes, to the Book of  Joshua, but the
object of  the act of  plagiarism is not Luther’s canonical translation;
rather, it is that of  Leander van Eß. Kraus juxtaposes the two ver-
sions to the poem itself  in order not to highlight the act of  having

28 Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Begegnungen und Gespräche, edited by Renate Grumach,
vol. XIV (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2001) [Gespräch mit Kanzler von Müller, December 17,
1824]. Heine instead had written: “Der Dichter darf  überall zugreifen, wo er Material
zu seinen Werken findet, und selbst ganze Säulen mit ausgemeißelten Kapitälen darf
er sich zueignen, wenn nur der Tempel herrlich ist, den er damit stützt”. Heinrich
Heine, Über die französische Bühne und andere Schriften zum Theater, in Sämtliche Schriften, ed-
ited by Klaus Briegleb, vol. III (Munich: Hanser, 1976), p. 319.

29 Heinrich Heine, Über die französische Bühne und andere Schriften zum Theater, in
Sämtliche Schriften, edited by Klaus Briegleb, vol. III (Munich: Hanser, 1976), p. 319.
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plagiarized but to underline that this latter work derives from a crit-
ical perspective and from an intentional choice:

Da das Buch Josua gegen mein “Gebet an die Sonne von Gibeon”
bis heute unbeschützt geblieben ist, mag es dankenswert sein, selbst
auf  jene Quelle zu verweisen, bei deren Benützung ich mich wieder
weniger an Luther als an Leander van Eß gehalten habe. Die Stelle
vom Geschrei ist aus den Abschnitten 5, 10, 16, und 20 des VI. Cap.
bezogen. Die Gegenüberstellung soll noch nicht mein Plagiat auf-
zeigen, sondern nur, daß ich den Lärm von dort genommen habe,
wo er lebendiger ist als im berichthaften „Feldgeschrei“ und daß er
dort fast schon den Dialekt meiner Verkürzung hat.

(5) Und wenn man des Halljahrs
Horn bläset, und tönet, daß ihr die
Posaunen höret, so soll das ganze
Volk ein großes Feldgeschrei ma-
chen; so werden der Stadt Mauern
umfallen, und das Volk soll hinein
fallen, ein Jeglicher stracks vor sich.

(10) Josua aber gebot dem Volk, und
sprach: Ihr sollt kein Feldgeschrei ma-
chen, noch eure Stimme hören lassen,
noch ein Wort aus eurem Munde ge-
hen, bis auf  den Tag, wann ich zu euch
sagen werde: Machet ein Feldgeschrei;
so machet dann ein Feldgeschrei.

(16) Und am siebenten Mal, da die
Priester die Posaunen bliesen,
sprach Josua zum Volk: Machet ein
Feldgeschrei, denn der Herr hat
euch die Stadt gegeben.
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Und es soll geschehen, wann man das
Jobelhorn bläst, wann ihr den Schall
der Trompete höret; so soll das gan-
ze Volk ein großes Geschrei erheben;
dann wird die Mauer der Stadt um-
stürzen an ihrer Stelle; und das Volk
soll hinaufsteigen, Jeder vor sich hin.

Und dem Volke gebot Josua, und
sprach: Ihr sollet kein Geschrei erhe-
ben und nicht hören lassen eure Stim-
me; kein Wort soll aus eurem Munde
gehen, bis zu dem Tage, wo ich euch
sagen werde: Erhebet Geschrei! dann
erhebet Geschrei.

Und es geschah beim siebenten Ma-
le, wie die Priester in die Trompeten
stießen, da sprach Josua zu dem Vol-
ke: Erhebet Geschrei! denn der
Herr hat euch die Stadt gegeben.



(20) Da machte das Volk ein Feld-
geschrei, und bliesen die Posaunen.
Denn als das Volk den Hall der Po-
saunen hörte, machte es ein großes
Feldgeschrei. Und die Mauern fie-
len um, und das Volk erstieg die
Stadt, ein Jeglicher stracks vor sich.
Also gewannen sie die Stadt.

Das Geschrei ist in die folgenden Strophen übernommen:

Und der eifrige Gott, welcher am siebenten Tag
der Zerstörung nicht ruht, hieß sie vollenden, bis
sie der besiegten Welt den Fuß auf  den Nacken gesetzt
und ein Geschrei erheben gedurft.

Denn es ward ihnen gesagt, nicht zu erheben so lang
Geschrei, bis ihnen gesagt, daß sei erheben Geschrei,
dieses hielten sie ein, dann aber gingen sie hin,
Geschrei zu erheben wie ihnen gesagt.30

That within Krausian writings the concept of  plagiarism is a nec-
essary complement to that of  quotation is evidenced also by the fact
that the use of  quotation in itself  does not necessarily have a value;
indeed, it is often the instrument of  the transformation of  “ideas”
into “expressions”. On the occasion of  the 1909 celebrations of
Schiller, Kraus wrote an invective against those who would utilize an
author’s quotations in order to support their own banality. The idea
dies within the expression, or rather, the idea dies if  the process of
quotation does not alter the object but turns it into mere decoration.
Here the echo of  the Krausian polemic against ornament resounds,
whether in the form of  his satires against the rich scenography of
Reinhardt or in his writings supporting his friend the architect Adolf

30 Karl Kraus, Vom Plagiat, cit., pp. 65-66.
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Da erhob das Volk Geschrei, und
man stieß in die Trompeten. Und es
geschah, wie das Volk den Schall der
Trompeten hörte, erhob es ein gro-
ßes Geschrei; und es fiel die Mauer
auf  ihrer Stelle; und das Volk stieg
hinauf  in die Stadt, ein Jeder vor sich
hin, und sie nahmen die Stadt ein.



Loos, author of  Ornament und Verbrechen. In Vom Plagiat Kraus writes
that if  his act of  plagiarizing Shakespeare were not involve a varia-
tion, then it would be only the misappropriation of  a “Schmuck-
stück”;31 in the same manner, in Schrecken der Unsterblichkeit he affirms
that only when in Germany Schiller stops fulfilling the function of
being a decoration for the heater, will he be able to truly return to his
homeland with all of  his revolutionary potential.

Wie sagt doch Schiller… “Alle jene, die so anfangen, wenn sie zur
Quelle ihre Banalität führen wollen, müssen erst vom Schauplatz
des deutschen Geisteslebens weggeputzt werden, ehe wir uns über-
haupt wieder in ein Verhältnis zu Schiller setzen lassen. Was sie an
ihm anbetungswürdig finden, sind Ideen, die als Phrasen gestorben
sind, wenn sie nicht als Phrasen geboren wurden. Wenn seines Gei-
stes Blut in ihnen lebte, so gerann es und taugte nicht zum Lebens-
saft nachkommender Geister. Von einer Gebärde der Verzückung,
die wir als Erbe bewahren, würde unsere Kultur auf  die Dauer ein
klägliches Dasein führen. Was die Schillerfeier der Jugend einimpfen
wollen, kann in Wahrheit nicht das sein, was wir ihm zu danken ha-
ben. Schlimm stünde es um Deutschland, wenn wir mit diesem
Schutt einer zu den Sternen emporgereckten Voraussetzungslosig-
keit, wenn wir mit den Trümmern dieser baufälligen Wolkenkratzer
der Empfindung durch die Jahrhunderte wirtschaften wollten. Wenn
nur erst Schiller als Ofenschmuck des deutschen Heims entfernt ist,
kann er noch als Revolutionär in das deutsche Heim zurückkehren.32

Plagiarism in Kraus is therefore an art of  “saying something sec-
ond-hand” which does not mean only saying something a second
time: translated and inscribed within the Krausian page, the other’s
text acquires a new meaning and new life. The literary oeuvre of
Kraus is, from this point of  view, a perfect equivalent to his note-
books conserved in Vienna: the fragment can be eliminated at a
stroke of  the pen or it can be repeated, quoted, even plagiarized,

31 Ibid., p. 61.
32 Karl Kraus, Schrecken der Unsterblichkeit, in “Die Fackel”, XI (1909), 291, p. 24.
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and, proceeding in this manner, brought once more back to light,
both different and identical to itself. Everything, in Kraus, plays with-
in the dynamic between destruction and resurrection, both of  which
are subjected to the judicial function assumed by the author. In ef-
fect, Kraus establishes a “court of  the word” which, depending on
the cases, cancels or repeats the text in order to either condemn it or
save it. Therefore, for Kraus as Allmensch and Unmensch,33 writing is
an exercise of  judgment. On the other hand, wrote Benjamin, “Man
versteht nichts von diesem Manne, solange man nicht erkennt, daß
mit Notwendigkeit alles, ausnahmslos alles, Sprache und Sache, für
ihn sich in der Sphäre des Rechts abspielt”.34 Court and law: the
apocalypse so often invoked, indeed, leads to catharsis only when it
implies absolution or condemnation and therefore that practice of
judgment which, within the field of  literary production, can also be
expressed through the act of  plagiarism. 

33 See ibid.
34 Walter Benjamin, op. cit., p. 342.
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The Parthenon on the Danube.
Walhalla: classical ideal and national liturgy

Massimo Ferrari Zumbini

1. “Temple of  the nation?” 
Walhalla and the Cologne Cathedral

In Germany too the debate surrounding the “temple of  the na-
tion” has a long history which precedes national unification in 1871
by quite some time. In the search for origins one could go back to
the constituent phase of  the modern idea of  the German nation and
therefore to the images with which it expresses itself. That is, to the
years of  resistance against Napoleon and the wars of  liberation (Be-
freiungskriege). As we shall see, in those years projects for national
monuments flowered, and they came from some of  the biggest ar-
chitects of  the age, from Schinkel to Klenze.

But to enter immediately in medias res, we can identify a precise
date to follow and connect the various aspects surrounding the mat-
ter: 1842. In that year, and with only a few days between them, two
events occurred which excited great interest and provoked heated
debates around both the subject of  the image of  the nation, under-
stood as the common patrimony of  German speaking peoples, as
well as what was to be the state organism erected to unite those peo-
ples. On September 4th there was a large celebration, simultaneous-
ly dynastic and popular, celebrating the renewal of  works after three
centuries to complete the Cologne Cathedral; while on October 18th

Walhalla, the monument desired by Bavaria’s king to commemorate
and honor the German speaking people’s great persons of  history
and culture, was unveiled near Regensburg. In both cases therefore
all of  the debates, those of  an artistic as well as iconographic nature,
revolved around the idea of  nation.

On the one hand, the renewal of  works in Cologne was interpret-
ed and felt to be a collective effort of  the “German nation” and as an
example of  the possibility of  overcoming dynastic and religious divi-
sions. The king of  Prussia, summus episcopus of  the Lutheran Church
in the Prussian territories, was actively participating and even pro-



moting the completion of  the Catholic cathedral in the Rhineland,
by that point a Prussian province and survivor of  a bitter and violent
denominational conflict. On the other, Walhalla was precisely to be a
“national monument”, destined to celebrate all Germans considered
particularly worthy, irrespective of  their territorial origins.

The link between the two events is therefore not only temporal
but ideal. In both cases a model “temple of  the nation” had been
proposed, and it is precisely this goal, one that would unify the di-
verse aspects of  origins and parts – dynastic, artistic, and denomi-
national – that allows for a chronicling of  the paths that are
connected to these two events. These are: 

a) the debate surrounding the “temple of  the nation” had an in-
ternational character and in the German variant explicitly recalled
the great models of  those countries with an ancient tradition of  state:
the Panthéon and above all Westminster Abbey;

b) the debate surrounding a “national style” above all regarded
Walhalla and the controversy regarding the most appropriate style
for a monument destined to become the “temple of  the German na-
tion”; however, it also emerged in the case of  the Cologne Cathedral
in as much as it was seen to be the ultimate example of  the Ger-
manic-Christian tradition and thus to be completed in Gothic style;

c) all of  the history of  the planning and realization of  Walhalla in-
serted itself  within a specific dynastic context and remains incom-
prehensible if  not connected to the artistic concepts of  Ludwig I, to
the theories of  his architect Leo von Klenze, and to the objective of
uniting the dynastic celebration of  the kingdom of  Bavaria with the
vision of  a German nation understood as a Kulturnation;

d) in both cases, almost in their pure state and therefore with par-
ticular force, we find the aforementioned principle details; in other
words, dynastic interests as well as religious contrasts. This is true
for Walhalla, which is the exclusive creation of  the Catholic Ludwig
and where Luther’s admission into the temple of  the nation dedi-
cated to all Germans stood out in particular; but also true for the
Cologne Cathedral where the Prussian and the Bavarian dynasties
faced each other, and where the Catholics feared for the cathedral’s
very nature;
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e) in both cases, recalling the projects’ respective births brings us
back to that constitutive phase of  the modern idea of  the German
nation; that is, to the years of  resistance against Napoleon and the
wars of  liberation.

In any case, the ideal connection between the renewal of  works
on the cathedral in the Rhineland and the inauguration of  Walhalla
in Bavaria not only emerges from retrospective analysis but from the
well documented contemporary evidence and public proclamations
of  the same protagonists of  the two events:

Immer wieder haben die Zeitgenossen diese beiden Nationaldenk-
mäler als Zweiheit gesehen, zustimmend oder auch kritisierend. In
der Presse wurde 1842 der Vorschlag gemacht, den Kölner Dom als
dauernden Kultort der Nation zu säkularisieren und seinen Ausbau
durch ein nationalen Ehrenspiel zu fördern, das abwechselnd in der
Kathedrale und in der Walhalla stattfinden könne.1

These aspects all indicate 1842 as a central date in the true sense,
for it looks in two directions. It looks forward because within it are
contained the arguments and the contrasts that will emerge with more
force following unification in 1871. It looks backward because it refers
to the great hopes of  national unification that accompanied the end
of  the French and Napoleonic domination of  German territories
and, with a more extended chronological movement, echoes argu-
ments from the debate surrounding the “temple of  the nation” that
had come from abroad and, in particular, from the United Kingdom.

In this case as well the link is well documented as indicated by dif-
fuse referrals to the Cologne Cathedral as a “deutsches Westminster”.2
In its turn, Walhalla’s placement not in an urban environment but in
the open countryside recalled the model of  the Temple of  British Wor-

1 Jörg Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla. Denkmallandschaft und Bildungsreise im 19.
Jahrhundert (Regensburg: Bosse, 1987), p. 144.

2 Lars Völcker, Tempel für die Großen der Nation. Das kollektive Nationaldenkmal in
Deutschland, Frankreich und Großbritannien im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt: Lang,
2000), p. 251.
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thies realized at Stowe, Buckinghamshire, by William Kent from 17313

onward. When one remembers that Ludwig had not only the Roman
Pantheon in mind but also its modern version, the French Panthéon
dedicated “aux grande hommes” on behalf  of  the “patrie reconnaissante”,
the circle is complete.

However, the principal path to follow is always the internal one,
the completely German one, whether Prussian, Bavarian, or Rhen-
ish. Over time, the English model, as well as the French, proved it-
self un-transferable to a German context. Westminster Abbey had
utterly unique characteristics. It was the site of  coronation and for
five hundred years where kings had been buried. Furthermore, it was
“royal peculiar” or under the exclusive jurisdiction of  the sovereign. Its
passage to “temple of  the nation” had arisen very gradually within
this tradition. That is to say, to its becoming both the burial and com-
memoration site of  great representatives from the realms of  politics
and culture, beginning with the burial of  Edmund Spenser in Janu-
ary 1600 to that of  the relocation of  Laurence Olivier’s ashes in
1991. This is how Poet’s Corner was founded, with a statue of  Shake-
speare and the tomb of  Dickens, while in the nave both Newton and
Darwin are buried.

However, until the middle of  the 19th century Westminster also
welcomed unknown persons who were only slightly linked to the
church and who sometimes were simply local residents.4 In an article
significantly entitled Imperial Walhalla one is reminded of  the fact that
at Westminster “choristers and cooks among poets and princes”5 were
to be found, which also led to some shifts, as in the case of  the actress
Hannah Pritchard. The stone dedicated to her in 1768 was placed next
to the statue of  Shakespeare, only to later be removed to make room
for the tomb of  Samuel Johnson. This “omni-comprehensive” aspect

3 Michael I. Wilson, William Kent: Architect, Designer, Painter, Gardener, 1685-1748
(London: Routledge, 1984), p. 183 and following.

4 Matthew Craske, Westminster Abbey: 1720-1770: A public pantheon built upon private
interest in Pantheons. Transformations of  a Monumental Idea, edited by Richard Wrigley and
Matthew Craske (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2004), p. 57 and following.

5 Anthony D.C. Hyland, Imperial Walhalla, in “Journal of  the Society of  Architec-
tural Historians”, 21 (1962), p. 129.
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cohabitated with another peculiarity of  the British version of  the
“temple of  the nation”, which, oddly enough, managed to exclude an
entire category of  “illustrious men” who instead were to find their fi-
nal resting place in the “military pantheon”6 at a different location. At
Westminster one finds a sacristy dedicated to the Unknown Soldier
and in Poet’s Corner the writers and poets of  the First World War are
commemorated, yet the great figures of  military history, from Nel-
son to Wellington,7 are to be found in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

The history of  the Parisian Panthéon instead is distinguished by
being rather controversial and because of  its connection to the
shocks and counter-shocks of  the French Revolution. This not on-
ly concerned the debates surrounding which figures to celebrate but
the very purpose of  the building, which oscillated between Catholic
church and lay temple, between temple de la religion and temple de la pa-
trie. The new, renovated church of  Saint Genevieve was Louis XV’s
doing and coincidentally was completed at the beginning of  the rev-
olution. The church was transformed into the Panthéon Francais and
received the inscription “Aux grands hommes – La Patrie reconnaisante”
and proceeded in this way until the first pantheonisations: Mirabeau in
April 1791, Voltaire in July of  the same year, Rousseau in October
1794. In the meantime, all the religious statues were destroyed and
the interior was completely laicized, representations of  Saint
Genevieve being substituted with those honoring the rights of  man
and public education. During the Napoleonic period, the two aspects
lived in a sort of  double-consecration. The building was again a
church, but the crypt welcomed once more only the nation’s most
worthy, who at that time were, above all, soldiers and politicians loy-
al to Napoleon. 

6 Holger Hoock, The British military pantheon in St. Paul’s Cathedral: the State, cultural pa-
triotism, and the politics of  national monuments, c. 1790-1820, in Transformations of  a Monu-
mental Idea, cit., p. 88 and following.

7 Similarly the 1904 project of  expanding Westminster in order to commemorate
the most worthy figures in the creation and defense of  the British empire failed; see
G. Alex Bremner, “Imperial Monumental Halls and Tower”: Westminster Abbey and the Com-
memoration of  Empire, 1854-1904, in “Architectural History”, 47 (2004), p. 251 and fol-
lowing.
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The successive history of  the building corresponds precisely to
the phases of  French political history. With the return of  the Bour-
bons, the building returned to being a Catholic church exclusively. In
1830 it once again became the Panthéon. In 1848 it was officially de-
clared the “Temple de l’Humanitè”. Napoleon III gave it back to the
Catholics, and in the Third Republic it celebrated yet again the des-
tination républicaine with the great panthéonisations of  Victor Hugo in
June 1885 and Emile Zola in June 1908.8 These few remarks should
be sufficient to reveal that both models, Westminster and the Pan-
théon, could not find equivalents in Germany. German references to
English and French precedents, which were widespread and of
which we have already cited some examples, revealed themselves
over the years to be primarily idealistic and political-literary utopias.
For the English model presuppositions were missing while the
French model simply could not be accepted. In the German territo-
ries there was no tradition of  a united dynastic sacristy, there was no
city capable of  handling the function of  ideal capital and moreover,
forever and always, denominational divisions impeded the emergence
of  a shared memorial.

Doch trotz der bis zum Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts ungetrübten
Faszination der Idee eines deutschen Westminsters, blieb die Hoff-
nung derjenigen, die in einem solchen Bau eine Möglichkeit zur An-
näherung oder gar Verschmelzung der beiden Konfessionen unter
nationalen Voreichen sahen, unerfüllt. […] Eine nationale Denk-
malskirche war und blieb eben nur möglich in einem Land wie Eng-
land, wo Kirche und Staat eine Einheit bildeten. Zudem fehlte in
Deutschland angesichts der großen Anzahl königlicher Grablegen
des Alten Reiches, wie etwa Aachen, Berlin, Speyer, Goslar, Prag
und Wien, eine einzelne nationale monarchische Grabstätte wie die
Westminster Abbey.9

8 On the various changes of  destination and on the arguments surrounding the
figures to welcome (and which to remove, as in the case of  Mirabeau and Marat) see:
Lars Völcker, Tempel für die Großen der Nation, cit., p. 160 and following.

9 Ibid., p. 252.
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This is valid obviously not only for the Cologne Cathedral as
compared to Westminster, but Walhalla too could not really align it-
self with the Parisian Panthéon for a number of  reasons. Firstly, there
was a diffuse and deep-seated anti-French sentiment that prevailed
above all after the Napoleonic cycle; there was hostility regarding
any and every link with revolutionary events; and finally, there was
the desire to connect the new temple to an open and uncontaminat-
ed landscape. The anti-French Ludwig certainly was not thinking
about a “canon of  illustrious men” connected to the shocks of  pop-
ular movements and did not conceive of  the uncertainty that could
come from them.10 The referral to the French model was therefore
for the most part generic and should be interpreted as attention to
the reprisal, in the modern age, of  the classical tradition, transferred
however to the national level, which, moreover, in reality had pre-
revolutionary origins.11

External references are therefore of  relative value. Other more
solid testimonies clearly indicate the historic-ideal context from
which both the projects arose: the defeat of  Napoleon and the
reemergence of  German national sentiment. Between the battle of
Leipzig and the initial phases of  the Congress of  Vienna, there was
a period of  great enthusiasm in which many proposals of  renewal,
and even rebirth, followed at a national level. Alongside the political-
institutional proposals were literary works and artistic projects from
painting to architecture. These were the initial years of  that “nation-
alization of  the masses” so carefully reconstructed by George L.

10 On the “uncertainty” of  the canon see: Mona Ozouf, Le Panthéon, l’école normale
des morts, in Les lieux de mémoire, vol I. La République, edited by Pierre Nora (Paris: Galli-
mard, 1984), p. 139 and following. See also: Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink, Die “Genese des
Panthéons” – Nationalliterarische Kanonisierungs- und Ausgrenzungsprozesse im Frankreich der
Spätaufklärung und der Französischen Revolution, in Literaturkanon – Medienereignis – kultureller
Text. Formen interkultureller Kommunikation und Übersetzung, edited by Andrea Poltermann
(Berlin: Erich Schmidt, 1995), p. 121 and following.

11 On the genesis of  the idea of  renewing the classical tradition and on the suc-
cessive debates that develop during l’Ancien Régime see: Jean-Claude Bonnet, Naissance
du Panthéon. Essai sur le culte des grand homes (Paris: Fayard, 1998), in particular p. 53 and
following. See also: David A. Bell, The Cult of  the Nation in France. Inventing Nationalisms,
1680-1800 (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2003), p. 107 and following.
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Mosse12 which constituted a decisive aspect for the study of  the his-
tory of  German culture in the “long 19th century”, especially when
connected to political-institutional events.

2. Ludwig, Bavaria and the Walhalla project

Projects for national monuments were an integral part of  a new
political symbolism that wanted to promote the idea of  national uni-
ty (together with people’s celebrations and crowd liturgies) and which
addressed itself  to the ruling dynasties in as much as they were in-
dispensable to realizing the projects. Thus, the principal figures of
the two monuments, the cathedral and Walhalla, were Friedrich Wilh-
lem IV of  Prussia and Ludwig I of  Bavaria.

Many artists joined in the nationalist fervor represented above all
by Ernst Moritz Arndt and Ludwig Jahn, who had also inspired the
first German national celebration commemorating the Battle of
Leipzig,13 were the most representative. Already in August of  1814 Pe-
ter Cornelius and other German painters working in Rome had sent a
petition to Ludwig (but also to Metternich and to Hardenberg) to so-
licit projects for major national monuments.14 The great architects of
the age also mobilized. Karl Friedrich Schinkel presented a project for
a monument commemorating the victories against Napoleon, which
was in fact granted by Friedrich Wilhelm and which subsequently gave
the name to the quarter of  Berlin where it would be located:
Kreuzberg.15 Leo von Klenze instead proposed a deutsches Befreiungs-

12 George L. Mosse, La nazionalizzazione delle masse. Simbolismo politico e movimenti di
massa in Germania, 1812-1933 (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1975).

13 Dieter Düding, Das deutsche Nationalfest von 1814: Matrix der deutschen Nationalfeste
im 19. Jahrhundert, in Öffentliche Festkultur. Politische Feste in Deutschland von der Aufklärung
bis zum Ersten Weltkrieg, edited by Dieter Düding et al. (Reinbeck: Rowohlt, 1988), p. 67
and following. 

14 Monika Wagner, Allegorie und Geschichte. Ausstattungsprogramme öffentlicher Gebäude des
19. Jahrhunderts in Deutschland. Von der Cornelius-Schule zur Malerei der Wilhelminischen Ära
(Wasmuth: Tübingen, 1989), p. 41.

15 On the statues and their inscriptions that recall the battles of  Leipzig and Wa-
terloo, see Michael Nungesser, Das Denkmal auf  dem Kreuzberg von Karl Friedrich Schinkel
(Berlin: Arenhovel, 1987), p. 48 and following.
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denkmal to be located in the open countryside with a view over the
Rhein. There were so many proposals that even Joseph Görres, him-
self a protagonist of  the reconstruction projects of  the cathedral, crit-
icized the excessive number in November 1814.16 At the same time,
there were also the initiatives (or rather the reactions) of  the commis-
sioners. In February 1814 Ludwig announced the open competition
for Walhalla, while Friedrich Wilhelm thought of  a national monu-
ment in Gothic style to be situated in Berlin.17 These were the years
when the idea of  national monuments was forming and the debates
surrounding the projects staked out the paths to be followed in suc-
cessive decades, even after unification and into the Wilhelmine period. 

Die Idee des Nationaldenkmals ist in der Zeit und unter dem Ein-
druck der Französischen Revolution und der Freiheitskriege ent-
standen, und zwar in einer Mehrzahl von Ausprägungen der
Entstehungszeit haben die Geschichte des Nationaldenkmals in
Deutschland ein Jahrhundert lang fast durchweg bestimmt oder mit-
bestimmt.18

To put Walhalla specifically into context, however, one has to
keep in mind both Ludwig’s personality and the Bavarian context in
which the project took effect. Otherwise, it is impossible to under-
stand, for example, how already in 1807 Ludwig had conceived of  a
project dedicating marble busts to great figures of  the German lan-
guage: “dem rühmlichst ausgezeichneten Deutschen”.19 Ludwig
came to the throne in 1825 after having assisted and participated in

16 Adrian von Buttlar, „Also doch ein Deutscher?“ Klenzes Weg nach München, in Leo von
Klenze. Architekt zwischen Kunst und Hof  1784-1864, edited by Wienfried Nerdinger (Mu-
nich-London: Prester 2000), p. 81.

17 Frank-Lothar Kroll, Friedrich Wilhelm IV. und das Staatsdenken der deutschen Roman-
tik (Berlin: Colloquium, 1990), p. 123.

18 Thomas Nipperdey, Nationalidee und Nationaldenkmal in Deutschland im 19. Jahrhun-
dert (1968), now in Thomas Nipperdey, Gesellschaft, Kultur, Theorie. Gesammelte Aufsätze
zur neueren Geschichte (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck&Ruprecht, 1976), p. 170.

19 Jörg Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla. Denkmalllandschaft und Bildungsreise im 19.
Jahrhundert, cit., p. 14.
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the great, and simultaneously devastating, Napoleonic cycle. The re-
lationship of  the heir apparent with his father Max Joseph I was dif-
ficult, precisely because he did not share the politics of  the king as
regarded Napoleon. Max Joseph had brought Bavaria to Napoleon’s
side. Ludwig was strongly against this choice and tried, to no avail,
to counter it. The idea of  Walhalla first arose precisely in relation to
the dramatic situation of  the German territories and in particular to
that of  Prussia after the grand victories of  Napoleon at Jena and
Auerstedt, which brought the French emperor through the triumphal
entrance to Berlin on October 27, 1806. Ludwig was in Berlin at the
beginning of  1807 and therefore personally experienced that period
he himself  defined as “Deutschlands tiefster Schmach”20 and which
reinforced both his anti-French sentiments and his desire to con-
tribute to the rebirth of  German dignity.

However, Max Joseph’s pro-Napoleon stance had its own his-
torical logic, which was closely tied to two principle, long-standing
aspirations of  the dynasty: to attain the dignity of  “King of  Bavaria”
and to unify the unadjoined and scattered territories of  his domain
(territoria non clausa, in the language of  the time). In any case, the dy-
nasty certainly had a glorious history. It was among the continent’s
oldest and had dominated the Bavarian territories since 1180, it
boasted two emperors of  the Holy Roman Empire of  the German
nation, and it had even arrived as far as Scandinavia where for more
than half  a century after the abdication of  Christina in 1654 the
kings of  Sweden belonged to it. Still, at the beginning of  the 19th

century, Max Joseph was not the king of  Bavaria but the prince-elec-
tor and, in addition, came from a secondary branch of  the dynastic
family which was in no position to reach the two aforementioned
objectives on its own.21 Napoleon therefore represented the great
opportunity with which to be delivered from the imperial predom-
inance of  the Hapsburgs and to unify the territory, thanks as well to

20 Ibid.
21 On the complex dynastic lines that brought the Pfalz-Zweibrücken branch to the

Bavarian throne, see Heinz Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern. Königtum im Vormärz. Eine
politische Biographie (Munich: Ludwig, 1986), p. 44 and following.
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those newly taken ones from the Hapsburgs that Napoleon gave
the Bavarians as a gift for their loyalty. 

The stages of  Max Joseph’s strategy followed quickly one after
the other. The decisive year was 1805.22 In August the alliance with
Napoleon was drawn up with the treaty of  Bogenhausen. In Octo-
ber Napoleon was received with triumphal splendor in Munich on
the road which that November would lead him to victory in Vienna
and which would culminate in December with the victory of  Auster-
litz. At that point, while all that remained of  the old Reich was dis-
solving, Max Joseph received the plenitude de la souverainité and was
able to proclaim himself  King of  Bavaria even if  only “thanks to
Napoleon”, an ironic but not baseless criticism played up by his con-
temporaries. Furthermore, Bavaria offered Napoleon his first op-
portunity to ally himself  to the old dynasties. After long negotiations,
the recently proclaimed king of  Bavaria agreed to the marriage of  his
first daughter Auguste with Eugène Beauharnais.

By that point the alliance was consolidated and was further
strengthened by joining the Confederation of  the Rhine. Bavaria par-
ticipated in the war against Prussia, fighting in 1806 in Silesia and
Pomerania and in 1809 once again at Napoleon’s side in the war
against Austria. The heaviest toll was that which struck the Bavarian
troops in the Russian campaign. After the Battle of  Borodino and
until their return home at the end of  the tragic retreat, 30,000 Bavar-
ian troops fell, and there were only 3000 survivors. But here there
was another dramatic turn of  events as Bavaria once again changed
sides. At the last moment, only ten days before the Battle of  Leipzig,
Bavaria abandoned Napoleon and joined its former adversaries, sign-
ing the treaty of  Ried on October 8, 1813. The following year it even
participated in the invasion of  France, contributing to the defeat of
Napoleon in the Battles of  Brienn-sur-Aube and Arcis-sur-Aube up
until the allied entrance into Paris in March 1814. 

At the end of  this tortuous path, Bavaria had realized all of  the
objectives of  its strategy and had remained steadfast notwithstand-

22 Peter Schmid, 1805 - das Jahr der Entscheidung, in 1806 - Bayern wird Königreich, ed-
ited by Alois Schmid (Regensburg: Pustet, 2006), p. 82 and following.
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ing its alliances.23 The new kingdom of  Bavaria at that point did not
only have a consolidated territory without any more exclave, but had
also increased its territory and population by almost one third. To the
nucleus of  its original territory (Altbayern) were added the territories
and cities of  Franconia, Swabia and the Palatinate (in the part that
was not already a part of  Bavaria); from Bamberg to Bayreuth, Re-
gensburg to Würzburg, and Augsburg to Nuremberg. The growth
was not only quantitative (more than one million additional inhabi-
tants), but also involved a heterogeneity of  governmental traditions,
dynastic loyalties and denominational affiliations.

Bayern hatte von 1803 bis 1816 die Gebiete von etwa 230 ehemaligen
Reichsständen erworben, geistliche und weltliche Territorien, darun-
ter Fürstentümer, Stadtrepubliken und reichsritterschaftliche Zwerg-
herrschaften, katholische, lutherische und reformierte und jüdische,
bayerische, fränkische, schwäbische und pfälzische Bewohner.24

Bavaria had reached its definitive territorial shape, which has more
or less remained unchanged up until today (with only tiny changes,
for example, that of  the departure of  Coburg in 1920). However, it
found itself  faced with difficulties of  integration. It is enough to
think of  the old, proud tradition of  Nuremberg, that imperial and
Protestant city, or rather, the Protestant territories of  Franconia
which in part had been governed up until that time by a branch of
the Prussian dynasty;25 or of  the resistance prominent in Swabia, in
cities like Augsburg, but also in the agrarian regions of  the Allgäu.26

23 On the complex diplomatic and military affairs that mark these decisive years for
Bavaria’s ascent, see Eberhard Weis, Montgelas. Zweiter Band. Der Architekt des modernen
bayerischen Staates, 1799-1838 (Munich: Beck, 2005), p. 661 and following. 

24 Alois Schmid (edited by), Handbuch der Bayerischen Geschichte. Band IV: Das Neue Bay-
ern. Von 1800 bis zur Gegenwart. Erster Teilband: Staat und Politik (Munich: Beck, 2003), p. 101.

25 On Franconia, see Wolfgang Wüst, Franken unter Bayerns Krone. Integration im lan-
gen 19. Jahrhundert, in 1806-Bayern wird Königreich, cit., p. 170 and following.

26 On Swabia, see Rolf  Kießling, Schwabens Weg in das Königreich Bayern. Zwischen In-
tegrationsbereitschaft und Traditionsbewusstsein, in 1806-Bayern wird Königreich, cit., p. 147 and
following.
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The problems this new Bavaria had to confront were clear and
from 1825 onward were to be Ludwig’s responsibility:

a) to develop a new dynastic loyalty in the territories that had
come from other dynastic affiliations;

b) to achieve the best cohabitation possible between the different
religious denominations;

c) to justify Bavaria’s not entirely clean course through the years from
the ascension of  Napoleon through to the Congress of  Vienna.

The double-face of  alliances was fresh in contemporaries’ minds.
In the years of  restoration and the celebration of  the principle of  le-
gitimacy it was difficult to ignore the fact that the Kingdom of  Bavaria
was a creation of  France and owed its very existence to Napoleon.

In der europäischen Auseinandersetzung zwischen dem Frankreich
der Bourbonen und der Revolution und den Habsburgern war Bay-
ern der geborene Verbündete Frankreichs, immer dazu geeignet, als
Puffer oder vorgeschobener Posten gegenüber dem habsburgischen
Erbfeind zu dienen. Bayern hat diese Rolle in einem entscheidenden
Moment der europäischen Umwälzungen gespielt, und es ist reich
dafür belohnt worden. Das moderne Bayern – so kann man kon-
statieren – ist eine französische Schöpfung.27

All of  these objectives were ever present in Ludwig’s complex and
imposing artistic project, which began prior to his ascension to the
throne in 1825 and continued after his abdication in 1848. His artis-
tic ideals were formed above all thanks to his travels in Italy.28 On his
first trip to Rome in 1804-1805 he strengthened his classical bent and
enjoyed close relationships with Canova and Thorvaldsen. On his
second stay between 1817 and 1818 he went all the way to Palermo
but primarily acknowledged his new sensibility for medieval art to

27 Winfried Schulze, Bayern und die französische Revolution: Machterweiterung und innere
Reform, in Bayern mitten in Europa. Vom Frühmittelalter bis ins 20. Jahrhundert, edited by
Alois Schmid and Katharina Weigand (Munich: Beck, 2005), p. 263.

28 On the relationship with Italy, see Heinz Gollwitzer, Politik und Kultur in Bayern unter
Ludwig I. Studien zur bayerischen Geschichte des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts, cit., p. 159 and following.
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have been cultivated in Rome with the Nazarenes. Bavaria and in par-
ticular Munich became objects of  a great experiment in which “the
art of  governance” expressed itself, and even integrated itself, with
“the governance of  art”:29 a realistic Kunstkönigtum not dissociated
from the political reality like that to come of  Ludwig II. For this con-
siderable project Ludwig called upon artists from Munich who were
already plotting the new face of  the Bavarian capital and were deco-
rating all the new buildings. Among them it is important to mention
the architects Leo von Klenze, Friedrich von Gärtner and Georg
Friedrich Ziebland as well as the painters Peter von Cornelius, Julius
Schnorr von Carolsfeld, and Heinrich Maria von Heß. It is easy to
understand why many artists constantly celebrated Ludwig as a great
protector of  the arts. In fact, in 1850, two years after his abdication,
Ludwig was still represented as the modern personification of  a pa-
tronage analogous to that of  Leo X and Rafael.30 There were diffi-
culties and critiques of  Ludwig the heir prince and then of  Ludwig,
King of  Bavaria. Indeed, the pompous and self-congratulatory defi-
nition of  Munich as the “Athens on the Isar” was contrasted by the
accusation of  the capital being bound in “harlequin’s garb”
(“Harlekinsjacke der Stadt München”).31 Nevertheless, the amplitude
of  the project and the tenacity of  its realization are impressive. Today
it would of  course be impossible to reconstruct, visually and in all its
complexity, Ludwig’s Munich, above all due to the devastation of  the
Second World War. There are buildings that were completely de-
stroyed and then reconstructed ex novo like the Neue Pinakothek;
palaces that underwent great amputations like the royal palace (Resi-
denz); and structures that have been restored but today remain with-
out their large cycles of  frescoes like the Gliptothek.32 However, it is 

29 On the analogies between the two “kingdoms”, see Heinz Gollwitzer, Ludwig I.
von Bayern. Königtum im Vormärz, cit., p. 753 and following.

30 “Vorwärts, vorwärts sollst du schauen...”. Geschichte, Politik und Kunst unter Ludwig I., ed-
ited by Johannes Erichsen (Munich: Haus der bayerischen Geschichte, 1986), p. 28 and
following.

31 Heinz Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern. Königtum im Vormärz, cit., p. 764.
32 For a photographic documentation and an iconographic analysis of  the original

state of  the interior, see Adrian von Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben-Werk-Vision (Munich:
Beck, 1999), p. 124 and following.
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possible to retrace the essential moments of  the ideal triangle that
Ludwig realized in architecture and in painting and into which Walhalla
inserted itself: classical art, Christianity and the patriotic worship of  history.

The classical ideal is the most obvious and was realized through
two parallel paths: the Greek and the Renaissance. In the first case,
the most inconspicuous and quasi-paradigmatic example is repre-
sented by the justly entitled square of  the Königsplatz. In accordance
with Ludwig’s precise, binding indications, Karl von Fischer’s proj-
ect, which was later to be taken up by Klenze, completed a series of
buildings celebrating classical Greece, a sort of  Acropolis within the
Bavarian city. On one side there is the Gliptothek, which was inau-
gurated in 1830, its façade characterized by Corinthian columns and
statues of  great personalities like Phidias and Pericles.33 At the cen-
ter of  the pediment frieze, Athena, represented as protector of  the
plastic arts, naturally could not be missing. On the opposite side of
the square, in 1848 the architect Ziebland finished the Corinthian
style temple which houses the collection of  ancient art (Staatliche An-
tikensammlung). The Propylaea with its Doric columns is placed be-
tween the two “temples of  art”. Initially conceived of  by Klenze as
an entranceway to the city, it was finished however only in 1862 when
the city had already extended far beyond that point.

The examples for the revival of  Renaissance models are also strik-
ing: from the facade of  the Residenz that echoes that of  the Palazzo
Pitti, to Gärtner’s Field Marshal’s Hall (Feldherrnhalle), finished in 1844,
which is a copy of  the Signoria of  Florence. The circle closes when
the two poles are united by the Ludwigstraße, the central artery named
after the king, which begins at the square with the Field Marshal’s
Hall and finishes with the Arch of  Victory (Siegestor), finished by Gärt-
ner in 1852, which echoes the Arch of  Constantine.

Ludwig’s activities in the field of  religious buildings goes far be-
yond the traditional participation of  Christian dynasties in the con-
struction of  churches. This activity reveals its larger and more
historically significant meaning only when understood in the context

33 On the Glipothek, see James J. Sheehan, Geschichte der deutschen Kunstmuseen. Von der
fürstlichen Kunstkammer zur modernen Sammlung (Munich: Beck, 2002), p. 101 and following.
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of  the political situation of  Bavaria that Ludwig had to face after as-
cending the throne. The heir prince had developed, both due to in-
clination and education, political and religious tendencies often at odds
with those of  his father. The former’s opposition to the alliance with
Napoleon has already been mentioned. But Ludwig, as opposed to
his father, did not adhere to Masonry, and even supported the oppo-
sition against the politician who for almost twenty years (1799-1817)
had dominated Bavarian politics and had been the main force behind
the reforms inspired by Enlightenment ideas: Count Montgelas.34

It is not by chance that Ludwig’s ascension to the throne was
greeted in 1825 as a new hope for the Catholic reawakening of
Joseph Görres,35 who by that point in time was the most combative
exponent of  political Catholicism and who in 1827 was summoned
to the University of  Munich on Ludwig’s behalf. Even if  carefully
and in accordance with the Constitution of  1818, the new king tend-
ed to modify the situation that consolidated itself  after the secular-
ization of  1803.36 It is enough to recall that Ludwig favored the
return of  religious orders, in particular that of  the Benedictines, and
founded 132 convents. In fact, Ludwig supported the project of
Görres and his circle for the “Regeneration der Bavaria Sancta”.37

In this context the construction of  churches desired by Ludwig
was set; from the royal chapel (Allerheiligen-Hofkirche) annexed to the
Residenz in 1837 and the first church to be built after secularization,
to that of  the church where Ludwig himself  wanted to be buried,
Saint Boniface, in 1850. However, for the churches destined to re-
store the Bavarian tradition the predominant point of  reference re-
mained Italy. For the royal chapel Ludwig referred Klenze to the
example of  the Palatine Chapel of  Palermo; for the Basilica of  Saint

34 On the reforms led by Montgelas, see Eberhard Weis, Montgelas, Zweiter Band. Der
Architekt des modernen bayerischen Stattes, cit., p. 507 and following.

35 Handbuch der Bayerischen Geschichte. Band IV: Das Neue Bayern. Von 1800 bis zur
Gegenwart. Erster Teilband: Staat und Politik, cit., p. 135.

36 On the abolition of  the convents, see in particular Eberhard Weis, Montgelas.
Zweiter band. Der Architekt des modernen bayerischen Staates, cit., p. 149 and following.

37 Heinz Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern. Königtum im Vormärz, cit., p. 523 and fol-
lowing.
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Boniface (also a Benedictine convent) he even referred Ziebland to
Saint Paul Outside the Walls. Ludwig’s project went beyond the not-
ed “alliance between the throne and altar”. The king intervened di-
rectly and decisively led the alliance of  religion and art, as indicated
by Cornelius in the decoration for the frescoes (in the end complet-
ed by Zimmermann) of  the loggia of  Klenze’s Alte Pinakothek, which
had been inspired by Bramante.38 Ludwig’s intention was quite clear
even before termination of  the work and was justly defined as

Die himmlische Weihe der christlichen Kunst, Weltbürgerlichekeit in
der Bildung, Nationalität im Leben, den Bund der Kirche und der Ge-
schichte mit der Kunst [...].39

The third element of  Ludwig’s ideal triangle, the patriotic cult of
history, was expressed in many ways and inspired a large number of
Ludwig’s artistic initiatives. There were three main principles: the cel-
ebration of  the Bavarian dynasty’s role from the Middle Ages on-
ward, the exaltation of  the wars of  liberation in their anti-French
and anti-Napoleonic role, and political Philhellenism.

The great cycle of  frescoes that decorated the throne rooms in the
royal palace, entrusted in 1835 to Carolsfeld, was in fact dedicated to
personalities like Charles the Great and Frederick Barbarossa but was
also centered on idealistic themes dear to Ludwig. On the one hand,
the relationship between Imperium and Ecclesia was emphasized with
parallel inscriptions; on the other hand, the fact that the Wittlesbach
dynasty had obtained the dukedom of  Bavaria in 1180 thanks to Bar-
barossa.40 Within the palace therefore that cult of  Bavarian historical
memory was again taken up, a theme Ludwig had already expressed in
public through the frescoes of  the Hofarkaden, realized between 1826
and 1829 by a series of  student painters (among whom was the young

38 „Vorwärts, vorwärts sollst du schauen…“ Geschichte, Politik und Kunst unter Ludwig I., cit.,
p. 237 and following.

39 Article from the magazine, Das Inland of  1830, cit. in “Vorwärts, vorwärts sollst du
schauen…” Geschichte, Politik und Kunst unter Ludwig I., cit., p. 236.

40 On these frescoes, see „Vorwärts, vorwärts sollst du schauen…“ Geschichte, Politik und
Kunst unter Ludwig I., cit., p. 159 and following.
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Kaulbach) of  Cornelius.41 Beneath the porticoes open to the public to
coincide with Oktoberfest the decisive episodes in the dynasty’s history
were represented, from the aforementioned assignation of  the duke-
dom of  Bavaria to Otto of  Wittelsbach in 1180 to the Bavarian vic-
tory over Napoleon in the Battle of  Aris-sur-Aube in 1814.

Ludwig’s particular attention to the cult of  anti-Napoleonic mem-
ory can be understood in the light of  previously mentioned events.
In all of  the German territories the memory of  the “wars of  libera-
tion” (Befreiungskriege) became a constitutive moment of  patriotic, dy-
nastic, and then national42 identity. However, Bavaria had a double
motive: it had to recall its liberation from Napoleon while simultane-
ously forgetting its alliance with Napoleon. The kingdom of  Bavaria
“thanks to Napoleon” had a complex regarding its origins and tried
to cover up a past by now embarrassing, multiplying in all its forms
the memory of  the latter period, in other words, the anti-Napoleon-
ic one. In the royal palace an entire room, immediately preceding
that of  the throne, was decorated with paintings that depicted the de-
feats of  the Grand Armée. Already in 1814 Wilhelm von Kobell had
painted, on commission of  the then still heir prince Ludwig, the large
painting dedicated to the battle of  Hanau on October 30, 1814, in
which the Bavarians together with the Austrians fought against
Napoleon.43 Ludwig himself  wrote a theatrical piece in five acts ded-
icated to Napleon’s defeat entitled “Deutschlands Errettung”. Cen-
tral streets of  Munich took the names of  battles of  the French
campaign where Bavarian troops had fought between January and
March of  1814: Brienne-le-Chateux, Bar-sur-Aube, Arcis-sur-Aube.

41 The frescoes were to be restored already between 1892 and 1898, but were then
gravely damaged during the Second World War and finally restored between 1971-1972
(for the Olympics), see Holger Schulten, Der “Wittelsbacher-Zyklus” in den Hofarkaden
München (Heidelberg: Heidelberg Universität, 2006), p. 30 and following.

42 On the iconography of  the wars of  liberation, see Micheal Thimann, Bilder aus
eiserner Zeit. Napoleon und die Kunst der Befreiunskriege, in Napoleon und Europa. Traum und
Trauma, cit., p. 217 and following.

43 On the painting cycle of  the “Hall of  Victory” (Siegessaal) and in particular on
this painting, see „Vorwärts, vorwärts sollst du schauen…“ Geschichte, Politik und Kunst unter
Ludwig I, cit., p. 59 and following.
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Beyond Arcisstraße and the Barerstraße there is above all Briennerstraße,
the grand avenue that connects Königsplatz, the square of  the
Glipothek and the Propylaea, with the royal palace.

In some cases the unilateral celebration, that is, the uniquely an-
ti-Napoleonic, requires a certain dialectic capacity and a particular
creativity. One example concerns the 30,000 Bavarian soldiers who
died in the Russian campaign fighting alongside Napoleon. It is im-
possible to completely ignore such a tragedy. But when in 1833 the
obelisk dedicated precisely to these fallen troops was added to the
central round of  Briennerstraße, the commemorative inscription read:
“Auch sie starben für des Vaterlandes Befreiung”. The paradox cross-
es over into indiscretion: the fallen for Napoleon are transformed in-
to those fallen in the wars of  liberation against Napoleon. Another
example comes immediately thereafter, literally “right around the
corner”. The aforementioned Marshal’s Hall is found in the square
on the corner of  Briennerstraße, that is, Odeonsplatz. The statue of  Gen-
eralfeldmarschall von Wrede celebrates the commander of  the Bavari-
an troops in the French campaign of  1814, but contemporaries well
knew that the same Wrede had first fought with Napoleon, from Wa-
gram up until the Russian campaign. 

Finally, the aspect of  political Philhellenism must also be consid-
ered, which is not only the other side of  Ludwig’s aesthetic Philhel-
lenism.44 In the case of  Bavaria, Philhellenism went far beyond that
solidarity with the war of  independence against the Ottoman em-
pire that ran throughout Europe and which involved many repre-
sentatives of  culture precisely in the years of  Ludwig’s transition
from heir prince to new king.45 The episode that most affected pub-
lic opinion was the third and decisive siege of  Missolunghi which
began in 1825, the same year Ludwig ascended the throne. After a

44 On the role of  Friedrich Thiersch, the praeceptor Bavariae, who united the two as-
pects of  Philhellenism in complete accord with Ludwig, see Sandrine Maufroy, Le phil-
hellénisme franco-allemand, 1815-1848 (Paris: Belin, 2011), p. 191 and following. 

45 For an evaluation of  the situation in Bavaria in relation to the most general Eu-
ropean tendencies, see Gerhard Grimm, “We are all Greeks”. Griechenbegeisterung in Europa
und Bayern, in Das neue Hellas. Griechen und Bayern zur Zeit Ludwigs I., edited by Reinhold
Baumstark (Munich: Bayerisches Nationalmuseum 1999), p. 21 and following.
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year-long siege, the Turks conquered the city, which became a sym-
bol of  the tragedy but also the heroism celebrated by Victor Hugo
and by Delacroix and connected in an indelible way to the memory
of  European volunteers, starting with Byron. In Bavaria as well
groups of  supporters formed46 and Ludwig supported the Greeks’
battles, not only with celebratory poems47, but also financially.

All of  this gains concrete political relevance, or rather, historical
dynastic relevance. With the treaty of  London in February 1832, the
major European powers assigned Otto, Ludwig’s recently-turned sev-
enteen year old son, the job of  becoming the first king of  modern
Greece.48 This political aspect in its turn produced ulterior initiatives
of  Ludwig on an artistic plane. Between 1840 and 1844 the painter
Peter von Hess, on Ludwig’s instructions, painted a major cycle cel-
ebrating the path that had brought Greece to independence.49 The
thirty-nine frescoes (later destroyed by bombings) adorned the
northern wing of  the royal palace precisely in order to demonstrate
and legitimize the dynasty’s role in the liberation of  Greece.50 In fact,
Hess, who had accompanied the new king on his trip toward Greece,
finished the cycle with the representation of  Otto’s arrival in Nafplio,
the first capital of  the newly born Hellenic state. The same goal led
the Propylaea to be decorated with friezes recalling the Greek war of
liberation,51 which were finished however in 1862, the same year the
Wittelsbach’s Greek adventure ended with Otto’s deposition and re-
turn to Bavaria where Ludwig had also had to renounce the throne.

46 On the Bavarian Griechenvereine, see Ludwig Spaenle, Der Philhellenismus in Bayern
1812-1832 (Munich: Hieronymus, 1990), p. 213 and following.

47 Marie-Angie Maillet, „Auf  Hellenen! Zu den Waffen alle!“. Bemerkungen zur Rezeption
der philhellenischen Gedichte Ludwigs I., in Graecomania. Der europäische Philhellenismus, cit., p.
306 and following.

48 Katharina Weigand, Otto auf  dem griechischen Thron: eine Fehlspekulation König Lud-
wigs I.?, in Bayern mitten in Europa, cit., p. 320 and following.

49 On this cycle of  frescoes, see Graecomania. Der europäische Philhellenismus, cit., p. 306
and following.

50 Das neue Hellas. Griechen und Bayern zur Zeit Ludwigs I, cit., p. 306 and following.
51 Hannelore Pütz, Die Propyläen in München als Monument des griechischen Befreiungskampfes

und der Wittelsbachischen Sekundogenitur in Griechenland, in Bayerische Geschichte in Wissenschaft und
Unterricht, edited by Monika Fenn (Munich: Utz, 2011), p. 63 and following.
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3. The Parthenon on the Danube

In Walhalla all the motives we earlier defined as Ludwig’s “ideal
triangle” found their highest expression: classical art, Christianity and
the patriotic cult of  history. We have just recalled the initial phases
of  Ludwig’s project, from the 1807 idea of  honoring great Germans
with fifty busts, up to the 1814 competition for the realization of  a
classical style building designed precisely to house them. At the ter-
mination of  the works in 1842, the site stood out on account of  its
dimensions and location. This “temple of  glory” dedicated to the
greats of  history and German culture rises, isolated and surrounded
by a thick grove, to a height of  almost 100 meters (Bräuberg bei
Donaustauf) and offers a panoramic view over the Danube and onto
the plain in the direction of  the old imperial city of  Regensburg.

The exterior, with its Doric peristyles and statues, truly follows
that of  the Parthenon. Incidentally, in 1817 the Parthenon’s statues
were exhibited in the rooms of  the British Museum and their fame
quickly surpassed that of  the ancient statutes kept in Italy, even up
to forming a new canon of  classicism,52 which in turn produced the
well-known response within art history.53 In addition, among the po-
tential purchasers of  those statues competing with the London mu-
seum was Ludwig himself, who in 1813 had acquired the sculptures
of  the temple of  Aphaea later exhibited in Munich’s Glipothek.54

The temple’s real and proper dimensions within the monumental
complex of  Walhalla are impressive and surpass those of  its Athen-
ian model. It is 66,7 meters long, 31,6 meters wide, 20 meters high,
and is finished with fifty-two 9-meter high columns. However, the
temple rests upon an equally impressive base of  82,4 meters that fin-
ishes at the temple entrance with a stairway of  358 stairs for a total

52 Vincenzo Farinella - Silvia Panichi, L’eco dei marmi. Il Partenone a Londra: il nuovo
canone della classicità (Rome: Donzelli, 2003).

53 Stelios Lydakis, The Impact of  the Parthenon Sculptures on 19th and 20th Century Sculp-
ture and Painting, in The Parthenon and Its Impact in Modern Times, edited by Panayotis
Tournikiotis (Athens: Melissa, 1994), p. 230 and following.

54 Farinella - Panichi, op. cit., p. 17.
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of  35 meters. It really is the realization of  Ludwig’s most ambitious
project: the new Acropolis. Yet this temple was dedicated to Ger-
mans and to be found at a strongly symbolic point in the Bavarian
countryside between Regensburg and the Danube. The temple, foun-
dation, and surrounding landscape form a complex desperately de-
sired by Ludwig and attentively calculated in its effects. It should
accordingly be examined in context.

Man versteht den dorischen Ruhmestempel nicht, wenn man ihn
losgelöst von seinem gewaltigen Unterbau einerseits und ohne den
landschaftlichen Zusammenhang betrachtet. Die Errichtung des
Unterbaus verlangte eine geeignete Bergformation, die Bedeutung
der architektonischen Elemente eine entsprechende kulturgeogra-
phische Lage.55

The importance that Ludwig attributed to this project from the
very beginning may also be understood through painting. Immedi-
ately after ascending the throne, for his official portrait (Staatsporträt)
the new king contracted Joseph Stieler. Stieler was the Bavarian court
painter still remembered today for his 1820 portrait of  Beethoven
(while the latter was working on his score of  the Missa Solemnis) and
his 1828 portrait of  Goethe (which is the most well-known portrait
of  the poet along with that of  Tischbein from 1787), whom he rep-
resented holding a page containing the final lines of  a poem of  Lud-
wig’s, the one who had in fact commissioned the painting.56 Stieler
finished Ludwig’s portrait (now in the Neue Pinakothek) in 1826,
that is, in the year immediately following the latter’s having ascend-
ed the throne.57

55 Jörg Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla. Denkmallandschaft und Bildungsreise im 19.
Jahrhundert, cit., p. 44.

56 For a comparative analysis of  the two paintings see Alessandra Comini, The chang-
ing image of  Beethoven. A Study in Mythmaking (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 2008), p. 46 and
following.

57 For the biographical and stylistic references that Stieler inserted in the portrait
see Johannes Erichsen, Ludwig und die Stile, in König Ludwig I. von Bayern und Leo von Klen-
ze, edited by Franziska Dunkel et al. (Munich: Beck, 2006), p. 31 and following.
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The painting presents two aspects of  particular interest. The
more obvious one emerges at first glance as one understands the
goal Ludwig had had in mind. The new and youthful king, recently
crowned in a kingdom itself  only twenty years old, wanted to exhibit
all the royal attributes used by the greatest and oldest dynasties. Lud-
wig is represented in three-quarter view before the throne. His right
hand is holding the scepter above the Bavarian Constitution of
1818, suggesting its being overpowered by the crown. In other
words, the king “rests” on the fundamental law that guaranteed the
rights of  the citizens and limited the power of  the sovereign while
simultaneously exhibiting all of  the traditional regalia of  sovereign-
ty. His dress completely corresponds to the established image of
the sovereign as well, from the long silk mantle with embroidered
train to the ermine tippet. In fact, Stieler had already portrayed Lud-
wig’s father, the first king of  Bavaria, in an analogous pose. How-
ever, the entire composition has even more ancient and glorious
models.

The forebear of  this long series is the famous 1701 portrait of
Louis XIV by the court painter Hyacinthe Rigaud, which established
the rule for official portraits of  French sovereigns (and European
courts). In the Musée National des Chateaux de Versailles et de Trianon
the paintings that proceed the series follow one after the other: Louis
XV by the same Rigau; Louis XVI by Joseph-Siffred Duplessis in
1777; Louis XVIII by Jean-Baptiste-Louis Gros in 1817; Charles X
by François Gerard in 1825. The famous portraits of  the emperor
Napoleon are obviously of  this type, and there it was Gerard’s 1805
portrait (in Fontainebleau) that established the norm, in its time more
appreciated than Ingres’ too hieratic and widely criticized 1806 por-
trait which almost turned Napoleon into an image of  Christ Panto-
crator.58 Only with Louis Philippe did the royal insignia disappear
from the portrait done by the same Gerard in 1834 (it too in Ver-
sailles). That portrait maintained the traditional perspective but made
the Constitution of  1830 quite visible upon which the open hand of

58 Uwe Fleckner, Die Wiedergeburt der Antike aus dem Geist des Empire. Napoleon und die
Politik der Bilder in Napoleon und Europa. Traum und Trauma, cit., p. 106 and following.
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the roi bourgeois rested, almost as if  it wanted to renew the oath pro-
nounced on August 9 in the Chamber of  Deputies. 

Stieler’s painting therefore, and certainly upon the orders of  he
who had commissioned it, intentionally recalled this grand icono-
graphic tradition in the natural size, the solemn pose, the signs of
power (the so-called regalia), and the splendor of  the “grand habille-
ment du sacre”.59 The setting also corresponded to Rigaud’s fixed
model for Louis XV. Ludwig looks toward the spectator and obvi-
ously dominates the scene, but a large part of  the painting is reserved
for the representation of  the panorama that peeks through the
columns from outside. And it is here one really notes the importance
Ludwig gave to his project for the “temple of  the nation”. In this
background there is a singular edifice, a Greek temple on a hill in a
Bavarian landscape: Walhalla. At that time, however, it did not yet
exist. In fact, Stieler finished his painting four years before con-
struction of  Walhalla began. In the painting of  the coronation there-
fore Ludwig immediately and publicly indicated the programmatic
choice that would be his government’s objective: a Kunstkönigtum with
the rebirth of  the classical ideal in the kingdom of  Bavaria at its cen-
ter. The new king wanted to be represented like the even more pow-
erful great sovereigns of  state, but he also wanted to distinguish
himself  through an ambitious architectural project that certainly no
other sovereign would ever have dreamed of  inserting into the offi-
cial coronation portrait.

The architect destined to realize this project was Leo von Klenze,
the major representative of  classicism together with Karl Friedrich
Schinkel.60 Klenze became Ludwig’s most important architect,61 even

59 For the meaning, also teleological, of  these elements beyond coronation (Krö-
nungsornat) see Joseph Johannes Schmid, Sacrum Monarchiae Speculum. Der Sacre Ludwigs
XV. 1722: monarchische Tradition, Zeremoniell, Liturgie (Münster: Aschendorff, 2007), p.
412 and following.

60 On reciprocal relationships, see Adrian von Buttlar, Schinkel und Klenze, in König
Ludwig I. von Bayern und Leo von Klenze, cit., p. 119 and following.

61 On the relationship between Ludwig and Klenze, see the essays collected in König
Ludwig I. von Bayern und Leo von Klenze, cit., and in particular, Hubert Glaser, Der “sinnliche
Eklektiker” auf  dem Thron und sein “Generalvollmächtiger in Kunstsachen”, p. 323 and following.
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if  the king often intentionally had him compete with others, above
all Friedrich von Gärtner. Schinkel, who died 23 years before Klen-
ze, was Frederick Wilhelm III’s architect and had designed the cen-
tral face of  Berlin (Berlin Mitte). For this reason, Klenze met with a
lot of  resistance in Munich but remained the predominant figure
almost until the end of  Ludwig’s reign. Klenze began working in
Bavaria with the Glipothek. In 1834 he followed Otto to Greece
and consolidated his position with the new wings of  the royal
palace. He confirmed his predominance with the Alte Pinakothek,
which was appreciated by Tsar Nicholas I during his visit to Mu-
nich so that he entrusted Klenze to design the New Hermitage in
Saint Petersburg in 1838.

Klenze and Ludwig shared, each in his own field and at his own
level, an inheritance that both considered embarrassing. They had
both collaborated with Napoleon. Ludwig had had to bow before
the reasons of  state followed by his father; Klenze had begun his ca-
reer in February 1808 as the Hofarchitekt in Kassel, that is, depend-
ent on Jerome Bonaparte who had just become king of  the newly
formed kingdom of  Westphalia. For another five years Klenze was
considered both a loyal and convinced supporter of  the Napoleon-
ic regime. After Napoleon’s defeat at Leipzig in October 1813 and
the arrival of  allied troops, he was forced to flee, as was Jerome, and
found refuge in Munich. There he became an ardent German patri-
ot, condemned his Napoleonic experience and already in his first au-
dience with king Ludwig in February 1814 proposed great projects
for monuments that would celebrate Napoleon’s defeat and the “lib-
eration of  Germany”.62

Klenze though had even more ambitious plans. He worked on
developing a project for a “pan-European monument” dedicated to
the rebirth of  Europe which, thanks to the alliance of  the sovereigns
of  the major powers, had eliminated Napoleon and returned Europe
to its Christian roots and dynastic traditions. Architecture anticipat-
ed politics: the idea of  the Holy Alliance was to be expressed not in

62 Adrian von Buttlar, “Also doch ein Deutscher?”. Klenzes Weg nach München, in Leo von
Klenze. Architekt zwischen Kunst und Hof. 1784-1864, cit., p. 72 and following.
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a national, but supranational monument. Klenze tried, to no avail,
to present this project to European sovereigns during the Congress
of  Vienna. It was no coincidence that he had drawn up the illustra-
tive text in French, the Congress’s official language, entitled Projét de
Monument à la Pacification de l’Europe and published in Vienna.63

In those years architects dedicated many projects, not only in
Bavaria and not only in Germany, to the allied victory. There were
numerous ‘offers’ in which the triumphalism of  nations that had
been humiliated by the long Napoleonic cycle merged with all of  its
devastations64 but also responded to a tantalizing ‘question’ facing
the various and powerful commissioners. Klenze also designed a
monument dedicated to Waterloo, with Blücher and Wellington rid-
ing together and trampling Napoleon’s imperial insignia.65 In Berlin
in 1818 the work for Schinkel’s National Denkmal für die Befreiungskriege
gegen Napoleon began, which was inaugurated in 1821 before the pres-
ence of  Tsar Alexander I. The side inscriptions recalled the final bat-
tles, from Leipzig to Waterloo, while at the top there was the “iron
cross”, the military decoration also designed by Schinkel.

In the end, Klenze’s projects were not realized but that of  a “Pan-
European monument” is of  particular interest to our purposes. Here
in fact we find the ideological beginnings and the fundamental ar-
chitectural elements of  that which would become Walhalla. There
was already a Greek temple with a large crypt and there was the pyra-
mid-shaped base divided into three sections with stairs that went to
the entrance. But above all there was already the function to which
everything was subordinated: a “Festival of  Peace” (Friedensfest) to be
solemnly celebrated periodically both within and without the tem-
ple.66 Here Klenze recalled Ernst Moritz Arndt’s idea, which we have

63 Ibid., p. 81.
64 Jörg Echternkamp, Die “Architektur” der Nation im Krieg. Patriotismus, Kultur und die

Radikalisierung der Gewalt in der Zeit Karl Friedrich Schinkels, in Klassizismus – Gotik. Karl
Friedrich Schinkel und die patriotische Baukunst, edited by A. Dorgerloh et al. (Munich: Dt.
Kunstverlag, 2007), p. 43 and following.

65 Adrian von Buttlar, “Also noch ein Deutscher?”. Klenzes Weg nach München, in Leo von
Klenze. Architekt zwischen Kunst und Hof  1784-1861, cit., p. 83.

66 Ibid., p. 82.
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already mentioned, on the commemorative celebration of  the battle
of  Leipzig. This theme remained central to Klenze’s vision and was
both actively supported and reinforced by Ludwig. Walhalla was not
only to be a monument “open” to the public which would “con-
serve” the collection of  busts in memory of  the past but a “temple”
in the most ideal sense, a place where popular rites were periodical-
ly to be celebrated. Not a cemetery in the form of  a classical temple,
but that which we might call “an active sacred complex”: a site which
had the function of  grafting onto German soil popular rites taken
from classical tradition and adapted to the requirements of  a new
patriotism. One could object that the ancient model of  the temple
was at the service of  pre-existing and long-standing rites, while that
of  Ludwig’s Bavarian-German model of  a rite that did not exist. On
the contrary, however, everything still had to be created: the temple,
the rite and Germany itself.

Yet even if  there still remained objection to the utopian charac-
ter of  Ludwig’s project, it is necessary to reconstruct the constitutive
elements of  that utopia. In other words, how were these periodical
ritual celebrations to develop? And furthermore, what was the link
between the architectonic choices and these para-religious “func-
tions”? If  the monumental complex of  Walhalla had been conceived
of  and realized to serve this function, in order to understand it a re-
construction of  both Ludwig and Klenze’s vision for its “future life”
after its completion is indispensable.

4. The liturgy: from “waiting room” to “temple of  glory”

For us today “Walhalla” is synonymous with “the temple of  the
busts”. For Ludwig and Klenze there was also another architectural el-
ement seen, both literally and figuratively, to be the “bearing structure”
of  the complex. This was the Halle der Erwartung, the great hall de-
signed to host the busts of  the important figures “waiting” to enter
the temple. There was not therefore a closed number to the series of
busts in the temple, but rather from the very beginning others had been
conceived. This enlargement was supposed to happen in two phases.
Before ascending to the highest glory, the new selections had to pass
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a “settling” and transitional period in a large atrium with a cupola, pre-
cisely the Halle der Erwartung on the lower level. For the transfer of  the
busts to the definitive seat a “national liturgy” was foreseen, a series of
popular ceremonies that were to become real national celebrations.
The date was to coincide with that of  the battle of  Leipzig, October
18, thereby uniting the greats of  Germany to the commemoration of
its liberation. The monumental complex was thus to be experienced
through the participation of  a culturally united populace precisely by
means of  its greatness as well as that inherited from the classical world.

In Walhalla Klenze’s poetische Idee corresponded to the classical
coupling of  death and transfiguration, connecting the great figures’
death to the life of  the German peoples united in memory and cel-
ebration. Justly the most perceptive analyses of  Klenze’s work, from
Traeger to Buttlar (and most recently Pfäfflin), agree on this aspect.

Nur die poetische Idee konnte dem Monument einen geschichtli-
chen und ideellen Sinnhorizont geben, der sich einerseits mit dem
Leben und Interesse des Volkes, andererseits mit dem Unendlichen,
Kosmischen und Transzendenten verknüpfen ließ […]. Klenzes rei-
ne Denkmalbauten waren als „Architektur der Unsterblichkeit“
durch die poetische Idee von Tod und Verklärung (Jörg Traeger) be-
stimmt. Das transzendentale Moment der Geschichte sollte nach
Klenzes Konzeption mit dem Volksleben durch einen Festkultus
verknüpft werden, der diesen Ascensus vollzog.67

This vision regarding Walhalla is ever present in Klenze’s and
Ludwig’s letters. The most thorough presentation is found in Klen-
ze’s letter of  August 2, 1835.68 Firstly, he established that the “inau-
guration of  a new bust” must “always [occur] in connection with a
German national holiday”, October 18. Then the modality of  the
transition of  the new bust was given in further detail, from the “wait-
ing room” toward the glory of  the temple:

67 Adrian von Buttlar, op. cit., p. 439.
68 On the importance of  this point, see Anna-Marie Pfäffling, Kunstansichten zur Walhal-

la. Die “Poetische Idee” Leo von Klenzes, in “Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte” 73 (2010), p. 67.
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[…] nur diese Büste würde jedesmal darin aufgestellt, und dann mit
einem feierlichen Zuge gleichsam aus diesem Hypogaion in die obe-
ren Räume des Ruhmes und der Unsterblichkeit, die großen und
breiten Rampen und Treppen hinan in den Tempel gebracht werden
[…]. So wie das Parthenon und seine Vorhalle und Unterbau (die
Propyléen) erst beim Festzuge der Panathenäen, so würde die Wal-
halla ihre volle Bedeutung und Schönheit bei diesem pangermani-
schen Feste entwickeln.69

Klenze thus constructed an unrealistic but logical analogy. The tem-
ple corresponded to the Parthenon, the “pan-Germanic celebration”
was the modern version of  the Panathenaea, the transfer of  the “wait-
ing” bust the equivalent of  the Panathenaic procession. To underline
the utopian dream one could say that only the hoplites, canephorae,
and oxen ready for the hecatombs were missing. In light of  the 20th

century and the project itself  (recalling that De Coubertin’s was no
less utopian at the beginning), we could also say that other aspects
were missing: the international structure, the competitive dimension,
and the mass marketing that established itself  with the new century.

However, the really useful observations are two. From the histor-
ical point of  view, it is necessary to remember that these were the
years in which that aspect of  the “nationalization of  the masses” that
George L. Mosse was among the first to define as a “national litur-
gy”70 took place. We have already mentioned Arndt and Jahn, the
principle inspirations behind the first national German celebration
of  October 1814. Then there is the celebration of  October 1817 at
Wartburg castle, organized by nationalist students, who among other
things publicly burned theoretical books of  the restoration.71 In times
closer to Klenze’s project, that is, in May 1832, the celebration of
Hambach Castle took place, most importantly in Bavarian territory

69 Ibid., p. 81.
70 George L. Mosse, op. cit., p. 85 and following.
71 Peter Brandt, Das studentische Warburgfest vom 18/19 Oktober 1817, in Öffentliche

Festkultur. Politische Fest in Deutschland von der Aufklärung bis zum Ersten Weltkrieg, cit., p.
89 and following.
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and at the same time as work on Walhalla began. Ludwig and Klen-
ze therefore had Hambach in mind, which had been the first, real
manifestation of  the masses with almost thirty-thousand participants
and was justly considered the most representative initiative of  popu-
lar tendencies toward national unification. It is however important to
mention that the celebrations at Hambach had not been guided from
above but were rather critical toward the established powers.72

From the architectural point of  view, one comes to the conclu-
sion that, in order to understand the poetische Idee that inspired Wal-
halla, it is necessary to consider not only the temple and the busts,
but the “waiting room” as well. One would have to enter therefore
from the entrance that is found on the lower floor as regards the
temple, at the center of  the great terrace at the end of  the first flight
of  stairs. That door however is closed. In fact, it has never been
open to the public. Ludwig rejected the idea of  the “pan-German-
ic festival” organized periodically in order to transport the busts
from the “waiting room” into the temple. As the busts “in waiting”
were living people, he realized that, as in every selective procedure,
there would be too many problems. The most sensational example
was that of  Metternich who Ludwig had wanted to involve but who,
instead, criticized the project, insinuating that Ludwig was con-
structing the “waiting room” more than anything else for himself.73

The room was not finished and has never in fact hosted a single
bust. From Walhalla’s beginnings up until today it has been used as
a storeroom.

Even without the activities of  the Halle der Erwartung and the pe-
riodic connected festivals, the monumental complex holds meanings
that go beyond that of  simply a temple. The course must be in fact
seen and understood in its entirety: from the base all the way to the
friezes that decorate the temple without and within. Klenze deliber-
ately used allusions to different ages and styles, as can be seen in his

72 Cornelia Foerster, Das Hambacher Fest 1832. Volksfest und Nationalfest einer opposi-
tionellen Massenbewegung, in Öffentliche Festkultur. Politische Feste in Deutschland von der Auf-
klärung bis zum Ersten Weltkrieg, cit., p. 113 and following.

73 Jörg Traeger, op. cit., p. 60.
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illustrated papers of  the project. He did so for architectural-func-
tional reasons, but also to give artistic expression to his ethnological
theory on the origin of  the German peoples, the so-called “Cau-
casian theory”, that has a number of  similarities with the theories
on the origins of  the “Aryans”.74 The first and most sweeping pres-
entation took place in 1821 when Klenze published his essay on the
shared origins of  the Greek and German peoples.75 Both had origi-
nated in the areas around the highest mountain ranges of  Asia and
in particular India. From this native home at the foot of  the “eter-
nal snows” and “roof  of  the world”, the two peoples began, in the
remotest times, a gradual but constant migration that, once across
the Caucuses, brought them to Europe. The German peoples turned
to the north following the course of  the Danube: “Vom Paradies der
Menschheit nach Mitteleuropa”.

All of  Klenze’s construction took up widely held theories from
those years, from Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Inder by Friedrich
Schlegel (1809), to Mythengeschichte der asiatischen Welt by Görres (1810),
a much loved author even by Ludwig.76 From this ancient, complex
history uniting Asia and Europe, diverse ages emerged that are of
particular importance also from the point of  view of  art and that
precede the classical period represented at the highest level by
Greece. These are the Pelasgian phase, the Egyptian phase, and the
Etruscan phase. The least known, but rather mythic, is the Pelasgian
civilization. It refers to the Pelasgians, the populations that preced-
ed the Hellenes in the regions of  the Aegean. Klenze was not alone
in seeing in the “Cyclopean walls” of  Mycenae a typically Pelasgian
form of  architecture.

The segments that compose the monumental complex of  Wal-
halla correspond precisely to Klenze’s design. The powerful “Cy-

74 On the racial aspects of  Klenze’s theories, which take also take up themes from
Renan, see Dirk Klose, Klassizismus als idealistische Weltanschauung. Leo von Klenze als Kun-
stphilosoph (Munich: Uni-Dr., 1999), p. 162 and following and p. 221 and following.

75 Jörg Traeger, op. cit., p. 67 and following.
76 Anna-Marie Pfäfflin, Kunstansichten zu Walhalla. Die „Poetische Idee“ Leo von Klenzes,

cit., p. 68 and following.
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clopic” base, that obviously ‘precedes’ the Greek temple, is Pelas-
gian (pelasgische Mauerung). The two lateral stairways of  the successive
floor rest on the pyramid-like from (pyramiddaler Vorbau). Here is the
entrance to the “waiting room”, conceived on the model of  Etruscan
hypogea (etruskische Grabkammer). At the higher level, one enters the
temple where the busts are presented and finds oneself  before a
sculptural representation of  the Caucasian theory. One of  the largest
friezes in bas-relief  of  the modern age (85 meters in length and 1
meter in height) runs along the walls and illustrates the great migra-
tion of  the German people, from Asia to the Rhein, passing by the
Danube. The final scene, on Ludwig’s express orders, represents the
people’s conversion to Christianity inspired by the bishop Boniface,
also known as “the apostle of  Germany”. Returning to the exterior,
the story continues with two large bas-reliefs (more than 20 meters)
that decorate the two gables of  the temple. On the anterior gable, the
southern side facing the Danube, the reconstitution of  the German
Confederation after Napoleon’s defeat is celebrated. The feminine
figure of  Germany, with lowered sword in the sign of  peace, is at
the center welcoming the varied states of  the Confederation, from
Prussia to Austria and Saxony to Bavaria. The frontal posterior frieze
commemorates the Battle of  the Teutoburg forest (Hermannsschlacht)
with Armin’s triumph and Varo’s suicide.

The path to the temple was therefore, if  not properly an initiato-
ry one (Ludwig was not a mason, and as regards Klenze there are
only hypotheses),77 then certainly “a lay pilgrimage” that took up the
tripartite form exitus-ascensus-reditus. The connection between the nat-
ural and rural landscape allowed one to “take leave” of  the urban
and daily world. The ascent to the temple realized the ascensus ad su-
perior which, after having passed through the Egyptian and Etruscan
sections, culminated in the Greek temple, the supreme example of
the highest aesthetic standard. Through the busts and bas-reliefs, in
the end, the visitor’s soul would open to the return of  the German
people’s past, both ancient and recent, and could relive the greatest

77 Adrian von Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben-Werk-Vision, cit., p. 313 and Jörg Traeger,
op. cit., p. 205 and following.
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moments of  German history after having experienced the apex of
classical architecture.

Ludwig renounced the central part of  his vision he had long
shared with Klenze, that of  the transfer of  the busts from the “wait-
ing room” to the temple. It had to be the most solemn of  ascensus,
not only because it was to be inserted into a large, periodic pan-Ger-
manic people’s festival, but also because it was considered to be the
final meeting point between the German tradition and the Greek in
the cult of  heroes. For this reason, Klenze used the expression ger-
manisches Elisium to define Walhalla from November 1819 onward.78

Already in August 1807 Ludwig had welcomed historian Johannes
von Müller’s suggestion of  using the ancient Nordic mythological
term for his project: Valhöll, the site which welcomed heroes fallen
in battle.79 In fact, the busts are joined by Valkyries, in Nordic tradi-
tion those who accompanied those fallen heroes to Walhalla, the
kingdom of  Odin. The “waiting room” was the sepulchral chamber
and therefore the kingdom of  death. With the ascension into the
temple, one passed into the kingdom of  immortality and glory sur-
rounded by the sculptures: “das Büstenelysium der Unsterblichen”.

The final product was a complex and confused mixture of  an-
cient and modern history, mythology and aesthetics, Etruscan ho-
plites and Doric columns, pseudo-pyramid and opisthodomos,
Caryatid and Valkyrie, Armin and Napoleon. If  thereafter we return
to the debate about the “temple of  the nation” evoked previously,
one could add that there was another model acting upon Ludwig’s vi-
sion. The transfer of  the busts in effect echoes the aforementioned
panthéonisation of  the Parisian Panthéon. The objective was the same,
but the modifications did not only concern the practice. Ludwig in-
verted the values in accordance with his aesthetic, religious and pa-
triotic convictions. His “Pantheon” was Greek and not Roman, it
did not renounce but rather conserved references to the Christian
religion and the choice of  the personages to immortalize was tied to
the German language and not place of  birth (in fact it hosts Swiss as

78 Jörg Traeger, op. cit., p. 59.
79 Ibid., p. 43.
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well as Dutch). Walhalla is certainly a “national monument” but not
in a political-territorial nationalistic sense. Nipperdey justly placed it
in a category of  its own, defining it as the “Denkmal der Bildungs-
und Kulturnation”.80

5.The “Danubian course”: Walhalla between history 
and landscape

From all of  these elements it is therefore possible to extract that
which we have called Ludwig’s “ideal triangle”: classical art, Christi-
anity and the patriotic cult of  history. And yet, an essential compo-
nent of  Walhalla is still missing: the landscape. We have already
mentioned the importance of  the choice to place Walhalla in an open
space.81 But one must consider how much perception of  that land-
scape changed after the opening of  the railway line, called the Wal-
hallabahn, in June 1889. Furthermore, according to Ludwig’s vision
(and in the reality of  the years around the middle of  the 19th centu-
ry), Walhalla had been inserted into a more spacious context which
followed the Danube’s watercourse. In May 1836 works began on
the Ludwigskanal, which inauguration was foreseen to coincide with
that of  Walhalla. Through the 174 kilometers and the 100 locks of
the canal (abandoned already after the last post-war), the Danube
and the Main were at last connected, from Kelheim to Bamberg. Pre-
cisely at the beginning of  that route Ludwig connected another mon-
ument, one dedicated to victory over Napoleon. This Befreiungshalle
as well, finished by Klenze in 1863,82 marks the Danubian water-
course that had a great meaning in Ludwig’s vision and that today is
found in a completely unrecognizable landscape context.

80 Thomas Nipperdey, Nationalidee und Nationaldenkmal in Deutschland im 19. Jahr-
hundert (1968), now in Thomas Nipperdey, Gesellschaft, Kultur, Theorie, cit., p. 148.

81 On the diffusion of  the model of  the Landschaftsdenkmal and therefore of  the
Denkmallandschaft, see Lutz Tittel, Monumentaldenkmäler von 1871 bis 1918 in Deutschland. Ein
Beitrag zum Thema Denkmal und Landschaft, in Kunstverwaltung, Bau- und Denkmal-Politik im
Kaiserreich, edited by E. Mai and S. Wetzold (Berlin: Mann, 1981), p. 215 and following.

82 On this monument, see Adrian von Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben-Werk-Vision,
cit., p. 408 and following.
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Works on the canal finished in 1846, and Ludwig had a monu-
ment built to commemorate them north of  Erlangen. The statues
that represent the two rivers are holding hands and on the base the
inscription celebrates Ludwig’s greatness, he who had finally realized
Charles the Great’s ancient project, the Fossa Carolina. Today this
monument is in fact “invisible” thanks to having been completely
incorporated into the containment wall of  the four-lane state road.
On the other side the highway that connects Erlangen to Nurem-
berg follows the course of  the Ludwigskanal almost exactly. It is a
case of  an obvious and taken for granted fact that is true for almost
all of  the architecture of  the past, at any latitude. But a historical re-
construction of  the overall project of  Ludwig cannot ignore that
Walhalla was part of  a Denkmallandschaft that united art, religion, and
history.

Die Monumentalbauten Ludwigs I. sind zwar zum größten Teil in-
takt […]. Aber ihr ursprüngliches Umfeld hat sich nicht erhalten.
Der ästhetische und geistige Zusammenhang erscheint heute zu-
meist gestört oder gar zerstört. Die erste kunsthistorische Aufgabe
besteht deshalb in einer Wahrnehmung dieser Veränderung und
demgemäß in einer Rekonstruktion der Denkmallandschaft, in der sich
die Bildungsreise des 19. Jahrhunderts vollzogen hat.83

Incidentally, even the closest context also changed. In Ludwig’s
era the connection between Walhalla and the Church of  the Savior,
the only building anywhere close in the forest nearby, was immedi-
ate. Klenze attributed a higher meaning to the proximity because it
gave further proof  to the connection between art and religion, be-
tween the resurrection of  the classical world and the Christian tra-
dition. Klenze not only intervened with important modifications to
the church, precisely to give a greater harmony to Walhalla, but ex-
alted its importance in the 1839 painting Die Walhalla im Donautal
(Regensburg, Stadtmuseum). Klenze chose a perspective that exalted
the church, that placed it in the foreground, so much so that it seems

83 Jörg Traeger, op. cit, p. 18. Emphasis added.
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to be at the same height as Walhalla, at that point still under con-
struction. In all of  the landscape, totally agricultural and wooded,
there is only one other, more modest building: a farmhouse. And
everything is against the backdrop of  the Danube.

The composition appears realistic, but there is also a historical-
symbolic meaning. In light of  Klenze’s writings and correspondence
with Ludwig, it is evident that even this painting had the function of
illustrating Ludwig’s “ideal triangle”, connecting in a patriotic way
the new Parthenon to the Christian religion and to local history.84 In
its way, the connection between the classical world, the Christian re-
ligion, and the Germanic populace in the landscape of  the Danube
corresponded perfectly to the quoted theory of  Klenze on the com-
mon origins of  the two peoples, Greek and Germanic. The great mi-
gration, following the Danube, had brought the German peoples to
convert to Christianity, as illustrated in the bas-relief  within Walhal-
la. The pilgrimage that, following the Danube, brought one to Wal-
halla and then rose toward the new Parthenon, allowed its
contemporaries to commemorate these two great inheritances from
the past, once again united in a national liturgy.

Finally, there is the connection to the closest city of  Regensburg.
In the Sammlung Architektonischer Entwürfe für die Ausführung bestimmt
published in 1842, Klenze recalled not only his site inspection of  1826
and Ludwig’s ultimate decision, but also the Minister of  the Interior
Eduard von Schenk’s talk on the occasion of  the beginning of  works
on October 18, 1830. Beyond being a politician, Schenk was also a
poet (with modest results in both fields) and describing the landscape
filled his talk with terminology as sublime as it was predictable, from
“mächtiger Donaustrom der uns die Grüße eines verbrüderten Nach-
barlandes bringt” to the “gesegnete Ebene Bayerns”.85 But there is al-

84 Adrian von Buttlar, “Germanische Tektonik?” Leo von Klenzes patriotische Interpretati-
on des Klassizismus, in Klassizismust-Gotik. Karl Friedrich Schinkel und die patriotische Bau-
kunst, cit., p. 279 and following.

85 The part of  Klenze’s text which quotes Schenk’s speech is reproduced in the an-
thology Kunsttheorie und Kunstgeschichte in Deutschland. Band II: Architektur. Texte und Do-
kumente, edited by Harold Hammer-Schenk (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1985), p. 34 and
following.
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so a phrase that with exactitude and completeness connects Ludwig’s
“ideal triangle”, precisely thanks to the reference to the landscape:

[…] und aus dem nahen Regensburg, dem ersten Sitz der Bayerfür-
sten, wo Otto von Wittelsbach belehnt worden, erhebt sich wie ein
Fels der herrliche Dom. So umgeben uns rings Bilder teutschen Für-
stenthums, teutscher Kraft, Gottesfurcht und Kunst.86

Walhalla is almost ten kilometers from Regensburg and it is in
honor of  the city that Schenk united art, religion and patriotic his-
tory, just as Ludwig wanted. The ancient free and imperial city is the
Bavarian city most tied to the story of  the Holy Roman Empire of
the German Nation. From 1633 onward it had been the only seat of
the permanent Diet (Immerwährender Reichstag), the highest represen-
tative institution of  the empire, until its dissolution in 1806. Ludwig
wanted the new national monument to be seen in connection to this
ancient, glorious historical memory, emphasizing the link between
Bavarian history and imperial history.87

It was a legitimate intent, seeing that Ludovico the Bavarian was
a Wittelsbach, becoming emperor in 1328. But Regensburg evoked
even remoter memories than these. It was precisely in the imperial
city that the dynastic adventure of  the first duke of  Bavaria began in
1180, as had been recalled by Minister Schenk. And the ceremony for
the beginning of  works on Walhalla began on October 17, 1830, pre-
cisely in the Rathaussaal, the room that for centuries had welcomed
the meetings of  the Reichstag. Ludwig began works defining the new
monument as a “reparation” for how much Regensburg had lost with
the end of  the Empire.88

Nevertheless, there was a major gap in Ludwig’s carefully culti-
vated historical memory as regarded ages closer to his own. This

86 Ibid., p. 38.
87 On the relationship between Walhalla and Regensburg, see Bernd Roeck, Der

Reichstag, in Deutsche Erinnerungsorte. Band I, edited by E. François and H. Schulze (Mu-
nich 2003 [2001]), p. 142 and following.

88 Jörg Traeger, op. cit., p. 239.
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gap however was by no means accidental and, in this case as well,
had everything to do with Napoleon. We have seen the embarrass-
ing situations that Ludwig had to confront in relation to the monu-
ments dedicated to the “liberation of  Germany” from Napoleonic
dominion. Selective amnesia, an ever-detectable phenomenon in pol-
itics, affected all of  the states that had previously fought alongside
Napoleon and then against him. Regensburg was a particularly em-
barrassing case. Ludwig praised the ancient glories of  the imperial
city, but it is important to remember that Bavarian troops had par-
ticipated on Napoleon’s side in the battles of  the “Regensburg cam-
paign” in the spring of  1809, concluding with the surrender of  the
city defended by more than four-thousand Austrians. It was precisely
the series of  battles around Regensburg that marked the defeat of
the Austrians and opened the road to final victory at Wagram on the
fifth and sixth of  July 1809. The same Ludwig had participated in
the battles of  Abensberg on April 20 and Eggmühl on April 22,
which concluded the following day with the conquering and sacking
of  Regensburg.

A major painting by Jean-Baptiste Debret (Musée National des
Chateaux de Versailles et de Trianon) represents Bavarian troops and
those from Württemberg singing hymns to Napoleon after the vic-
tory of  Abensberg, for which the French emperor coined the name
Bravoure-Bavière.89 In Johann Lorenz Rugendas the Young’s cycle il-
lustrating the Napoleonic wars, an episode recalls the battle of
Eggmühl and one sees Ludwig observing from on high the charge
of  the light Bavarian cavalry (Ingolstadt, Bayerisches Armeemuseum).90

Regensburg is therefore an ancient imperial city, but under the king-

89 John H. Gill, Eagles to Glory. Napoleon and his German Allies in the 1809 Campaign
(Barnsley: Frontline, 2011), p. 64 and following.

90 On the paintings dedicated to the conquest of  Regensburg (and in particular in
Albrecht Adam’s painting of  1840, that is testimony to the battle and represents
Napoleon while he observes the burning city), see Jörg Traeger, Die Spur Napoleons in
der Kunst. Bilder aus Bayern, in Kulturelles Gedächtnis und interkulturelle Rezeption im europäi-
schen Kontext, edited by Eva Dewes (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 2008), p. 507 and follo-
wing. Traeger defines the paintings on the battles around Regensburg as “Desastres de
la guerra in Niederbayern”. 
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dom of  Bavaria only from May 1810 onward, after having been con-
quered by Napoleon with the participation of  the Bavarians and
Ludwig himself.91

All of  this passed, as one might imagine, in silence. Ludwig was
welcomed triumphantly in Regensburg for the beginning of  con-
struction on Walhalla by over thirty-thousand people. There was
plenty of  controversy but for other reasons. A passionate debate
erupted between Gräcisten and Altdeutsche. When confronted with the
project of  Klenze that Ludwig had given him, Cornelius, the
Nazarenes’ most influential representative, in 1820 asked:

[…] so fällt uns bei dem Entwurf  gleich die Frage ein, warum soll
das größte deutsche und nur deutsche Ehrendenkmal so absolut
griechisch seyn? Geben wir uns nicht eine Demanti indem wir un-
sere Nationalität durch ein großes Bauwerk verherrlichen wollen
und zugleich den großen herrlich ächt original deutschen Baustyl
ignorieren?92

With authentic “German style” Cornelius obviously meant the
Gothic. Even Schinkel had presented a project in rigorous neo-Goth-
ic style in 1814. The criticism continued even after the works had
finished. In 1842 the sculptor Ernst Bandel, future constructor of
the largest monument to Armin (Hermannsdenkmal), laid out the
harshest analysis:

Auf  griechischen Konsolen stehen di Büsten großer deutscher Män-
ner in einem Griechentempel, der den ehrwürdigen deutschen Na-
men Walhalla trägt; zwischen griechischen aber in der Tat eleganten
französischen Victorien; hoch über einer unserer schönsten Städte

91 Hans-Jürgen Becker, Die Übergabe Regensburgs an Bayern, in Regensburg wird bayerisch.
Ein Lesebuch, edited by Hans-Jürgen Becker and Konrad M. Färber (Regensburg: Pustet,
2009), p. 23 and following.

92 Cit. in Leopold David Ettlinger, Denkmal und Romantik. Bemerkungen zu Leo von
Klenzes Walhalla (1965), now in Politische Architektur in Europa vom Mittelalter bis heute. Re-
präsentation und Gemeinschaft, edited by Martin Warnke (Cologne: DuMont, 1984), p. 230.
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ragt stolz die fremde Siegerin […] Sollte unser deutsches Volk wirk-
lich so wenig künstlerischen Sinn haben, daß es keinen eigenen Bau-
stil mehr gebären kann?93

One must consider that Bandel had left Munich for Berlin in
1834, precisely as he was no longer supported by Ludwig. Cornelius
did the same and for the same reasons. But the criticisms were dif-
fuse and persistent, so much so that Klenze was forced to justify his
position. On the one hand, he commented upon the scant amount
of  light in a neo-Gothic style building; and, even more so, in a build-
ing of  such dimensions it naturally would not be the best solution
when hoping to exhibit busts of  61 to 70 centimeters to the public.
On the other hand, he asserted, on principle, the validity of  the clas-
sical Greek style for all ages and all latitudes:

Wir haben oben zu zeigen gesucht, dass der strenge architektoni-
sche Stil der Griechen, insofern er allein nur auf  Gesetzen der Sta-
tik, Oekonomie und Zweckmässigkeit berueht, welche für alle
Zeiten und Orte gleich sind, auch für alle Zeiten und Orte Genüge
leisten und zur Richtschnur dienen müsse; und wir glauben ebenso,
dass an dieser Allgemeinheit seiner Zweckmässigkeit kein Unter-
schied des Klimas oder des Baumaterials etwas Wesentliches zu ver-
mindern im Stande ist.94

In the last case Klenze turned, as we have already seen, to the
“Caucasian theory”, asserting the affinity between the Greek and
German cultures.

Other arguments regarded the choice of  the busts. In 1842, the
temple initially hosted ninety-six busts, ordered according to date of
death, which was equivalent to the date of  “entrance” into the tem-
ple of  glory. Ludwig’s choices, as opposed to that of  the French Pan-
théon, were not dependent on nationality. They ranged from

93 Ibid., p. 229.
94 Cit. in Anne-Marie Pfäfflin, Kunstansichten zur Walhalla. Die „Poetische Idee“ Leo von

Klenzes, cit., p. 74.
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Frederick Barbarossa to Charles V, from Dürer to Kant, from Leib-
niz to Goethe, but also from Jan van Eyck to Erasmus and from
Rubens to Albrecht von Haller.95 Higher up, right beneath the ceil-
ing, there were sixty-four plaques that commemorated personalities
of  whom no portraits remained, from Armin to Charles Martel and
from Alaric to Theodoric the Great. The most conspicuous absence,
which from the beginning had caused the greatest public debates,
was Luther’s.96 The reformer entered the Catholic Ludwig’s temple
only in 1848, the same year Ludwig was forced to abdicate, having
been overwhelmed by popular uprisings that in that fateful year
coursed throughout all of  Bavaria. However, Ludwig’s fall was also
tied to scandals connected to the name of  Lola Montez, the twenty-
five year old ballerina to whom the sixty-year-old Ludwig had trans-
ferred enormous sums of  money, palaces, and noble titles, provoking
the revolt of  the population.97

Ever since, the number of  busts has increased as the government
of  Bavaria to this day is still following Ludwig’s project. On the rec-
ommendation of  associations or of  individuals and the non-binding
advice of  the Bavarian Academy of  Sciences, the government may de-
cide, in general every five or six years, to add new busts of  personages
of  the German language who have been deceased for at least twenty
years. In this way, after Ludwig, the busts have increased in number to
one-hundred-and-thirty. From Bismarck (added in 1908), to Bruckner
(the only choice of  Hitler’s in 1937), to Einstein (the first Jewish mem-
ber, 1990), to Sophie Scholl (2003), the heroic student of  the Univer-
sity of  Munich guillotined February 22, 1943 for anti-Nazi activity.

The most recent arrival, in July 2010, was Heinrich Heine. The
poet – as well as being refused professorship at Munich thanks to

95 For the most accurate analysis of  the busts, which reconstructs all of  the selec-
tive procedures, Ludwig’s advisors and the scupltors, see Simone Steger, Die Bildnis-
büsten der Walhalla bei Donaustauf. Von der Konzeption durch Ludwig I. von Bayern zur
Ausführung (1807-1842) (Munich: LMU, 2011), and in particular the general catalogue,
p. 242 and following.

96 Ibid., p. 189.
97 Heinz Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern. Königtum im Vormärz, cit., p. 706 and fol-

lowing.
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Ludwig – had had to wait one hundred-fifty-four-years, but there are
good reasons to believe that in reality he never would have wanted
to enter in the first place. In Heine’s opinion, Ludwig was a Kunste-
unuch and Walhalla simply a marmorne Schädelstätte. 

But was Ludwig ever admitted to “his” Walhalla to be among
“his” busts? Yes, but he also had to wait more than the statutory
twenty years. He died in 1868, but entered the “temple of  glory” on-
ly in 1890. Ludwig is buried in Munich in the Basilica of  Saint Boni-
face, which he had had constructed in 1850 and had vested to the
Benedictines, his preferred religious order. Queen Teresa, his faith-
ful and patient wife and mother of  their nine children, rests next to
him. His lover Lola Montez (in reality Elizabeth Rosanna Gilbert)
has her place of  honor in the paintings Ludwig dedicated to feminine
beauty (Schönheitsgallerie), today in the Nymphenburg Castle. For these
paintings (only thirty-six in number), the selection was more rigor-
ous than for the busts, and Lola was the only one, among the king’s
many mistresses, to have received the honor of  having her portrait
done by Stieler, the same official painter of  the coronation portrait.

Ludwig had to wait to enter Walhalla and not in the “waiting
room” as he no doubt would have wanted. In exchange, however,
he entered his “temple of  the nation” in grand style: a full figure stat-
ue upon the throne, placed between the two columns of  the
opisthodomos. The pose is classical as is the clothing, but his arm
rests upon the Bavarian lion, uniting for one final time the classical
inheritance and the kingdom of  Bavaria.

In memory of  this, Ludwig’s ideal vision so steadfastly followed,
we find it just to continue to refer to Walhalla today as the
“Parthenon on the Danube” and not to yield to the temptation to use
that other, irreverent designation, “the storeroom of  the busts”
(Büstenmagazin).
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The author’s bodies. Construction and
“symbolic capitalization” in photographic
portraits and the illustrated press 
following the example of Thomas Mann

Francesco Rossi

An author’s body is a fact of  literary relevance ascribable to the
paratextual dimension (specifically the epitextual)1 of  his or her work.
Influencing the hermeneutical pre-comprehension of  the reader,2
the strategies of  an author’s visual (auto-) representation in fact man-
age to profoundly condition his or her reception to the degree that,
quoting Wilhelm Genazino, a careful observer of  the affective mech-
anisms and identifying marks underlying literature, “the image of  the
author” inexorably tends to become “the novel of  the reader”.3 Re-
cent studies on the concept and historical evolution of  authorship
seem to confirm this affirmation. The widely proclaimed and de-
bated thesis of  the “death of  the author” has by now been amply
surpassed by theories that have relentlessly demonstrated, in fact, ev-
idence of  the author’s return.4 Even Michel Foucault’s idea of  au-
thorship is generally considered reductive as it confers upon the
author’s name a simple “classificatory function” though in the area
of  a wide and fruitful theory of  literary discursivity.5 According to

1 See Gérard Genette, Palinsesti: la letteratura al secondo grado, trans. by Raffaella Novità
(Turin: Einaudi, 1997). 

2 The reference is to that “fore-conception of  completeness” that Gadamer suggests is
at the beginning of  every process of  comprehension in history. See Hans-Georg Gadamer,
Verità e Metodo, edited and trans. by Gianni Vattimo (Milan: Bompiani, 2001), p. 609.

3 Wilhelm Genazino, Das Bild des Autors ist der Roman des Lesers (Münster: Klein-
heinrich, 1994).

4 See Rückkehr des Autors. Zur Erneuerung eines umstrittenen Begriffs, edited by Fotis Jan-
nidis et al. (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1999); Carla Benedetti, L’ombra lunga dell’autore indagine
su una figura cancellata (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1999) and The Empty Cage Inquiry into the Myste-
rious Disappearance of  the Author (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 2005); Autorschaft Positionen und Re-
visionen, edited by Heinrich Detering (Stuttgart: Metzler, 2002).

5 Michel Foucault, Che cos’è un autore?, in Scritti letterari, edited by Cesare Milanese
(Milan: Feltrinelli, 2004), p. 8.



these new lines of  research, authorship is not covered by simple
“names” or “figures” that refer to various individual authors. It does
not exhaust itself, that is, in either a mere operational implication of
the text or in a collection of  elements of  a purely anagraphic-docu-
mental nature; rather, it substantializes itself  – and this is the point
– in an artfully constructed totality of  sense, powerfully suggestive
and fascinating.

As far as the essential function of  writing is – even if  from only
a practical point of  view – that of  making a dialogue of  distance and
in absentia possible between addresser and addressee,6 an exquisitely
performative moment exists within literature that is not to be un-
derappreciated there where the body emerges from the invisibility
that the medium of  writing imposes and makes of  itself  a medium.
Every work emerges “because of ” an author and it is precisely “be-
cause of ” the author, his or her body, his or her image, that the read-
ing public recognizes it. The exhibition of  a profile only, of  a
particular physiognomy in a more or less distinguishing habitus, is in
any case part of  those unavoidable functions of  every literary phe-
nomenon that promotes deployment and interaction within the
force-field – given it by the reading public, the editorial market, the
field of  criticism, the humanities and scholastic institutions – in
which and through which it subsists. This self-exhibition takes place
through the media, the operators who favor, and at the same time
condition, communication within modern society.

On the basis of  similar considerations, over the last few years
research perspectives of  a socio-cultural character have gained
ground within authorship studies, which have clearly been influ-
enced by Pierre Bourdieu’s symbolic forms of  sociology and his
concepts of  a “literary field” and “symbolic capital”. This has to

6 See Gérard Genette, Palinsesti: la letteratura al secondo grado, cit. According to Kon-
rad Ehlich the culture of  textuality is born and established in concurrence with the
rise of  the necessity of  overcoming the obstacle of  diatopia in space and time between
the two poles of  communication. See in fact Konrad Ehlich, Text und sprachliches Han-
deln. Die Entstehung von Texten aus dem Bedürfnis nach Überlieferung, in Schrift und Gedächtnis.
Beiträge zur Archäologie der literarischen Kommunikation, edited by Aleida Assmann, Jan Ass-
mann and Christof  Hardmeier (Munich: Fink, 1983), pp. 24-43.
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do with a perspective sensitive to the various inherent aspects of  the
rhetoric of  the image of  each and every writer understood as be-
ing an integral part of  his or her Werkpolitik.7 For this type of  re-
search, the photographic portrait, and more generally speaking the
many diverse strategies of  mediatization of  the figure of  the au-
thor in highly circulated magazines and periodicals, becomes a cen-
tral element, connected as it is to the conquest of  a status and
symbolic surplus value within a context in continuous transforma-
tion like that of  the literary business, which is itself  made up of, in
its largest sense, a mixture of  interactive demands which follow
their own internal logic.

However, is there not something within this perspective that risks
reducing authorship to nothing more than a pure and simple mise-en-
scène?8 Perhaps. Suggestion – Stephen Greenblatt speaks of  strate-
gies of  “self-fashioning”9 – is doubtless one of  the key terms as far
as the complex process of  the creation of  an authorial media iden-
tity in which many elements of  a pre-rational and subliminal nature,
not to speak of  marketing, are involved. This is what is meant by the
authorial mise-en-scène as a professional duty from which the modern
writer cannot escape, a mechanism with which he or she is able to si-
multaneously increase symbolic and social capital. Nevertheless,
there where the pose is an integral part of  the construction of  a lit-
erary personality, the product of  the pose assumes an aesthetic val-
ue and a precise combined meaning that the interpreter cannot
ignore. It is thus easy to understand why this is a good hunting-

7 See Pierre Bourdieu, Le regole dell’arte. Genesi e struttura del campo letterario, trans. by
Anna Boschetti and Emanuele Bottaro (Milan: Il Saggiatore, 2005). A study of  longue
durée on Werkpolitik in criticism and poetics of  canonical German authors has recent-
ly been conducted by Steffen Martus, Werkpolitik zur Literaturgeschichte kritischer Kom-
munikation vom 17. bis ins 20. Jahrhundert; mit Studien zu Klopstock, Tieck, Goethe und George
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2007).

8 On this theme see Autoinszenierungen Autorschaft und literarisches Werk im Kontext der
Medien, edited by Christine Künzel and Jörg Schönert (Würzburg: Könighausen & Neu-
mann, 2007).

9 See Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance self-fashioning: from More to Shakespeare (Chica-
go: University of  Chicago Press, 1980).
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ground for the field of  Media and Gender Studies, provided one nev-
er loses sight of  the texts themselves.

It is often the authors themselves who anticipate the critics’
thoughts, as the scholar Claudia Schmölders has recently demon-
strated in a profile dedicated to the physiognomy of  the author in
modernity. She reminds us that in German the term Gesicht has a
double meaning. Indeed, it suggests both one’s “face” or, in other
words, one’s “organic mask”, and “sight”, or our ability to see.10 This
slightly “phenomenological” perspective allows her to convincingly
associate apparently disparate facts, like Goethe’s reflections on
Homer’s head and Madame Tussaud’s wax figures, in a wide-ranging
portrait of  both historical-cultural and literary references, which, de-
parting from the physiognomy of  Lavater, finally lead her to a con-
sideration of  the columns of  Vanity Fair reporting on contemporary
German authors. For those who are concerned with literature, how-
ever, the entire question ceases to be banal the moment in which the
process of  an author’s media coverage itself  becomes an object of
literary reflection. The underlying ambition of  this attempt is that
of  integrating textuality into a broader perspective, transcending the
margins of  the text itself  up to understanding every form of  hypo-
and epitext.

In the case of  Thomas Mann, it is the author himself  that comes
to meet the reader. Is it not perhaps the writer himself  to often the-
matize the conviction in his writings that he is “performing a role”
through his work as an author, a role that goes beyond his own in-
dividual self  in a physical sense up to embracing the totality of  the
myth? And is he not perhaps the first to make this position ironic?
Perhaps no other writer of  the twentieth century reflected longer or
more deeply than Thomas Mann upon the mechanisms of  “repre-
sentation” both in terms of  its meaning of  delegation and substi-
tution, and its simultaneous meaning of  reproduction and
re-visitation, so much so that it is precisely in the execution of  this
role that he loves to place morality and the moralizing function of

10 Claudia Schmölders, Die Gesichter der Dichter, in “Merkur”, LXII (2008), n. 2, 705,
pp. 132-141, here p. 133.
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writing.11 The value attributed to this conviction of  photography is
difficult to quantify in purely empirical terms. Thomas-Mann-Forschung
is not lacking in vast studies on the relationship between literature
and photography, beginning with Hans Wysling’s Bild und Text bei
Thomas Mann, which is concerned with pictorial sources,12 and ar-
riving at more recent studies, above all Eva-Monika Turck’s Thomas
Mann. Fotografie wird Literatur, in which a specific interest in the com-
municative strategies and the rhetoric of  the image that such a re-
lationship entails made particular in-roads.13

The present essay, as compared to these other studies, introduces
at least two innovative elements: precise contextualization and, where
possible, documentation of  the photographic sources. Too often
photographic portraits of  Mann have simply been offered without an
adequate examination of  their function and their original destina-
tion, sometimes without even providing any indication of  who the
photographer was, or in which periodicals the photographs first ap-
peared. In as much as the categories of  the analysis of  pose and au-
thorial mise-en-scène may be productive even in the abstract, if  the
images are isolated from their communicative or media context, if
they are considered sufficient unto themselves in a sort of  museal-
ization ex postero, in the final analysis their interpretation always

11 An investigation of  the role of  the photographic portrait in an author like Thomas
Mann may not be removed from its analysis of  the position of  the author in our time.
Seeing that in the present contribution it would not be possible to enter into the topic
if  not through citations, it is preferable to defer to Hans Wysling’s considerations,
Narzissmus und illusionäre Existenzform zu den Bekenntnissen des Hochstaplers Felix Krull (Frank-
furt: Klostermann, 1995), for example p. 259; and Jochen Strobel, “Gut deutsch sein heißt
sich entdeutschen”. Thomas Mann zwischen aporetischer Repräsentation und glückender Repräsen-
tanz, in Die Erfindung des Schriftstellers Thomas Mann, edited by Michael Ansel, Hans-Ed-
win Friedrich and Gerhard Lauer (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2009), pp. 317-350. 

12 Hans Wysling, Bild und Text bei Thomas Mann. Eine Dokumentation (Bern: Francke,
1975).

13 Eva-Monika Turck, Thomas Mann Fotografie wird Literatur (Frankfurt: Fischer,
2004). See also Bernd Hamacher, Thomas Manns Medientheologie, in Christine Künzel -
Jörg Schönert, op. cit., pp. 59-78; Friedhelm Marx, Durchleuchten der Probleme. Film und Pho-
tographie in Thomas Manns Zauberberg, in “Thomas-Mann-Jahrbuch”, XXII (2009), pp. 71-
81; Tim Lörcke, Bürgerlicher Avantgardismus, in “Thomas-Mann-Jahrbuch”, XXIII
(2010), pp. 62-75.
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emerges distorted, misleading or at the very least reductive. If  in-
stead they are placed in relation to their context of  use, to the pre-
cise representative conventions that are behind the visual culture of
an entire age, or in relation to the individual style of  the person who
produced them, their historical meaning cannot but become clearer,
just as their function within the “literary field” they help to generate
does. It is evident how the treatment of  such an argument, even as
regards only Thomas Mann, cannot claim to exhaust itself  within
the frame of  an essay. From the following comments then let us ex-
pect at most a brief  foray into a field of  research that for the most
part is still unspoiled.

I

With the advent of  photography, lights, plates and magnesium
lamps took the place of  the old material support of  traditional por-
traiture. Beginning in the middle of  the 19th century, photographers
rapidly appropriated an enormous portion of  that which until that
moment had been the uncontested domain of  illustrators and
painters. In the Parisian atelier of  Nadar and Le Gray, famous images
were born that were destined to establish the standards of  poses
and gesture in the portraits of  the decades to come. In addition,
with Disdéri’s introduction of  the carte de visite, as described by Jean
Sagne, the way the photographic portrait was used radically changed
from display piece to collector’s piece, passing from frame to al-
bum.14 Departing from pre-requisites of  a technical nature, there-
fore, in the fin de siècle an unprecedented use of  the portrait made
in-roads within the history of  communications. The faces of  famous
personalities became easy-to-find material and objects of  conversa-
tion in themselves, circulating far and wide, spreading deeply through-
out the homes of  the bourgeoisie. As has often been observed, this
phase of  the rapid expansion of  photographic portraiture represents
nothing other than the first rumblings of  contemporary celebrity cul-

14 See Jean Sagne, Portraits en tout genre l’atelier du photographe, in Nouvelle histoire de la
photographie, edited by Michel Frizot (Paris: Bordas, 1994), pp. 102-129.
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ture, even if, as compared to today, substantial differences connect-
ed to typical paradigms of  the age cannot be considered of  sec-
ondary importance.

The new communicative possibilities offered by photographic
portraiture did not leave the literary world indifferent. August Strind-
berg’s serially conducted photographic experiments at the end of  the
19th century collected in the so-called Gersau Album (1886) still man-
age to impress viewers today with the level of  performative tension
the author achieved. They demonstrate how within the artist’s self-
portrait the exhibition of  creative torment and psychological re-
search cohabitate in an attempt to capture the moment in which the
normally invisible soul manifests in different poses assumed by the
body of  the artist himself.15 In Germany, Stefan George was among
the first authors to employ mediatization and popularization strate-
gies of  his own image through photography.16 Already in a famous
letter written in the summer of  1893 to Hugo von Hofmannsthal, he
discloses the project to publish a collection of  portraits of  his clos-
est disciples and collaborators in Pages for Art.17 As Gert Mattenklott
noted in a well-known study, the author’s body in George becomes
an instrument of  his own “aesthetic opposition” to bourgeois con-

15 These visual experiments, which exceed pure and simple dilettantism, are ac-
companied by short reflections, written as a gloss to the instantaneous capture of  an
aspect of  the image itself. See in particular Bernd Stiegler, August Strindbergs Theorie der
Photographie Versuch einer Rekonstruktion, in August Strindberg, Der Dichter und die Medi-
en, edited by Walter Baumgartner and Thomas Fechner-Smarsly (Munich: Fink, 2003),
pp. 211-235; David Campany, Art, science and speculation: August Strindberg’s photographs, in
Olle Grangath, August Strindberg: Painter, photographer, writer (London: Tate Publishing,
2005), pp. 113-129.

16 For this privileged relationship with mediality, Thomas Wegmann even consid-
ers George a type of  forerunner of  contemporary pop culture, see Thomas Wegmann
“Bevor ich da war, waren all die Gedichte noch gut”. Über Stefan Georges Marketing in eigener
Sache, in “Text + Kritik” (2005), n. 168, pp. 97-104. 

17 This has to do with the letter of  June 28, 1893. However, that which for George
may still represent a moment of  “memory” to seal a relationship of  shared familiari-
ty, for Hofmannsthal already represents something akin to the “advertising” that was
infesting the press. See in particular Briefwechsel zwischen George und Hofmannstahl, edited
by Robert Boehringer (Munich: Küpper, 1953), p. 65.
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ventionality.18 More recent, highly detailed studies have moreover
documented the charismatic and at the same time regressive poten-
tial of  the poet’s portraits, artfully constructed portraits that com-
manded respect and admiration but that at the same time circulated
among his acquaintances and disciples like portraits of  the saints or
family photographs.19

In fact, the poses the authors assume in their portraits along with
the fashions of  the dandy, erudite, Adonis or shaman, united in an
unmistakable personal physiognomy, are elements of  an imaging that
constitutes the paratextual “threshold” necessary to enter into their
works. The image of  the author thus becomes an integral part of
his or her “symbolic capital” (in the sense given the term by Bour-
dieu) in the moment in which it becomes a function of  the work it-
self. The young Thomas Mann must have been conscious of  this
pure and simple fact when in the process of  publishing Buddenbrooks
– the novel that made him famous conferring upon him the status
of  successful author – he wrote to his brother Heinrich in 1901: “Ich
werde mich photographieren lassen, die Rechte in der Frackweste
und die Linke auf  die drei Bände gestüzt; dann kann ich eigentlich
getröst in die Grube fahren”.20 From these few lines the writer’s
awareness of  being, first and foremost, image emerges. Attaching it-
self immediately to the idea of  having produced something of  worth
– “drei Bände” – however is the (guilty) conscience of  the pose,
which results in an act of  self-irony, itself  also a brief  parody of  the
role of  the bourgeois writer the author turns against himself  – “dann

18 See Gert Mattenklott, Bilderdienst: ästhetische Opposition bei Beardsley und George (Mu-
nich: Rogner & Bernhard, 1970). That this “opposition” at bottom without a doubt an-
ticipates some characteristics of  contemporary diva-like behavior, it does not negate
its character kontrapräsentisch. 

19 On this theme see Cornelia Blasberg, Charisma in der Moderne Stefan Georges Medi-
enpolitik, in “Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistes-
geschichte”, LXXIV (2000), pp. 111-145; Ulrich Raulff, Plastische Passbilder. Stefan George,
die Fotografie und die Skulptur, in “Bildwelten des Wissens” Vol. 1, 2 (2003), pp. 28-36. 

20 Thomas Mann, letter to Heinrich Mann, February 13, 1901, in Briefe I 1889-1913,
edited by Thomas Sprecher, Hans R. Vaget and Cornelia Bernini, vol. 1, Große kom-
mentierte Frankfurter Ausgabe (GKFA), n. 21 (Frankfurt: Fischer, 2002), p. 155. 
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kann ich eigentlich getröst in die Grube fahren”. Tim Lörke spots in
this and similar passages the presence of  an alienated point of  view
through which the exquisitely bourgeois habitus of  the writer is con-
tinuously placed in perspective and destructured, confirming that
apocryphal avant-garde nature hidden so well in the texts of  the
writer from Lubeck, which an important part of  recent criticism, be-
ginning with Luca Crescenzi, has just begun to once again dust off.21

Through the multiplication of  the layers of  meaning within his
production, the writer, still according to Lörke, would make both
himself  and his work “symbolically” pleasing in both contexts or
“fields”; in other words, in the elite realm of  the intellectual avant-
garde as well as in the more traditional bourgeois and commercial
one.22 Thomas Mann, however, is not the only one in this era to
count on strategies of  mediation between himself  and his public. At
this point of  his career, in fact, comparing himself  with other au-
thors of  the so-called Klassische Moderne like Hofmannsthal and
George was an important point of  reflection.

The young Mann always placed these two in the group of  those
artists whose psychological irritability and “hatred of  knowledge”
furnished the necessary “malice” to “extract virtue from their own
weaknesses”.23 Yet, more than their style, it was their totalizing rela-

21 In relation to this point, see Tim Lörke, op. cit., p. 69, who believes the “Über-
bietungsästhetik” of  the avantgarde should be associated to Mann’s changes of  criti-
cal positions as regards his contemporary authors. In addition, see Luca Crescenzi,
Melancolia occidentale. La montagna magica di Thomas Mann (Rome: Carocci, 2011), in which
the novel’s surrealistic substratum is convincingly evidenced, as well as Apokrypher
Avantgardismus Thomas Mann und die Klassische Moderne, edited by Stefan Börnchen and
Claudie Liebrand (Munich: Fink, 2008). 

22 Indicative of  this sort of  refined double game is Mann’s famous reaction to Her-
mann Hesse’s – certainly rather unflattering – assertions of  Altezza Reale, of  seeking
public favor, to which the author responded affirming his strong desire to attract even
those less intelligent readers: “Mich verlangt auch nach den Dummen”, cit. Thomas Mann,
letter to Hermann Hesse April 1, 1910, in GKFA 21, 448. See Paolo Panizzo’s notes
on this passage, Ästhetizismus und Demogogie: Der Dilettant in Thomas Manns Frühwerk
(Würzburg: Könighausen & Neumann, 2007), p. 43. 

23 Thomas Mann, Spirito e Arte Saggio sulla letteratura, edited and traslanted by Mau-
rizio Pirro (Bari: Palomar, 1997), p. 17, fragment n. 19.
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tionship with their own work that interested him the most as it was
precisely this relationship that contributed to defining the role of  the
writer within modern society. One can infer this from Mann’s notes
written around 1910, the years of  the outline Spirit and Art, a crucial
phase not only in terms of  the production of  his essays but also in
relation to his overall artistic development. Taking Goethe as a mod-
el of  authorial discursivity, Mann punctually records the comeback
of  a tendency in art to become “completely exterior”,24 a tendency that
must be amplified by the writer, on the one hand, with the reawak-
ening of  the “conscience […] of  the great masters” precisely from
the Renaissance idea of  Burckhardt;25 and on the other hand, with
the refinement of  literary sensibility for phenomena related to the
corporeality of  the author, as for example the performative quality
of  the author’s voice during a public reading of  his or her works. In
fact, in a notebook from 1909 one reads:

Daß das Dichterwerk ein Teil des Autors sei, der wohl selbständiges
Leben habe, aber erst mit dem Autor vereint sein eigenstes, bluthaft
lebendigstes Sein gewinne. […] Kein Verständiger wird den intimen
Reiz leugnen, den die Wiedergabe einer Dichtung durch ihren Au-
tor haben kann, und der lebhafte Zuspruch, den heute überall die
Autoren-Abende finden, beweist, daß auch weitere Kreise diesen
Reiz zu würdigen wissen. […] Er [sc. Lion Feuchtwanger] vergißt,
daß die „literatura“ längst nicht mehr Surrogat der Poesie ist, son-
dern ihr Leib, ein vom Allzupersönlichen gereinigter Leib, der aber
des Rhythmus, des Tons, der Geste deshalb nicht entbehrt.26

This particular attention given to the “gesture” in any case is part
of  a sensibility that Thomas Mann, at least at that particular mo-
ment, completely shares with his contemporaries – in this specific

24 Ibid., p. 18, fragment n. 21.
25 Ibid., p. 19, fragment n. 22.
26 “Geist und Kunst”. Thomas Manns Notizen zu einem “Literatur-Essay”, edited by Hans

Wysling, in Quellenkritische Studien zum Werk Thomas Manns, edited by Paul Scherrer and
Hans Wysling [Thomas-Mann-Studien, vol. 1] (Bern: Francke, 1967), p. 189 and fol-
lowing, fragment n. 72. 
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sense the parallel with George is not at all peculiar. It is precisely
within this sensibility that the aforementioned proverbial irony lurks,
which, however, does not prevent the writer from feeling authorized
to serve himself  from that “gesture” through all of  his creative ex-
istence, adapting it to his richest interior vein and making it his own.
As for the rest, as demonstrated from the beginning, the stylization
of  his image as representative is a fundamental characteristic of  his
authorial habitus. This is not the place to enter into the details of  a
more profound analysis on the evolution of  the Mannian icon, which
can be well deduced beginning with the texts of  a critical and biog-
raphical character. Below, however, the specific contribution of  the
illustrated press to the formation of  this unmistakable “gesture” will
be underlined.

II

In Germany it was initially the Familienblätter, or familial periodi-
cals, to spread celebrity images and portraits throughout 19th and 20th

century society. Before the introduction of  screening, however, the
printing of  photographs remained a rather labor intensive procedure
and consequently was undertaken sparingly, so much so that until the
1880s it was always the design to prevail on the photograph. Only
from the 1890s onward, thanks to the rapid and impressive develop-
ment of  the reproduction techniques of  photographic images in mag-
azines, the era of  the illustrated periodical began. Thus the
photographic portrait became a product of  widespread consumption,
“ephemeral merchandise for the day’s need”.27 In the beginning of
the 20th century, it was up to the weekly and monthly periodicals like
Die Gartenlaube (1853-1932), Über Land und Meer (1858-1923), Daheim

27 Dirk Halfbrod, Philipp Kester - Bildjournalist Fotografien und Reportages 1903-1935, in
Philipp Kester - Fotojournalist New York Berlin München 1903-1935, edited by Dirk Hal-
brodt and Ulrich Pohlmann (Berlin: Pohlmann, 2003), p. 51. On the history of  press
photography in Germany see in particular Bernd Weise, Fotojournalismus. Erster Weltkrieg-
Weimarer Republik, in Deutsche Fotografie. Macht eines Mediums 1870-1970, edited by the
Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland and Klaus Honnef,
Rolf  Sachsse and Karin Thomas (Cologne: Dumont, 1997), pp. 72-87.
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(1864-1944), the Illustrirte Zeitung (1843-1944), Die Woche (1899-1944),
or Zeit im Bild (1903-1919) to distribute the images of  writers and
artists, making them available to a vast reading public. It is precisely in
these years that the figure of  the media photographer was born, that
is, one who made his work exclusively available to the press. Accord-
ing to the information collected by Dirk Halbrodt and Ulrich
Pohlmann, up until 1918 in Germany alone at least forty were active.28

To this professional category belongs Philipp Kester, the author
of  numerous photographic reportages, active in Germany and in the
United States between the 19th and 20th centuries. Kester made a
name for himself  around 1905 through illustrated articles on the lit-
erary life of  Berlin and Munich, articles that he was able to place in
widely circulated magazines, guaranteeing both himself  and the ob-
jects of  his work visibility and success. In one of  these features, en-
titled Das junge München,29 a famous photograph of  Mann appeared
in the center of  the page (fig. 1). The portrait is encased in an oval,
significantly occupying the center of  the page. At this point one can
already see how in this type of  publication the image prevails over
the word. The layout of  the written text adapts itself  perfectly to the
photograph and not vice versa. Leaning with his elbow on a table, the
writer is presented as “author of  the best-selling novel Buddenbrooks”.
His chest is clearly tilted to the right, nevertheless his head remains
straight, he is photographed frontally, and there is almost a hint of
the serpentine in his stance. His forearms, folded at the height of
the abdomen, bring his hands to the foreground with a book open
in the direction of  whoever observes the photograph. The mise-en-
scène-like character is obvious. In this photograph one observes nu-
merous small representative rigidities, attributable both to the
conventions of  the illustrated periodicals of  the time as well as to 

28 See Dirk Halfbrodt - Ulrich Pohlmann, op. cit., p. 43.
29 Philipp Kester, Das junge München, in “Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung”, XV

(4/1/1906), n. 13, pp. 204-205. The article in question contains nine authors’ photo-
graphs. Alongside Thomas Mann appear: Fritz von Ostini, Georg Hirschfeld, Otto
Julius Bierbaum, Ludwig Thoma, Eduard Keyserling, Kurt Aram, Frank Wedekind and
Max Halbe. See in particular Ivo Kranzfelder, Die Anfänge der popularisierten Prominenz,
in Dirk Halbrod - Ulrich Pohlmann, op. cit., pp. 218-231. 
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Fig. 1. Philipp Kester, 
Thomas Mann 
1905, Munich, 
Münchner Stadtmuseum, 
Sammlung Fotografie, 
Archiv Kester.

Fig. 2. Philipp Kester,
Thomas Mann 
1905, Munich,

Münchner Stadtmuseum, 
Sammlung Fotografie, 

Archiv Kester.1.

2.



Kester’s personal style, of  which one may find more information in
the aforementioned monograph. The detail of  the book, for exam-
ple, is part of  a symbolic code easily recognizable to a newspaper-
reading public, in as much as it is immediately associable to the
quality of  an “author”. Thanks to the ostentatious way it is placed in
the foreground, it appears more like a piece of  “merchandise” than
a work of  art.

In the same series of  shots, most likely realized at the end of
1905, there is another photograph of  Kester’s (fig. 2) illustrating an
analogous article of  the literary life of  Munich and published in the
weekly Über Land und Meer.30 Even if  we knew nothing about this
man, a simple inventory of  the objects that occupy the visual space
of  the image in question would leave no doubt as to his profession.
This man is an author. More than anything else, the desk is a funda-
mental element for the identification of  the “trade” of  novelist, as
are the objects placed upon it in plain view: the open book, the pen,
the inkwell, a letter opener, a candlestick and even some paper, as if
from a manual. It has been recently noted that the presence of  the
work-table in many photographic portraits of  Mann represents a
symbol of  his condition as a member of  the haute bourgeoisie, a sign
of  his Hanseatic origins.31 On the contrary. The purpose of  the desk
is simply that of  typical conventions of  the time, the unwritten visu-
al rules that nevertheless were applied with regularity among the most
diverse writers. The domestic atmosphere, the illusion of  privacy, the
desire to enter into a celebrity’s intimate space, even at the risk of  de-
scending into kitsch, all of  these are typical elements of  the age’s
celebrity photography, which with its so-called illustrierten Besuche or
“illustrated visits” one could already expect a great public response.32

30 Wilhelm Michel, Das literarische München, in “Über Land und Meer”, Deutsche
Verlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart -Leipzig 1906/07, octavo edition, pp. 463-470. The photo-
graph of  Mann is found on p. 467. In addition to the authors cited in the preceding
footnote, there are Paul Heyse, Michael Georg Conrad, Ludwig Ganghofer, Max Bern-
stein, Georg Hirth, Joseph Ruederer, Korfiz Holm and Franz Blei.

31 See Tim Lörke, op. cit., p. 74.
32 On the topic of  Kester’s illustrierten Besuche see Dirk Halbrod - Ulrich Pohlmann,

op. cit.
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Aware of  all of  this, Thomas Mann thereafter did not hesitate to
make public even images connected to his own personal sphere and
that of  his relatives, making them an integral part of  that myth of  the
“bourgeois artist” that he himself  contributed to developing within
his writings.

Returning to the photograph, one cannot but notice within it the
search for a chiaroscuro effect. The clear complexion of  the writer’s
face confers an unmistakable aura of  spirituality to the portrait that
was typical for the time. At this point in his chronology, there is not
yet any family photograph on the table; instead, one clearly notices
the famous oval portrait of  Savonarola, which served as the model
for the drama Fiorenza, the draft of  which was concluded precisely
in January 1905. Without a doubt it is a message from the writer to
his public, yet again a mise-en-scène, a play of  mirrors. The sole pres-
ence of  the “portrait within the portrait” indeed suggests infinite
similarities and contrasts. The austere Savonarola could be consid-
ered the author’s double – even if  the texts relativize this hypothesis
– or as a species of  memento – a punctum according to Roland
Barthes’ semiology of  the photographic image – about the dialectic
between the writer’s two souls.33

The complexity of  this photograph prompts a further interpre-
tation plan. Among the most apparent elements of  the rhetoric of
the image in this photographic portrait is that of  the head resting on
the arm, deep in thought. For this type of  pose it is unnecessary to
return to the iconography of  the melancholic, as depicted by Dür-
er, for example, in his famous engraving Melancholia I or in his paint-
ing Saint Jerome of  1521; it is sufficient to consider Anton Graff ’s
1786 portrait of  Friedrich Schiller.34 This detail brings one to the
traces of  another text, which, as opposed to Fiorenza, seems to be
registered in the image in question; a text which, in effect, presents

33 For a definition and explanation of  the term see Roland Barthes, La chambre
claire. Note sur la photographie, in Oeuvres complètes (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1995), pp.
1105-1197, especially p. 1144.

34 For a close examination of  the painting and its 18th century imitations see Rose
Unterberger, Friedrich Schiller. Orte und Bildnisse. Ein biographisches Bilderbuch (Stuttgart:
Kohlhammer, 2008), pp. 88-94. The reproduction of  Graff ’s painting is found on p. 89.
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important contiguities with the drama not only on a chronological
level. The text is Schwere Stunde, written between March and April
1905 and appearing in Simplicissimus on May 9th of  the same year on
the occasion of  the centenary of  Schiller’s death.35 If  at this mo-
ment Schiller is the authorial type in which Thomas Mann most
identifies himself, he will also be the iconic model of  reference for
the latter’s portrait – that which Warburg would define as the Pathos-
formel of  the author.

Remaining in this period and the selfsame series of  shots, a third
photograph of  Kester’s appears in Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, one
of  the most fortunate treatments of  contemporary literature ever in
Germany, edited by Albert Soergel and published for the first time
in 1911.36 An important part of  this work’s success is without a
doubt its engaging and futuristic look, capable of  integrating text
and image in a way comparable to today’s scholastic anthologies.
There is a lot of  space given over to designs, paintings and photo-
graphs, even caricatures. Among the merits of  this artwork, duly not-
ed by the editor in the preface, is the creation of  a “small gallery of
modern portraits”. According to its express wishes, the portraits
were neither put on the side nor shrunk, rather “reproduced in large
dimension and with feeling” following the principle in which the po-
etic and figurative arts must move at the same pace, illustrating one
another.37 Here therefore once again one encounters Thomas Mann
seated before a dark background, gaze directed into the lens and right
hand resting on the arm of  a chair while his back is to the desk. In
this case as well both the role of  the intellectual and that of  the
“decadent” bourgeois (an ostentatious ring on his right hand) are to
be inferred from the set-up. The presence of  a portrait of  Mann in
such a context – in a constant succession of  new editions Soergel’s

35 Thomas Mann, Schwere Stunde, in GKFA 2.1, pp. 419-428.
36 Albert Soergel, Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit. Schilderung der deutschen Literatur der let-

zten Jahrzehnte (Leipzig: Voigtländer, 1911-1928). Mann’s photograph is found on p.
803, the reference edition: 1919. This was an outright best-seller. Beginning in 1961 it
appeared under the title Dichtung und Dichter der Zeit, vom Naturalismus bis zur Gegenwart
a new version of  the work in collaboration with Curt Hohoff.

37 Albert Soergel, op. cit., p. VI: “Bemerkung der Verlagsbuchhandlung”.
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manual remained in fact on the German market at least until the be-
ginning of  the 1960s – represents an unambiguous sign of  the priv-
ileged status the writer has achieved within the literary field.

Along with this type of  photographic portrait of  Mann, clearly
destined for the public, there exist others of  a more casual nature –
apparently – less “constructed”, of  more relaxed tones. With time,
in any case, the private sphere tends ever more often to penetrate
the representative orbit of  the personality-writer, up to imprinting his
very imaging. In Turck’s book, for example, shots dating to the very
early 1930s appear, like the famous photographic feature from the
Atelier Krauskopf  on the Mann family’s stay in Nida on the Baltic
Sea; or the famous photograph of  Mann with his dog Lux, immor-
talized at his master’s side by Kuno Fiedler in ’32.38 In these images
exoticism, intimacy and pedigree form a product that could make
any advertising agency jealous. In more than one case, as seen here,
to that which is fixed by photography for a large public, pieces of  an
autobiographical nature echo, they too destined to be diffused and
read.39 Therefore, at least for the interpreter, it cannot be simply a
case of  publicity. The figure Thomas Mann creates itself  and is cre-
ated through a process of  one-to-one assimilation, where the exte-
riorization of  the private and interiorization of  the public represent
two sides of  the same coin. The bourgeois and the arts, the two bod-
ies of  the representative individual, do not neutralize each other in
this process; rather, they appear to grow together. The mythologiza-
tion of  the familiar is a phenomenon that has always concerned the
media, through which the daily assumes an exceptional value pre-
cisely through its diffusion within mass society. The presence of  a
Nobel Prize, in the end, elevates the scene in and of  itself.

38 As far as the series of  Nida is concerned, see Eva-Monika Turck, op. cit., p. 17
and following. The famous photograph with his dog is found for example on the cov-
er of  the book by Dirk Heißerer, Im Zaubergarten: Thomas Mann in Bayern (Munich: Beck,
2005), who I thank for the invaluable indication of  the name of  the photographer and
on the originally private character of  this shot.

39 As regards to experience of  Nida, see Eva-Monika Turck’s comments, op. cit., p.
19 and following, in particular on Mein Sommerhaus, the conference held by the Rotary
Club of  Munich December 1, 1930.
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Yet, Thomas Mann maintains his ironic habitus even before the
flash. In as much as he is in front of  objects, as in his works, that which
he presents to his public is always a herm; or rather, that mixture be-
tween understatement and noblesse oblige that qualifies it and determines
the symbolic position within the “field”. Just such behavior is found
to be prefigured whether in the Goethe of  Poetry and Truth or whether
– and on the contrary – in Nietzsche’s criticism of  Wagner as a type
of  modern artist, both authorial paradigms well known to have been
interiorized by Mann. For the representative figure “there cannot be”
any distinction between the quotidian and the exceptional, between
life and work, because those differences attach themselves precisely
within the sphere of  his image. Before proceeding with argumentation
in this direction, however, it is necessary to briefly conclude the
panorama on the process of  the symbolic capitalization of  the image
of  the author with some considerations on Mann’s American years.

The ill-concealed awareness of  being an “image” permits Thomas
Mann, abroad, to navigate his role of  being a public figure with non-
chalance, a role which by that point, at the end of  the 1930s, was as
obvious as it was connected to the pragmatic rules of  American pub-
lishing culture and its communicative contexts. The speed with which
the writer adapted to the efforts required by the visual culture of
American periodicals is still impressive. Finding his face filtered
through the lens of  photographers from Condé Nast, like Edward
Steichen for example, the photographer of  Hollywood’s divas; or of
famous photographers like Man Ray and Liselotte Strewlow40 cer-
tainly has a strange effect. His portraits were reproduced in high-
profile magazines like Vogue and Life, in which the written word is
nothing more than an accessory to the image, as one can see in the
first great photographic feature to appear in Life on April 17, 1939.
In that feature, one of  the very few color photographs of  the author
was reproduced as a full-page image, accompanied by a number of
photographs that showed him together with his wife, children and
friends and which demonstrated details stolen from daily life like the
inevitable desk, study and even his walking sticks. A chronology of

40 See Eva-Monika Turck, op. cit., p. 40 and following.
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his life and his works in images completes the reportage. In this as in
no other case it is clear how the photograph itself  becomes a story.
The private and the public appear juxtaposed without any solution
of  continuity. Here too work and family, personal history and na-
tional stereotype permeate one another and are absorbed into the
sphere of  the author’s name printed in block letters in the title.

One could ask oneself  whether all of  this corresponds to a loss of
style or not. Formulated this way, the question could be poorly
phrased, in as much as the relationship between Thomas Mann and
the mass media not only concerns the American period in particular;
rather, it marks his entire career as a writer from his very beginnings
in Munich. In that relationship, that tendency of  art and of  the artist
to make himself  completely exterior is accomplished, upon which he al-
so reflects, as one can see, at least beginning with the notes for Spirit
and Art. This tendency, which in any case is not simply a fact of  “char-
acter”, impresses the rhetoric of  the image in its constituent aspects
of  gestuality, of  habitus, or rather the way of  being an author through
one’s very body. Bringing just such a becoming-surface of  the seen
back to the pure logic of  the market would therefore be reductive as
regards the possibilities of  play and action within the “literary field”
that just such perspective opens up to the writer.

III

Not all of  the shots find their way to the market. Many, for one rea-
son or another, are destined to remain in family drawers or photogra-
phers’ archives. Over the last few years, for example, a series of  shots
executed for Thomas Mann in situ around 1922 by Theodor Hilsdorf41

41 Originally from Bingen on the Rhein, Hilsdorf  operated around the beginning of
the century in Munich, beginning in 1905 highlighting the prestigious qualification of
being a Königlich-Bayerischer Hofphotograph. On his activity see the recent monograph
Münchner Kreise der Fotograf  Theodor Hilsdorf  1868-1944, edited by Hans-Michael Koetzle
and Ulrich Pohlmann (Bielefeld: Kerber, 2007), realized upon the occasion of  the
homonymous exhibition at the Stadtmuseum of  Munich, March 30, 2005 to Novem-
ber 25, 2007. As regards the photographs of  Thomas Mann, see p. 56 and following and
180 and following.
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have come back to light. In the first half  of  the last century, mem-
bers of  Munich’s cultural elite and politics posed in Hilsdorf ’s stu-
dio; for example, Alfred Pringsheim, the writer’s father-in-law; Karl
Wolfskehl, the “Zeus of  Schwabing”; and of  course the inevitable
Stefan George, who was even a schoolmate of  the photographer.
Hilsdorf ’s studio was an obligatory address for that part of  the bour-
geoisie which at the time considered itself  as having socially arrived.
The official art of  Munich, a veritable Kulturstadt, was on parade in
his photographs, so as to form a sort of  Pantheon. The presence of
Thomas Mann within this Olympus demonstrates the level of  no-
toriety he had reached. From rediscovered notes one may legitimately
suppose that it was the photographer to approach the writer, and
not vice versa.42 Behind the phenomenon – at the beginning of  the
20th century already rather wide-spread – of  the galeries contemporaines
of  photographic portraits, lurks the interests of  images and profit
fed by the vast market of  collectors. There where the artistic range
of  the photographer is based on the literary prestige of  the author,
the photograph becomes a product to be collected, the photogra-
pher a creator of  relics that this prestige symbolizes and conse-
quently reinforces.

It is clear that this type of  photography should not be placed on
the same level as that of  the periodicals. The accents, the tones and
the gaits are distributed differently. What is important, in fact, is the
return of  the values of  stability and continuity in time, which at times
emerges in a monumentalizing of  the quotidian in a rather particu-
lar way. How does Thomas Mann react to this type of  setup? Here-
after we will see how, in this case as well, the author manages to give
the monumental in photography his own unique touch, adopting an
aesthetic of  excess and making the representational requisites of  his
own image ironic through the superimposition of  diverse levels of
meaning. 

It is not only photography that lends itself  to covering the niche
of  the market reserved for celebratory art, but the plastic and figu-

42 In a brief  letter, in fact, the author asks for a pair of  personal copies of  a photograph
in which he is, as always, seated at his desk, with the hope of  a good price (ibid., p. 56).
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rative arts naturally do so as
well. Hans Schwegerle, active
in Munich during the first half
of  the last century, in his long
career as a sculptor prepared a
series of  medals bearing pro-
files, among which figures also
Mann, which closely resemble
that of  Pisanello.43 One of  his
famous busts depicting Thomas
Mann emerges clearly from the
background of  a photo taken
in 1954 and shows the writer in
his study in Klichberg, near
Zurich (fig. 3).44 The photo-
graph speaks for itself. In the
foreground one sees the author
in flesh and blood while he pos-

es in a bourgeois fashion in an armchair. The signs of  worldliness, in
one hand a cigarette and in the other a pair of  glasses, do not escape
the photographic eye. In the background we see a library, the materi-
alization and the symbol of  his intellectual activity. Immediately beside
his face, which appears slightly drawn back from the median axis of
his body, one clearly sees Schwegerle’s bronze bust towering in a cen-
tral position, a manifest signal of  dignitas and social status.

The immortalizing of  a person through the rendering of  a more
or less dependable image from the body’s lineaments, a use rooted in
Greco-Roman antiquity and beyond, corresponds to a need for rep-
resentation, individualization and memory deeply rooted in various
societies. The portrait may function not only as a means of  docu-

43 See Wolfgang Hasselmann, Hans Schwegerle-Medaillen und Plaketten (Regenstauf:
Gietl, 2000).

44 It is not by chance that this multilayered image appears on the cover of  one of
the last collections of  the writer’s essays, see Michael Ansel - Hans-Edwin Friedrich -
Gerhard Lauer, op. cit.
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Fig. 3. Unknown Photographer, 
Thomas Mann 1954, Klichberg. Keystone, 

Thomas Mann Archiv, ETH Zürich.
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mentation, but also as an instrument for the communication of  val-
ues and identification through precise signs. In any case, the roots of
the culture of  occidental portraiture are to be found in the emer-
gence of  individuality in painting and sculpture and coincide with
the progressive abandonment – never fully realized – of  forms con-
nected to pre-established types and human characteristics.45

Portraits may have a public or private character, and may be des-
tined for institutional, familial or other use. The places and means of
consumption of  a portrait change according to the function they
serve, which does not always depend on the social status of  he or she
who is represented. The series of  “illustrious men”, for example, not
only carpeted the walls of  the camere di consiglio in the Renaissance
and the modern age, but have always been collectors’ objects on the
part of  the bourgeoisie of  all classes, levels and epochs. Whether
simply for intellectual curiosity or whether for a typical need of  the
modern human being for visibility and synthesis through catalogu-
ing, collections of  celebrity photographs destined for public or pri-
vate use are numerous. The conception of  a Ruhmeshalle like Leo von
Klenze’s Walhalla, constructed in the first half  of  the 19th century on
the orders of  then-king Ludwig I of  Bavaria, is based on the same
principle of  innumerous personal collections of  busts, portraits and
relics of  every type with which a large part of  the 19th and 20th cen-
tury German bourgeoisie loved to adorn and surround themselves.46

The ancient ethical principle “intra illa moenia domus ac penates
mei sunt” was therefore internalized and assimilated by a Bildungs-
bürgertum perennially seeking a Heimat above all at a cultural level; or
rather, seeking an intimate space in history to connect to their re-

45 See in particular Gottfried Boehm, Bildnis und Individuum über den Ursprung der
Porträtmalerei in der italienischen Renaissance (Munich: Prestel, 1985).

46 Friedrich Gundolf, for example, famous Germanicist and member of  the George
circle, used photographic collections of  famous personalities in a cultural context. His
studio was dominated by a bust of  Caesar. See Michael Thimann, Mythische Gestalt -
magischer Name - historische Person. Friedrich Gundolfs Bibliothek zum Nachleben Caesars und die
Tradtionsforschung, in Geschichtsbilder im George-Kreis. Wege zur Wissenschaft, edited by Bar-
bara Schlieben, Olaf  Schneider and Kerstin Schulmeyer (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2004),
pp. 317-330.
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spective national traditional culture, which in the fin de siècle contin-
ued to live in the contrast between the awareness of  irreparable loss
and the euphoria connected to a political and economic phase of  ex-
pansion.47 In this precise sense, the roots of  the art of  consumption
could seem to be the same as that of  the avantgarde. Nevertheless,
at the very moment this search for an intimate space assumes the
characteristics of  a collection of  “heads” as if  they were trading pic-
tures, the formation of  personal greatness through the portrait nec-
essarily encroaches upon kitsch. The aesthetic category of  kitsch, not
to be confused with the simply trivial, has been recently defined by
Wolfgang Braungart as a response of  contemporary art to the dis-
orienting logic of  the flight of  horizons within modern aesthetics, or
as an attempt to “return home” through the artistic in which would
be translated an immediate domestic need openly colliding with
avant-garde estrangement.48

In the photograph taken in the 1950s in Kilchberg, the two as-
pects of  kitsch and the monumental combine to form, yet again, a
whole through the use of  irony. Without making the gesture stiffen
into a plastic and forced pose, Mann exhibits himself  while noncha-
lantly smoking before a representation of  himself  in bronze. The two
planes simply coexist on the surface of  the image, they neither neu-
tralize nor strengthen each other. As has already been touched upon,
for “representative” individuals like modern writers and artists, the
margin between the public and the private is often rather unstable,
is anything but clearly defined. Public and private, indeed, coexist in
the photographic perspective, as Roland Barthes writes: 

Chaque photo est lue comme l’apparence privée de son referent:
l’âge de la Photographie correspond précisément à l’irruption du

47 Customs connected to the portraiture of  the Gründerzeit live on within Décadence,
arriving, around 1900, at a cohabitation chronologically with the first mature manifesta-
tions of  the avant-garde portrait. The Latin citation is from Livy, Ab urbe condita II-40, §7.

48 See Wolfgang Braungart, Kitsch Faszination und Herausforderung des Banalen und
Trivialen. Einige verstreute Anmerkungen zur Einführung, in Kitsch Faszination und Heraus-
forderung des Banalen und Trivialen, edited by Wolfgang Braungart (Tübingen: Niemeyer,
2002), pp. 1-24.
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privé dans le public, ou plutôt à la création d’une nouvelle valeur so-
ciale, qui est la publicité du privé: le privé est consommé comme tel,
publiquement […].49

Reformulating Barthes’ thought, within modernity, the identity
of  the man of  letters ceases to function individually in order to as-
sume a “corporate” status instead. The multiplicative factor of  that
individuality, which in reality thus becomes a plurality, is given by
that photography which, in as much as it is a medium, when “read like
the private appearance of  its referent” tends to make of  itself  a
“body”. And precisely through these its bodies, through its being –
symbolically – a multiplicity to a large public, the author affirms him-
self still today on the inside of  the literary field.

At this point, a reference to the theory of  Ernst Hartwig Kan-
torowicz, whose fundamental contributions to the area of  theories of
the corporation and Bildwissenschaft have only recently been acknowl-
edged,50 on the king’s two bodies is obligatory. The “hybrid” approach
which Kantorowicz adopts in his study on the juridical double nature
of  the sovereign’s body, between an antiquarian and an iconological
outlook, takes on a paradigmatic value for studies on the image of  the
representative individual as this position not only helps to distinguish
between the documentary component and the socio-cultural compo-
nent of  such an image, but, above all, because his analysis is based on
a wide iconographic and literary background following the perspective
of  a history of  the idea of  representation itself.

Within modern civilization, the image of  the author seems to be
swallowed up within the sphere of  his or her art, just as at one time
the monarch was within his kingdom. It is no accident that the il-
lustrious medievalist’s volume closes with a literary example, which
focalizes upon the profound historical meaning of  Dante’s poetic
coronation from the hands of  Virgil in Canto XXVIII of  Purgatory.

49 Roland Barthes, op. cit., p. 1176.
50 See Jost Philipp Klenner’s considerations, Souveränes Kleingeld Ernst Kantorowicz

(1895-1985), in Ideengeschichte der Bildwissenschaft: Siebzehn Porträts, edited by Jörg Probst
and Jost Philipp Klenner (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2009), pp. 137-160.
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According to the historian, the formula read by the Latin poet, “per
ch’io te sovra te corono e mitrio” (XXVII, 142), alludes to the sym-
bolic superimposition of  a purer and more immortal body, as it is
uncontaminated by sin, to the protagonist’s mortal and fleeting
body; or, in other words, to the process of  redemption of  the Ve-
tus wrought by the Novus Adam.51 It is a process of  metamorphoses
of  the realized image, according to medieval symbolism, through
the investiture, that is, by means of  a ritual disguise through which
the individual is raised by the worthy representative of  all of  hu-
manitas in spite of  retaining in himself  the negative traits connect-
ed to his transient existence. Through this process of  symbolic
transfiguration, Dante, in Kantorowicz’s opinion, in as much as he
is a poet, by means of  his work becomes the promoter of  an idea
of  royalty no longer centered on God and his laws, but on the hu-
man being. That the origins of  this interpretation of  humanism are
to be sought in the circles of  early 20th century Bildungsbürgertum
should come as no surprise.

It is precisely this idea that is de-functionalized and made ironic
by a play of  mirrors, in an authentic mise en abyme of  the role of  the
writer in the photograph of  Mann here under consideration (fig.3).
Through the image in question, which for many reasons should be
considered typical for the way in which the author is portrayed, the
existence of  two planes, or better still, of  the writer’s two bodies –
one mortal and connected to his person and one immortal and con-
nected to his myth – thus acquires an emphasis of  a purely visual
nature, the definition of  which as “superficial” could be misleading.
Indeed, the photographic portrait’s level of  meaning is complicated
if  we intersect its function of  medium with the same function of  the
image of  the writer as medium of  the oeuvre to which it refers.52

51 See Ernst Kantorowicz, The King’s two bodies. A Study in medieval political theology
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), p. 451 and following.

52 The influence on Thomas Mann of  the ideologema of  Hermes, god of  com-
merce and inventor of  writing, has long been an object of  research. See in particular
Helmut Koopmann, Die Kategorie des Hermetischen in Thomas Manns Roman “Der Zauber-
berg”, in “Zeitschrift für Deutsche Philologie”, LXXX (1961), pp. 404-422; Hans Wys-
ling, op. cit., p. 254 and following.
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Literary reflections of  such a mise en abyme are not lacking, which
demonstrates that the relationship between the body and photogra-
phy, at a textual level, represents a rather inexhaustible source of
themes. Above all, a research perspective based on criteria of  the
rhetoric of  visuality should bear fruit in the case of  an author like
Thomas Mann who, through a refined perspective of  demasking acts
as both a cultural analyst as well as a peerless characterizer. This does
not mean abandoning potentially detailed research of  the figurative
sources of  the narration. It means, rather, that one must not forget
that he or she is always concerned with a “perspective”. In evaluat-
ing the relationship between photography and literature, analyses and
exegeses should therefore aim at a systematic and in-depth defini-
tion between the typologies and the semiotic procedures developed
within the respective systems thereby making clear new levels of
meaning helpful to their comprehension.53

Limiting oneself  to the only cases in which Mann proposes pho-
tography and the aesthetic individual in a relationship of  reciprocal
meaning, one might ask, for example, why the only trace that the ab-
sent protagonist leaves to the public rushing to read his “Procla-
mations” in a story of  such a markedly meta-literary subject like At
the Prophet’s is a “kleine […] Amateurphotographie” resting at the
feet of  the image of  a saint.54 Or why, in the very last scene of  Death
in Venice, on the beach there towers “[e]in photographischer Appa-
rat, scheinbar herrenlos, […] auf  seinem dreibeinigen Stativ am
Rande der See”.55 It is evident that, if  this last figure is an integral
part of  the allegorical landscape of  Gustav von Aschenbach’s death
and transfiguration, the meaning of  the allegory underlying it is to
be found in the relationship between the cold and indifferent im-
personality of  the camera’s lens and the mythologizing and ecstatic
gaze of  the dying writer. Finally, that the photographic perspective
in The Magic Mountain – in the most various means and forms, de-

53 For a tentative multidisciplinary definition of  the rhetoric of  the image, see the
volume Bildrhetorik, edited by Joachim Knape (Baden-Baden: Koerner, 2007). 

54 Thomas Mann, Beim Propheten, in GKFA 2.1, p. 411.
55 Thomas Mann, Der Tod in Venedig, in GKFA 2.1, p. 590.
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parting from the amateur photograph to the X-ray or to the visual
registration of  phenomena of  teleplastia – constitutes one of  the
principal nodes of  meaning of  the “extremely problematic experi-
ence” developed in the context of  an agonizing search for truth in
an age of  “great hebetude”, has not been lost on the most attentive
commentators.56

One further example of  this “perspective” is found in The Gene-
sis of  Doctor Faustus, a text characterized by a continuous alternation
of  narrative levels in which the reflection upon literature often leaves
space to reports of  the ongoing war. Thomas Mann, following a typ-
ically diaristic logic, indulges in detailed accounts of  his then pre-
carious state of  health. The insistence on bio-medical datum, the
continual return to the description of  his conditions, not without
stopping to look at “photographische Experimente eindringlicherer
Art”,57 and the X-ray data of  his chest, constitute a veritable red
thread structuring the entire narrative setting of  the Genesis, where
the author’s bodily reality represents, so to speak, the realistic count-
er melody to Adrian Leverkühn’s fictitious “pains of  the little mer-
maid”, so much so that the narrator himself  alludes many times to
a possible cause-effect relationship between his illness and the fa-
tigue connected to the drawing up of  the book. Author and person-
ality in this manner establish themselves within the same symbolic
sphere. The cumbersome presence of  the body and illness in the
text, when seen as a function of  the work, therefore, is nothing more
than a reminder of  the consubstantiality of  the two bodies of  the au-
thor, which was previously discussed.

It is no coincidence therefore when, at the height of  his illness,
Thomas Mann recounts the visit of  the Canadian maestro Yousuf

56 The reference is naturally to the chapters “Der große Stumpfsinn” and “Frag-
wüdigstes”. See Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain, trans. by John E. Woods (New
York: Knopf, 1995). On the symbolic theoretical foundations of  para-photography in
The Magic Mountain, see Eric Downing’s interesting interpretation After Images. Photog-
raphy, Archaeology and Psychoanalysis and the Tradition of  Bildung (Detroit: Wayne State Uni-
versity Press, 2006), p. 17 and following. 

57 Thomas Mann, Die Entstehung des Doktor Faustus. Roman eines Romans, in GKFA
19.1, p. 527. “Photographic experiments of  an intimate nature”. 
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Karsh, author of  celebrity pho-
tographic portraits of  marked-
ly heroic and intimate tones,58

whose image of  the writer with
the manuscript of  his novel in
hand is certainly not removed
from Mann’s usual style (fig. 4):

Mit großem Apparat, der wie-
derholt Kurzschluss verur-
sachte, arbeitete er beinahe
zwei Stunden lang mit mir an
einer Serie von Aufnahmen,
von denen einige an glücklich
abgefangener „Ähnlichkeit“
und plastischer Lichtwirkung
wirklich das Vollendeste dar-
stellen, was ich nicht nur von
eigenen Bildern, sondern über-

haupt je gesehen habe. Nur schade, dass ich gerade damals als Mo-
dell in so schlechter Form war und die sonst unvergleichlichen
Porträts eine Blässlichkeit der Züge und spitzige „Vergeisterung“ zei-
gen, die wenig Authentisches hat.59

With one of  his acts of  supreme self-irony, in this passage Mann
initiates a process of  literary demasking of  precisely this type of  im-
age – and, similarly, his very own – seeking the causes of  his partic-
ularly “spiritualized” appearance in the illness of  his body. A truly
paradoxical mechanism, the reporting of  the authentic in order to
captivate through the inauthentic, which literature, in as much as it
is a medium, truly shares with photography.

58 See Dieter Vorsteher - Janet Yates, Yousuf  Karsh: Heroes of  Light and Shadow
(Toronto: Stoddart, 2001); Yousuf  Karsh - David Travis, Regarding Heroes (Jaffrey: Go-
dine, 2009).

59 Thomas Mann, Die Entstehung des Doktor Faustus, cit., p. 527. 
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Fig. 4. Yousuf Karsh, Thomas Mann 1946, 
Thomas Mann Archiv, ETH Zürich, 

Pacific Palisades. Keystone.
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To die in Rome: Goethe and his son August 

Roberto Zapperi

To the memory of  Carlo Antoni

On December 5, 1829 Goethe noted in his Tagebuch: “Zu Mittag
Hofrath Vogel. Die Krankheit meines Sohnes hatte sich gehoben”.1
The court counselor Vogel was the doctor Carl Vogel who had treat-
ed Goethe’s son and had visited him almost daily at home.2 It was he
who had diagnosed the progression of  Goethe’s son’s illness. Yet in
none of  the many annotations in the Tagebuch that concern either
Goethe or his son does one find the minimum indication of  the na-
ture of  that illness from which his son suffered. Vogel regularly con-
tinued to pay house visits to the Frauenplan, but only once, on
December 19th, can one read an annotation about him that could al-
so possibly concern Goethe’s son: “Mittag Hofrath Vogel. Über sein
herauszugebendes Werk. Auch vorliegende Krankheitsfälle”.3 How-
ever, neither does this annotation help dispel the mystery surround-
ing the nature of  Goethe’s son’s illness.

The only child of  five to live from Goethe’s union with Christiane
Vulpius, August was born December 25, 1789. Therefore, in 1829 he
was around the fine age of  forty, while just four months previously
his father had happily celebrated his eightieth birthday. Growing up
in the shadow of  his father, who had taken care of  his education and
placed him within the administration of  the Duchy of  Weimar, in 1817
August had married Ottilie von Pogwisch, with whom he would have
three children. It is possible that his mysterious illness was related to
alcoholism, if  it is true what Amalie von Schlabrendorff, second wife
of  Fritz von Stein and close friend of  the poet’s since childhood, wrote
in a letter to her husband dated December 11, 1829: “Es ist recht be-
trübt für seine Frau, dieses Betrinken. Es scheint mir, als wenn die

1 Goethes Werke, published in Auftrage der Grossherzogin Sophie von Sachsen [hereafter
referred to as WA] (Weimar: Hermann Böhlaus Nachfolger, 1887-1919), III
Abtheilung: Goethes Tagebücher, 12: 1829-1830, 1901, p. 162.

2 Gero von Wilpert, Goethe-Lexicon (Stuttgart: Alfred Kröner, 1998), p. 1122.
3 WA, III/12, cit., p. 169.



Laster der Mutter oft noch mehr auf  die Söhne forterbten als die der
Väter”.4 In fact, the reference was precisely to alcoholism, from which
the mother, Christian Vulpius, had notoriously suffered, dying in 1816.

After this ill-omened December of  1829, no one spoke any
longer of  either illness or alcoholism. Instead, two and a half  months
later, on March 16, 1830 to be exact, Goethe noted in his usual Tage-
buch5 that he had been discussing a trip for his son. On the same date,
his faithful collaborator Johann Peter Eckermann wrote in his own
parallel Tagebuch6 that he kept of  his conversations with Goethe that
August had presented himself  in order to announce the big news
that together they would, upon his father’s orders, take a trip to Italy.
Immediately thereafter Goethe called upon Eckermann and con-
firmed the undertaking of  the trip with his son. On March 20th Eck-
ermann wrote to his wife Johanna Bertram that Goethe had
committed himself  to bearing all the travel expenses and had
arranged all the details, contacting all the artists and literati he knew
in all of  the important cities of  Italy as well as the German diplo-
matic representatives who lived there.7 Indeed, on April 21st Goethe
wrote to Manzoni to announce his son’s visit,8 who left the day there-
after from Weimar.

The first stop was Frankfurt, from where August sent the first
pages of  his own Tagebuch which his father had asked him to write for
him.9 Goethe responded on April 30th, and it is from this letter that
one learns that the ultimate destination of  the trip was to be Rome.10

From Frankfurt by way of  Switzerland the two companions reached
Milan where they visited Manzoni. They stayed a number of  days

4 Goethe in vertraulichen Briefen seiner Zeitgenossen, edited by Wilhelm Bode, III: 1817-
1832 (Berlin: Aufbau Taschenbuch, 1999), p. 291.

5 WA, III/12, cit., p. 213.
6 Johann Peter Eckermann, Gespräche mit Goethe in den letzten Jahren seines Lebens, ed-

ited by Fritz Bergemann (Baden-Baden: Insel, 1981), p. 376.
7 Goethe in vertraulichen Briefen seiner Zeitgenossen, III: 1817-1832, cit., p. 299.
8 WA, IV. Abtheilung: Goethes Briefe, 47: April-October 1830, 1909, p. 33.
9 August von Goethe, Auf  einer Reise nach Süden. Tagebuch 1830, edited by Andras

Beyer and Gabriele Radecke (Munich: Carl Hanser, 1999), pp. 9-12.
10 WA, IV/47, cit., pp. 49-50.
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during which August visited the fish and vegetable markets and a
few craftsmen’s workshops. He was also interested in agriculture and
noted that within the Padanian plain there was a great amount of
livestock renting and breeding, not unintelligent observations, and
ones that revealed a certain grounding in that area. August had a cer-
tain interest for economic life and none at all for theatrical per-
formances like Eckermann. As a rule he got up and went back to
the hotel to sleep after the first act. He continued to send his Tage-
buch entries to his father as he wrote them, reassuring him continu-
ously about the state of  his health.11 However, he did not tell him the
truth, because from Milan on May 13th he wrote his wife Ottilie: “Ich
ging wirklich so krank aus Weimar daβ ich nicht glaubte Frankfurth
lebendig zu erreichen, durch die Anstrengung in den letzten 8 Tagen
hatten sich alle meine Übel so geseigert, dass ich in einem verzwei-
flungsvollen Zustand den Postwagen bestieg”.12 He had managed to
arrive in Frankfurt, but was so sick that he had had to remain in bed
for four days before being well enough to get up again. On the same
date Eckermann wrote to Goethe that his son was much better, “so
daβ er jetzt fast ein vollkommen gesunder Mensch ist”. As proof  of
this he added: “Er trinkt des Morgens Caffe mit mir und den Tag
über nicht mehr Wein wie ich selber”.13 August therefore was rela-
tively better, but Eckermann revealed himself  too optimistic because,
from the diary August sent to his father, one understands that while
in Milan he continued to drink heavily. It is enough to point out an
entry written on May 12th when in Eckermann’s company at an oste-
ria: “wir uns ein Cottlet und einen musirenden Wein wolschmeken
lieβen der mir so gut wie Champagne schmekte”.14 At the beginning
of  June they left Milan for Venice. But from Milan August had al-
ready written numerous times to the newlyweds and good friends
from Weimar, Johann Friedrich and Wilhelmine Christiane Gille, that
he did not have much interest in reaching Rome and desired instead

11 August von Goethe, Auf  einer Reise nach Süden. Tagebuch 1830, cit., pp. 12-60.
12 Ibid., p. 211.
13 Ibid., p. 253.
14 Ibid., p. 27.
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to move on toward Naples because he believed that the sea would
have a positive effect on his health.15 In every letter his father how-
ever insisted that he not lose too much time traveling about Italy but
focus instead on reaching Rome. In a letter on June 29th he repeat-
edly harped upon this destination, adding “daβ es mir sehr angenehm
seyn wird in deinen Tagebüchern deinen Einzug in die Porta del
Popolo zu vernehmen. Du mußt dir in jedem Fall, da du so groβen
Vortheil von deiner Reise körperlich und geistig schon empfunden
hast, jetzt, mit immer freyerem Gemüth und Sinn, überlegen was dir
fernerhin nützlich seyn kann”.16 His son however did not understand
for what reason Rome would be the cure-all for all his ills.

They stayed a short time in Venice, returning soon to Milan and
from there reached Genoa immediately where a good friend of  Au-
gust’s father, the son of  the English consul, Charles James Sterling,
was waiting. They were welcomed to his home with great kindness
and August wrote to his father of  having been invited by him to
breakfast at 9 o’clock the morning of  July 20th. He was surprised to
learn that the English drank tea and coffee while eating salami and
steak. The day was very hot and August noted: “[…] ich begnügte
mich mit einem weichen Ey und einem Beeftek und einer Flasche
Burgunder, sehr gut fürs Clima”.17 In reality his diary was in fact full
of  wine: August downed it from morning to night and there was not
a city or village in Italy where he did not find one of  an excellent
quality. In Genoa Eckermann realized that there was no hope of  Au-
gust’s quitting drinking and thus decided to return to Weimar, giving
August’s father various excuses. On July 25th the two travel compan-
ions separated definitively: August took a carriage for Leghorn and
Eckermann headed instead for Turin. But only once he was in Gene-
va on September 12th did he write Goethe a long letter18 in which he
referred to his decision to return to Weimar in order to get back to
work and give a final hand on the Gespräche which he intended to

15 Ibid., pp. 213-214, 215-217, 218-219.
16 WA, IV/47, cit., p. 114.
17 August von Goethe, Auf  einer Reise nach Süden. Tagebuch 1830, cit., p. 107.
18 Ibid., pp. 254-257.
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publish. He successfully hid the real reason he had been driven to
leave Goethe’s son to head toward his destiny alone. He could not
help but remember that he himself  had authorized just such a deci-
sion, as in effect Goethe had done in a letter written to his son on
the 29th of  June.19 In reality Eckermann’s decision was rather serious
because, in deciding to depart, he was leaving poor August to com-
plete the long voyage to Rome on his own. August quickly became
aware of  the difficulty in which Eckermann had placed him, so much
so that in a letter on July 23rd he wrote to his friend Wilhelmine Gille:
“Eckermann geht morgen ab und ich stehe allein in der fremden
Welt, wie wird es mir vorkommen? Doch ich muβ durch es koste
was es wolle, doch ich hoffe nicht das Leben”.20 When in La Spezia
the carriage in which he was travelling tipped over and cost him the
fracture of  a clavicle and forced him to remain for a long time in the
city, on August 9th he once again wrote to his friend Wilhelmine Gille
about his accident and did not miss the chance to lament: “Es war
viel zu ertragen, ganz allein in einem fremden Lande des Gebrauchs
des Arms beraubt eingewürgt um den ganzen Körper in 30 Ellen
Bandage, da galts Gedult”.21 For a person in his condition and spir-
it it was not easy to face the journey alone, but evidently Eckermann
was afraid of  finding himself  from one moment to the next in a sit-
uation of  great embarrassment, perhaps fearing that August would
die along the road; thus therefore he had preferred to sever all ties.
Still, in the same letter of  September 12th he related the fact that on
August 15th a letter from Sterling had reached him in Geneva in-
forming him of  August’s accident in La Spezia but, fortunately, on
August 28th another letter from Sterling told him that August’s arm
had completely healed and that he was on his way to Leghorn.

From La Spezia on August 10th22 August wrote in his diary for his
father that, as soon as his arm healed, he thought he would reach
Leghorn, embark for Civitavecchia and from there continue onward

19 WA, IV/47, cit., p. 115.
20 Ibid., p. 220.
21 August von Goethe, Auf  einer Reise nach Süden. Tagebuch 1830, cit., p. 222.
22 Ibid., pp. 119-121.
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to Rome by carriage. If  he would be unable to take the boat he
thought to fall back on the carriage: he had already studied the itin-
erary on the map and intended to pass through Volterra and then
Siena reaching the Cassia in order to arrive in Rome at the end of
September. At last he seemed to have become convinced of  accept-
ing Rome as that journey’s real destination, just as his father had so
greatly insisted. On August 19th, arm fully healed, he left La Spezia
by carriage for Leghorn, where he arrived two days later; but, instead
of  embarking for Civitavecchia, he took an excursion to Florence
and from there wrote his father on August 24th23 that it was better not
to reach Rome by carriage because he had learned that during that
season the city was plagued by malaria. Rather, it would be better to
embark from Leghorn for Naples and from there go back up to
Rome in order to arrive by the end of  September. After the brief
Florentine excursion, on September 5th he returned to Leghorn and
embarked for Naples on the 9th; the boat stopped in Civitavecchia the
next day. August saw many passengers disembarking and therefore
did as well, but immediately found the city rather ugly and thus re-
embarked and continued onward toward Naples where he disem-
barked September 12th. On the 13th24 he wrote to his father that his
old friend Wilhelm Zahn had come to visit him and had suggested
that he rent an apartment and extend his Neapolitan sojourn so that
the two of  them could visit the beautiful surroundings together.
Zahn accompanied August to Paestum, Sorrento, Amalfi, and Pom-
pei. In the end, August stayed in Naples for more than a month and
only on October 15th hired a carriage for Rome where he entered
through the Porta San Giovanni, breaking with the family tradition
that dictated entering the city from the Porta del Popolo, just as his
grandfather, Johann Kaspar Goethe, had done.

In Rome August found himself  in the Hotel d’Allemagne and
on October 16th25 wrote to his father: “Mein höchster Wünsch ist er-
füllt!” In all truthfulness however the desire he had fulfilled seems

23 Ibid., pp. 137-138.
24 Ibid., pp. 162-164.
25 Ibid., p. 189.
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to have been that of  his father, and certainly not his own. The same
October 16th26 he announced his arrival in Rome to his friend Wil-
helmine Gille, remarking that he had had to rush, spending only
twenty-six hours in the carriage to complete a stretch that normal-
ly took three and a half  days. After much hesitation, in the end he
had decided not to miss the appointment his father had made for
him there in Rome. He had arrived, he wrote with satisfaction, with
the feeling of  having managed to fulfill a difficult commitment to
his father. However, he also added, not without a hint of  sadness:
“Es ist die erste, aber wahrscheinlich auch die letzte Reise die ich
mache”.27 Just after arriving in Rome, he contacted the painter
Friedrich Preller, a friend of  his father’s, who in the guise of  Ci-
cerone took him around the city and did not miss introducing him
to Georg Kestner, the son of  that same Charlotte Buff  who had
offered his father abundant material for his Werther. Kestner was the
ambassador of  the Kingdom of  Hannover to Rome, and helped
August throughout his brief  sojourn in the city. August declared to
his father that in Rome he finally felt free and was delighted to have
managed to overcome all of  the many difficulties to which such a
long journey had subjected him. The last entry in the Tagebuch is dat-
ed October 21st.28 It was to remain interrupted because August be-
came gravely sick and, only a few days later, on October 27th, died.
In a long letter written on October 28th Georg Kestner told August’s
father about the illness that had brought him to death, but did not
mention in the least the question of  alcoholism.29 In a letter dated
November 2nd30 to the Chancellor Friedrich von Müller, Minister of
Justice of  the Duchy of  Weimar and good friend of  Goethe’s,31

however, he let all pretense drop and told the whole truth. The au-
topsy had revealed the real cause of  August’s death to have been
due to alcoholism. Among the other most noted symptoms of  this

26 Ibid., pp. 225-226.
27 Ibid., p. 226.
28 Ibid., pp. 195-196.
29 Ibid., pp. 260-266.
30 Ibid., pp. 268-270.
31 Gero von Wilpert, Goethe-Lexicon, cit., pp. 726-727.
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illness it was in fact revealed that August’s liver was five times the
normal size. The doctor who completed the autopsy judged “daß
ein nahes Ende, […] unvermeidlich gewesen seyn würde”.32 All of
those who had spent time with August were aware of  the fact “daß
er viel zu viel Wein trank”; he drank at every hour of  the day, so
much so that the doctor recognized alcoholism as the cause of  the
devastation of  August’s completely ruined organism: “Der Arzt er-
kannte gleichfalls diesen Grund seines zerrütteten inneren Baues,
und hat ihn aus Schonung nicht in den Bericht gesetzt”.33

In his response to Kestner in a letter (November 15, 1830), Chan-
cellor von Müller revealed that he had also been quite aware of  Au-
gust’s alcoholism and that, in his opinion as well, it had been inherited
from the mother,34 Christiane Vulpius. If  he knew everything about
August’s alcoholism, we can only imagine what Goethe knew. What is
clear is that Goethe sent August to Rome after the court counselor
Vogel told him that his son had already reached the terminal phase of
alcoholism which could only end with death. It must be noted that a
liver of  such enlarged proportions, an unequivocal symptom of  mor-
tal hepatic cirrhosis, would have been easily detectable with a simple
palpitation of  an expert hand, as no doubt Vogel’s was. Indeed, it is
precisely Vogel who must have told Goethe in December of  1829 that
there was no more hope for his son. After this consultation, Goethe
decided, as we have seen, to organize his son’s voyage to Rome. Evi-
dently, the prospect of  his son dying at home, as his wife had, would
have been too painful. Speaking of  which, one must recall that Chan-
cellor von Müller, in a letter to their common friend Johann Friedrich
Rochlizt on November 15th, related the sad news of  August’s death in
Rome due to alcoholism, and added the following eloquent comment:
“Segnen aber muß man das Geschick insofern, dass, wenn der Tod hi-
er, unten den Augen des Vaters erfolgt wäre, der Eindruck auf  ihn
noch hundertmal tragischer und verderblicher gewesen sein würde”.35

32 August von Goethe, Auf  einer Reise nach Süden. Tagebuch 1830, cit., p. 268.
33 Ibid., p. 269.
34 Ibid., p. 272.
35 Goethe in vertraulichen Briefen seiner Zeitgenossen. 1817-1832, cit., p. 312.
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Seeing that August was by that point condemned by his obstinate
alcoholism to die young, it was better that he die far away, and there
was no more suitable place in the world for a buona morte than Rome.
Goethe himself  had been convinced of  this during his Roman so-
journ forty years prior. In the pyramid of  Caius Cestius, with the
cemetery reserved for non-Catholics next to it, he had seen the ide-
al place to be buried. In fact, he had dedicated two pictures to the
pyramid of  Cestius as the poetic image of  death. In addition, a
quick mention of  the pyramid appears in at least three passages of
his Italienische Reise.36 Goethe referred to the Roman cemetery next
to the Cestius pyramid, in which August, being Protestant, was
buried, many times in his letters to friends dedicated to the death
of  his son. To Carl Friedrich Zelter on February 23, 1831 explicit-
ly referring to his personal experience, he wrote: “Nach wenigen
Tagen schlug er den Weg ein, um an der Pyramide des Cestius
auszuruhen, an der Stelle, wohin sein Vater, vor seiner Geburt, sich
dichterisch zu sehnen geneigt war”.37 To another friend, Justus
Christian von Loder, he wrote: “Mein Sohn der freylich schon in
bedenklichen Umständen durch Italien ging, schien durchaus sich
zu erholen und auf  dem Weg zu genesen. Allein zum Ziele seiner
Laufbahn war ihm Rom vorgeschrieben, da es denn für mich kein
geringer Trost bleibt, daß er dieses hohe Ziel erreicht und die
Würde desselben, wenn auch nur kurze Zeit, empfunden und
genossen hat”.38 To Kestner, regarding the tomb to be dedicated to
his son, on June 11, 1831 he wrote: “Haben Sie die Güte, mir Ihre
Gedanken darüber zu eröffnen; da der Vater, wie jene Elegie
bezeugt, jenen Weg zu nehmen gewünscht, so ist es doch ganz
eigen, daß der Sohn denselben eingeschlagen”.39 The elegy to which
he referred was the seventh of  his Römische Elegien, where he had
written:

36 Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Italienische Reise, edited by Christoph Michel and Hans-
Georg Dewitz (Frankfurt: Insel, 1991), pp. 144, 485, 556.

37 WA, IV. Abtheilung: Goethes Briefe, 48: November 1830-Juni 1831, cit., 1909, p. 129.
38 Ibid., p. 174.
39 Ibid., p. 233.
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Dulde mich Jupiter hier und Hermes führe mich später,
Cestius Denkmal vorbei, leise zum Orcus hinab.40

Following his instructions, Kestner had the sculptor Bertel Thor-
waldsen engrave August’s tombstone with the following Latin in-
scription: “GOETHE FILIUS PATRI ANTEVERTENS OBIIT
ANNOR. XL MDCCCXXX”. Goethe’s son, preceding his father,
died at forty years of  age in 1830. At forty years of  age for, having
been born on December 25, 1789, he had not yet celebrated forty-
one. In some obscure way August must have intuited that his father
had fixed a sort of  appointment with death for him in Rome. This
is probably why he had tried to postpone his entrance into the eter-
nal city for as long as possible, choosing instead such a curious, zig-
zagging route through Italy.

Even if  Goethe had gone a few times and had dedicated two pic-
tures to it, he had never been present at a funeral there and did not
know how they in fact were carried out. However, his old friend Karl
Philipp Moritz had taken part in a funeral and had left a rather de-
tailed and precise description in certain pages of  his Reisen eines
Deutschen in Italien.41 In September of  1787 a young friend of  his, the
painter from Dresden August Kirsch, had died and on the 23rd of
that month the few German friends of  Kirsch’s in Rome organized
a funeral. Moritz related how the cadaver was deposited in a coffin
and placed in a carriage that had to cross the whole city, as Kirsch
had lived near Saint Peter’s. After having crossed the Ponte Sisto, at
the Bocca della Verità a group of  mounted gendarmes waited for
them in order to protect them from possible attacks by the rabble of
the area; for Protestant funerals had only recently been tolerated by
the pontifical authority and had to take place at night, in the glow of
torchlight and in secret. The small funeral procession, made up of
only a few carriages of  the deceased’s German friends, stopped near

40 Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Römische Elegien, in Gedichte 1756-1799, edited by Karl
Eibl (Frankfurt: Deutscher Klassiker, 1987), p. 411.

41 Karl Philipp Moritz, Werke, edited by Horst Günther, II: Reisen. Schriften zur Kun-
st und Mythologie (Frankfurt: Insel, 1993), pp. 310-315.
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the pyramid, built in Egyptian style in the 1st century BCE to be the
final resting place of  Caius Cestius Epulo. In the shadow of  the pyra-
mid, in the middle of  a grass-covered clearing there was something
that vaguely resembled a cemetery reserved for Protestants; in fact,
that clearing was referred to as “the Roman people’s meadows”. The
whole quarter was fenced-in, but the cemetery stood outside the old
Aurelian Walls. Close to the pyramid a few tombstones of  English-
men and German Protestants could be found. Moritz was struck by
the contrast between the absolute solitude of  the cemetery and the
din that came from nearby Monte Testaccio, the small hill made up
of  centuries of  potsherds that was teeming with osterie where the Ro-
mans would go to drink wine and live it up. When the silent funeral
procession made it to the pyramid, the friends of  the deceased
painter planted their lit torches into the ground, took the coffin from
the carriage and deposited it in the previously dug grave. They hud-
dled around it, Moritz gave a brief  talk, and then with their shovels
they threw dirt overtop. Around them a small crowd of  Romans had
gathered, they too silent and respectful before the seriousness and
the order with which the ceremony had proceeded.

It is important to remember that at that time the pontifical au-
thority did not permit Protestants or any non-Catholics to be buried
in churches or in consecrated ground. That which was outside of
the city walls was not considered such. For German Catholics there
was the German Cemetery within the Vatican. And finally, inside the
cemetery the display of  crosses was severely prohibited, as was the
inscription of  the word “God” and Biblical passages as well. Already
at the beginning of  the 18th Century the area near the pyramid of
Caius Cestius had been chosen to be the burial place of  non-
Catholics. In 1775 the Marquis de Sade42 noted that the erection of
small marble monuments was permitted and counted three. Things
improved at the beginning of  the 19th Century thanks to Wilhelm
von Humboldt, at that time Prussian Ambassador to the Holy See,
who lost two small children in 1803 and 1807. He approached the

42 Donatien Alphonse François Marquis de Sade, Voyage d’Italie, edited by Maurice
Lever (Paris: Librairie Arthème Fayard, 1995), p. 85.
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reigning pontiff, Pio VII, and was able to obtain the right to have
the cemetery at least walled in and to plant trees.43 These were the
conditions when Kestner found when he had the mortal remains of
August von Goethe buried.

43 Hans von Hülsen-Josef  Rast, Rom. Führer durch die ewige Stadt (Darmstadt: Wis-
senschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1960), pp. 290-293.
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The Oldest Chair of German in the World

Anna Fattori

Exploring the current situation of  German Studies in Ireland is
particularly interesting thanks to the fact – indeed greatly overlooked
– that one of  the present-day Irish Republic’s universities is respon-
sible for having in a certain way institutionalized studies related to
that discipline at an academic level. In fact, as Trinity College
Dublin’s website declares, “[t]he Department’s Chair of  German
(1776) is believed to be the oldest in the world”.1

How is it that German Studies evolved in Ireland in the second
half  of  the 18th century up through today? Or rather, how did it sur-
vive over the course of  almost two-and-a-half  centuries of  multiple
changes, often outright devastations, of  a political, historical-cultur-
al and religious character to which the country of  Ireland, depend-
ent on Great Britain until 1922, has been host?

Following the setting up of  a Chair of  German at Trinity College
Dublin, in 1849 language department chairs were added at Cork,
Galway and in what is now Northern Ireland, in Belfast, where in
some cases one professor was responsible for the teaching of  vari-
ous languages and literatures.2 Nevertheless, in spite of  the important
role that Dublin has had in making German Studies official, Ger-
man has never established itself  as the first foreign language of  the
country. Instead, it has always been outdone by French, because
many Irish schools depended and still depend on French religious or-
ders, because of  purely political reasons, and because Ireland has fol-
lowed the model of  England, which is geographically close to France
and which tends – in spite of  the secular, political-cultural Franco-
English rift – toward learning its language. Furthermore, one cannot
ignore the widespread resistance on the part of  Anglophone peo-

1 http://www.ted.ie/Germanic_Studies/research (04-04-2012).
2 For a more detailed profile of  the history of  German Studies in Ireland see Joachim

Fischer - Manfred Lukas Schewe, Deutschunterricht und Germanistikstudium in der Republik Ir-
land, in Deutsch als Fremdsprache. Ein internationales Handbuch, edited by Gerard Helbig et al.
2. Halbband (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2001), pp. 1471-1480, especially pp. 1471-1473. 



ples, due perhaps to being aware of  having the tool that permits
them to communicate throughout the globe, to enlarge their knowl-
edge of  foreign languages. Nonetheless, German today is studied
more in Ireland than in the United Kingdom.

Peculiarities of  the Irish education system: 
the learning of  Gaelic

As many people know, in the Republic of  Ireland (Éire) there are
two coexisting national languages: Irish (or rather, Irish Gaelic, sim-
ply referred to as Irish) and English. Despite the celtic revival which
developed at the turn of  the 19th and 20th centuries and which led
both to the foundation of  a Gaelic League and to various authors re-
fusing to write in English, preferring their native idiom instead, the
most significant results of  that rebirth are indebted to artists (William
Butler Yeats being a perfect example) who published in English and
who in their turn were heavily indebted to the culture of  London.
The Celtic Twilight – an expression borrowed from a poem of  Yeats
and a term which refers to the literary revival under the aegis of  Irish
tradition and native culture – was realized for the most part using the
English language. Experiments like that of  John Millington Synge to
probe the Gaelic spoken in the extreme west of  the country, that is,
in the Aran Islands,3 have an indubitable sociolinguistic and anthro-
pologic value, but from a literary perspective remain rather isolated.

Starting in the year 1922, the year Éire was founded, institutions
undertook an intense course of  action intended to create and con-
solidate Irish national consciousness; programs of  various scholastic
disciplines were revisited, modified and integrated in order to enhance
everything that could contribute to strengthening Irish identity. As a
consequence, the fight for the study of  Gaelic inevitably created a not
entirely favorable context for the learning of  a third language. In just
such a situation for a long time French – understood to be the lan-
guage of  Catholic culture as opposed to that of  the predominance of

3 Cf. John Millington Synge, The Aran Islands (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1992).
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Protestant English – maintained a privileged position in contrast to
German. An extremely indicative example is that reported by Joachim
Fischer and Manfred Schewe, who record that in 1927 only 33 stu-
dents at the secondary school took final exams in German.4

Recent developments

The situation radically changed only in the 1960s-70s thanks to
the Goethe-Institut in Dublin (1961), the elimination of  taxes relat-
ed to higher education and Ireland’s entrance into the European
Community (1973), which determined a program of  active collabo-
ration with Germany and therefore the necessity of  learning the lan-
guage of  Europe’s most powerful economy. In successive years,
thanks as well to specific institutional provisions aimed at incen-
tivizing German, the number of  students in whose Leaving Certifi-
cate German appears constantly increased (from 3.5% in 1985 to
18.4% in 1995),5 before slowing down in the second half  of  the
1990s. On the one hand, English’s position as an international lingua
franca made learning the language for industrial and economic co-
operation with German companies to some degree unnecessary. On
the other, awareness of  Ireland’s economic boom made it optional
to emigrate to richer European countries, in primis Germany, to find
a job related to one’s professional profile.

Even if  – beginning in primary schools where the study of  Gael-
ic is compulsory – in 1998 it became possible to study another for-
eign language, the most common choice continues to be French. In
2007/08 64% of  students studied French compared to only 13% who
opted for German.6 The fact that the four universities belonging to
the National University of  Ireland (NUI: http://www.nui.ie) recently de-
cided that knowledge of  a third language (other than English or Gael-

4 Cf. Joachim Fischer - Manfred Lukas Schewe, Deutschunterricht und Germanistik-
studium in der Republik Irland, cit., p. 1472.

5 Ibid.
6 Cf. Joachim Fischer - Manfred Lukas Schewe, Deutsch in Irland, in Deutsch als Fremd-

und Zweitsprache. Ein internationales Handbuch, edited by Hans-Jürgen Krumm et al., vol.
2 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter-Mouton, 2010), pp. 1689-93, here p. 1690.
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ic) was no longer necessarily a prerequisite for admission to universi-
ty study,7 does not help the learning of  foreign languages in second-
ary schools nor does it increase the number of  students who will
decide to register for university language courses. Basically, concen-
trating the efforts of  pupils – regarding the learning of  a language
other than English – on Gaelic, where the educational system is not
supported by attentive linguistic-cultural politics, there is not much
space for the learning of  idioms other than those of  the two nation-
al languages. In reality, even if  Gaelic is considered a national lan-
guage along with English,8 it nevertheless does not have the same
relevance in all parts of  Éire. It is in fact necessary to distinguish be-
tween three different groups: those who live in the area known as
Gaeltacht (further Western areas of  the island) for whom Gaelic is
their mother tongue; those who speak only Gaelic at home and who
attend schools in which all the subjects are taught in Gaelic (Gaelscoil),
but who do not live in the Gaeltacht but in the city; and finally those
who learn Gaelic only at school and who, in a few cases, often thanks
to the frequent summer courses offered by the colleges of  Gaeltacht,
reach a good level of  the native language.9

Paradoxically, the economic crisis that struck all of  the West in 2008,
and that has particularly affected Ireland, has favored a certain resur-
gence of  interest in German, the language of  a European power the
Irish tend once again to consider a possible emigration destination. 

The universities

In Ireland German can be studied at an academic level at seven
universities and sixteen Institutes of  Technology (comparable to

7 Cf. http://www.nui.ie/college/entry-requirements.asp (08/04/2012).
8 As regards the treatment of  the native Irish language see the document edited by

Language Policy Division Strasbourg and the Department of  Education and Science Ireland called
Language Education Policy Ireland 2005-2007. (http://www.education.ie/bobservlet/lan-
guage_education_policy_profile.pdf) (12/04/2012).

9 The data relative to Gaelic is collected in the aforementioned document Language
Education Policy Ireland 2005-2007, on the site (http://www-mio-ie) as well as in an email
from Micheál Mac Craith (NUI Galway) to the author April 16, 2012.
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Fachhochschulen in the German-speaking world) where one can learn
German as a micro-language outside of  the humanities in courses
such as economics, engineering, natural sciences, etc.

Of  the seven Irish universities, four (Trinity College Dublin, Uni-
versity City Dublin [UCD], Galway and Maynooth) belong to the
National University of  Ireland, two (Limerick and Dublin City Uni-
versity [DCU]) were established in the 1970s and one (Trinity Col-
lege Dublin) enjoys a long tradition. They offer German Studies
curricula characterized by a wide variety of  choices.10 The study of
German in Ireland in a humanities department does not necessarily
mean that one must specialize in literature or in linguistics; the tra-
ditional structure is increasingly giving more space to curricula of
an interdisciplinary and cross-sectional character, as will be illustrat-
ed in the following paragraph.

Teachers of  Germanistik – among whom there are very few full
and associated professors, but rather mostly lecturers of  various lev-
els (associate lecturer, lecturer, senior lecturer) – belong to departments spe-
cialized in the discipline in question (at Trinity College Dublin the
Department of  Germanic Studies; at Galway and at Maynooth the De-
partment of  German; at Cork the German Department), and at times to
“schools” of  a broader character which contain many languages
(School of  Languages and Literatures at UCD; School of  Applied Languages
and Intercultural Studies at DCU; School of  Languages, Literature, Culture
and Communication at Limerick) and host various courses like language,
literature, culture, Landeskunde, etc. which are also taken by students
whose studies are not centered on German.

The formative offer and courses

As is well known, Anglophonic university systems foresee under-
graduate courses (in general three-year but sometimes also four), which
accept students having a secondary school diploma, and postgraduate
courses, reserved for those who already hold an academic title (nor-
mally a Bachelor of  Arts [BA] for disciplines in the humanities).

10 Information on courses offered are available on the universities’ respective websites.
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Undergraduate

Alongside more traditional BA courses in German Studies which
concentrate on language and literature and/or linguistics, one finds
courses like Business Studies International and Languages for International
Communication (Cork), Law and German, Business and German (Trinity
College Dublin), Education in Languages (Limerick), courses that in
some cases seem to fall outside of  the humanities. What really strikes
one, above all when considering the Italian academic context, is the
offer of  courses centered on a European dimension: European Stud-
ies at Trinity College Dublin (where there is a specific chair in the
Centre for European Studies), at Limerick (which, in addition, offers a
BA entitled International Insurance & European Studies) and at
Maynooth. Observing the structure of  the BA course in European
Studies offered at Limerick, representative of  analogous BA courses
offered by other universities, one recognizes the primary role that
not only languages play (at least one elective to be studied for four
years between French, German, Spanish, and Gaelic),11 but also dis-
ciplines of  a legal, sociological, historical and economical character
as well whereas the study of  literature does not appear; moreover,
every student is obliged, thanks to the exchange program Erasmus,
to spend two semesters abroad in a European university. 

The transcultural and supranational dimension is evident in titles
such as Applied Language and Intercultural Studies and Language for Inter-
national Communication (DCU), International Languages (UCD) and oth-
ers. At Trinity College Dublin one of  the most popular courses is
Two Subject Moderatorship (TSM) German which allows the student to
combine the study of  German language, culture and literature with
that of  another discipline (not necessarily of  another language), in
this way putting together a path of  study characterized by a “balance
between breadth and specialization.”12 Obviously courses of  a
canonic nature of  German Studies are not absent; and so, increas-

11 Whoever opts for Gaelic is obliged to study another foreign language as well
among those indicated.

12 http://www.tcd.ie/Germanic_Studies/undergraduate/tsm/index.php (04/04/2012).
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ingly common after language and literature, one finds modules of
Landeskunde, culture, history, cinema, media, etc., as an integral part
of  the area that already for some time now has been known, not on-
ly in the Anglophone world, as German Studies. While in the last 3-4
years the number of  students who opt for German has increased, it
is important to underline that this increase is not to be found in the
traditional areas (i.e. language and literature) or in the broader field
of  German Studies, but in courses where the study of  German and
German speaking countries is related to judicial, economic or scien-
tific areas of  study. Taking note of  this fact, the formative offer is in-
creasingly distancing itself  from a strict geisteswissenschaftlich
perspective in order to open itself  up to collaboration with other
disciplines and to permit the student an easier transition into pro-
fessional life. As Joachim Fischer states:

Die Studiengangsplanung richtet sich nicht mehr ausschließlich nach
fachimmanenten Kriterien, sondern erfolgt seit Mitte der 80er Jah-
re besonders auch in Reaktion auf  arbeitsmarktpolitische Entwick-
lungen, die zu neuen Ausbildungsbedürfnissen und mithin zu neuen
Fächerkombinationen geführt haben.13

Literature has been losing its position of  importance that it en-
joyed up until about two decades ago, configuring itself  now rather
as one aspect of  the country’s culture, an aspect no longer held to be
more important than any others, for example, media, technology, or
the arts. The reasons for this “sind […] komplex und nicht zuletzt
verbunden mit veränderten Lebensbedingungen im modernen Ir-
land, in dem das zweckrationale Denken zunimmt und wo junge
Menschen sich die Welt nicht mehr primär lesend, sondern vermit-
telt über elektronische Medien aneignen.”14 Learning that, among the
course modules for a diploma in languages centered on German

13 Joachim Fischer - Manfred Lukas Schewe, Deutschunterricht und Germanistikstudi-
um in der Republik Irland, cit., p. 1476.

14 Ibid., p. 1479. On this problem see also Hugh Ridley, Die heutige Situation der Ger-
manistik. Eine irische Perspektive, in “Runa” (Coimbra), XXVI (1996), pp. 939-944.
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Studies, “[d]ie unbeliebtesten sind Literaturmodule”15 makes one re-
flect – obviously beyond the Irish horizon considering that the phe-
nomenon is of  a wide extent – upon the strategies of  the teaching
of  literature, and above all hope for a closer collaboration between
the Literaturwissenschaftler and the teachers of  other disciplines of  a
didactic-pedagogic nature..

Postgraduate

Along with the traditional MA (Master of  Art, Magister Artium),
the Irish universities are offering ever more often courses entitled
MLitt (Master of  Letters, Magister Litterarum) and MPhil (Master of
Philosophy, Magister Philosophiae): if  the MA, which normally lasts
one year, entails attending a course which finishes with the comple-
tion of  a thesis, the MLitt, which typically lasts two years, is set up
(analogous to a PhD) as a course of  pure research which does not
entail attending classes but which ends with a paper undoubtedly
more demanding than that expected of  the MA; the MPhil, organ-
ized according to each individual university, is also (like the MA) a
structured course. If  in the case of  the MLitt and the PhD (Doctor
of  Philosophy), which generally require only individual research, the
universities usually indicate on their websites the various areas (which
mirror the research areas of  the professors) in which students may
choose topics for their research which is completed with submission
of  the final thesis. But for the MA and MPhil the universities com-
municate – by means of  the Taught Courses – the specific titles of
the teaching topics.

The most widespread degree is an MA in German or in German
Studies. Very often they are MAs in which German is only one of  the
areas of  study. For example, Galway offers MAs like International Con-
temporary Literatures and Media, Advanced Language Skills and Translation
Studies, the latter a specialization offered by DCU as well, which in
addition has a Centre for Translation and Translation Studies. The peculi-
arity of  Limerick at a postgraduate level however is in its MA in Irish-

15 Email from Valerie Heffeman (NUI Maynooth) received April 16th, 2012.
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German Studies, supported by its homonymous center. Trinity College
Dublin at a doctorate and post-doctorate level underlines its openness
toward interdisciplinarity and toward “unusual research project pro-
posals”.16 Pedagogical disciplines together with teaching related to
Deutsch als Fremdsprache (DaF) appear ever more frequently among the
single modules of  postgraduate courses, in particular at the universi-
ties of  Cork, UCD, Maynooth and Trinity College Dublin.

Research Centers

The research centers, which mirror the inter-disciplinary and in-
ter-cultural structure of  German Studies and more generally that of
Irish Geisteswissenschaften, are set up as structures that, with their li-
braries, journals and initiatives (conventions, conferences, work-
shops, scholarships) play a fundamental role in supporting the
graduate or post-graduate courses of  the university of  which they are
part. The three most important research centers, listed moreover on
the official site of  the Association for German Studies in Great Britain and
Ireland (http://www.ags.ac.uk), were founded recently: the Centre for
European Studies at Trinity College Dublin (http://www.tcd.ie/Euro-
pean_Studies) founded in 1987 (which plays an important role for the
MPhil and PhD in European Studies) and the Centre for Medieval 
and Renaissance Studies (http://www.tcd.ie/Medieval_Renaissance) 
born in 1999 (which supports the MPhil in Medieval Language, Litera-
ture and Culture); at Limerick the Centre for Irish-German Studies
(http://www.3.ul.ie/llcc/Irish-German) born in 1997, which is the
point of  reference for the specific MA in Irish-German Studies. This lat-
ter center frequently collaborates with the Heinrich Böll Cottage
(http://www.heinrichbollcottage.com) where the Nobel prize winning
German author stayed during the course of  his multiple stays in Ire-
land and which inspired, for example, his Irisches Tagbuch (1957). This
cottage is situated on Achill Island (Co. Mayo) and since 1992 has act-
ed as a residence for writers and artists who would like to work undis-
turbed on projects besides hosting various cultural and literary events.

16 http://www.tcd.ie/Germanic_Studies/research (05/04/2012).
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Faculty research areas

Analyzing the research areas and publications of  University teach-
ers of  German operating in Éire, one is led to believe that contem-
poraneity attracts much more attention than older periods. Both
among Sprachwissenschaftler and Literaturwissenschaftler the tendency is
toward specialization in interdisciplinary and intercultural areas of
study with particular reference – to cite only two fundamental as-
pects – in the field of  linguistics to theories of  media and their influ-
ence on language learning, and in that of  literature to transcultural
and multiethnic modern European society. This latter vision invites
one to reconsider the national canon of  literature and to analyze var-
ious contemporary cultures in a supranational context on the basis
of  their reciprocal relations.

As far as literature is concerned, of  course, studies focusing on
the Enlightenment, Classicism, Romanticism and Realism are by no
means lacking, nor are specialists on authors like Lichtenberg,
Claudius, Jacobi, Schiller, Jean Paul, Hölderlin, Brentano, E.T.A.
Hoffmann, Heinrich von Kleist, and Raabe or on specific themes
like 18th century aesthetics (Maynooth), the dream in literature (Gal-
way), the Ästhetik der Ohnmacht and the poetics of  the body (Cork);
a lot rarer however are the areas related to ältere Literatur, represent-
ed as a personal field of  research at Trinity College Dublin (medieval
literature, courtly novels), which hosts the aforementioned Centre for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, and at Cork (Ulrich von Hutten).

Studies of  20th and 21st century German speaking literature how-
ever are undoubtedly more significant and more diversified: from
GDR literature to that of  the Wende, to literature of  the Holocaust,
to Austrian literature, Swiss-German literature, Yiddish, to theatre,
feminist writing, travel and utopian literature, post-modernism, to
theories of  Pop, Material Culture, Trash and much more, with nu-
merous specific expertise related to individual authors (Karl Kraus,
Ingeborg Bachmann, Robert Walser, Heinrich Böll, Monika Maron,
Eva Königsdorf, Thomas Hürlimann, to mention only a few).

The most popular areas by Germanisten active in Ireland are with-
out a doubt, as was seen in the section on academic organization,
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those of  a comparative and often interdisciplinary nature. These
connect literature to fields like ecology, anthropology, science (Trin-
ity College Dublin), law (Galway, Cork), cinema, music, and archi-
tecture (UCD).

In the comparative field, German speaking literature is studied
above all in relation to Irish literature, both from the diachronic as
well as synchronic points of  view, paying particular attention to the
aesthetic, cultural and anthropological implications of  the phenome-
non. One of  the most widespread indications of  this trend among
the research fields of  teachers is precisely Irish-German Studies (where
German is intended to mean German speaking),17 or even German-
Irish Relations, Irish Images of  Germany, or even more, from a no
longer literary perspective, Comparative Migration Histories of  Ireland and
Germany, and finally, from a socio-linguistic point of  view, German
Speakers in Ireland. The Irish-German Studies examine inter-textuality,
both in the production of  German speaking authors (as, for example,
Heinrich Böll, Ralph Giordano, Gabrielle Alioth, who in different
ways refer to Irish culture) and in the production of  Irish authors who,
through different strategies and artistic modalities, refer to German
speaking literature. In that sense, the narrative and theatrical produc-
tion of  the most famous contemporary Irish novelist, John Banville,
passionate expert of  German culture, constitutes a real mine of  sug-
gestions.18 The Irish-German Studies are part of  the greater field of  An-
glo-German Studies, a field that over the last years has seemed to attract
attention: one need only consider the most recent issue of  Zurich’s

17 Not infrequently the research of  Irish-German Studies is found in the field of
travel literature. Representative of  this trend for example are Gisela Holfter, Erlebnis Ir-
land. Deutsche Reiseberichte über Irland um zwanzigsten Jahrhundert (Trier: Wissenschaftlich-
er Verlag, 1996) and Joachim Fischer, Das Deutschlandbild der Iren 1890-1939. Geschichte
- Form - Funktion (Heidelberg: Winter, 2000). 

18 See, for example, among the most recent contributions as regards this aspect of
John Banville’s work, my article “A Genuinely Funny German Farce Turns into a Very Irish
Play: ‘The Broken Jug’ (1994), John Banville’s Adaptation of  Heinrich von Kleist’s ‘Der zerbrochene
Krug’ (1807)”, in “ANGERMION. Yearbook for Anglo-German Literary Criticism. In-
tellectual History and Cultural Transfers/Jahrbuch für britisch-deutsche Kulturbeze-
ichnungen”, IV (2011), pp. 75-94. 
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journal “figurationen” dedicated to a specific sub-group of  the whole,
that is, Britannia/Helvetia.19 A particular variant which recently has
seemed for some reason to attract scholars’ interest is the relations
between Irish literature and German speaking Swiss literature. The
two countries are both characterized by a certain “insularity” (in one
case geographically, in the other orographically and politically), and
they present – mutatis mutandis – an analogous linguistic situation  that
gives rise to not dissimilar literatures.20 Particular mention must also
be made of  the field German-Scandinavian Literary Relations (UCD).

The most frequent methodological perspectives, or rather the
most common approaches, are intercultural aesthetics, intermedia
relations, deconstructionism, Gender Studies and Post-colonial
Studies. The latter has over the last two decades experienced a real
boom, especially in countries formerly dependent on Great Britain,
above all in India (thanks to the fundamental contribution of  Hoh-
mi K. Bhabha The Location of  Culture),21 in the USA, in Australia and
of  course in Éire.

As far as linguistics is concerned, in that sector too the interdis-
ciplinary structure which characterizes literary studies has emerged,
with particular emphasis on the interaction with modern technolo-
gies. In the various universities themes like Translation Studies (at
DCU there is a specific Centre for Translation and Textual Studies), the
didactics of  Deutsch als Fremdsprache (DaF) – in particular in a mul-
ticultural context, as many scholars specify – theories of  media and
e-learning, Language for Specific Purposes (LSP) and self-directed
learning have proliferated; in addition, there are rather frequent is-
sues related to the psycho-pedagogical aspect in the learning of  for-
eign languages; rarer still however is a standard course like History
of  the German Language.

19 “Figurationen. Gender Literatur Kultur”, XI (2010), n. 1, Britannia/Helvetia, ed-
ited by Lorena Silos Ribas.

20 Among the most recent contributions to the theme see Siobhán Donovan, Ein
keltisch-helvetisches Netz. Mythen, Märchen und Magie in Gabrielle Alioths Kinderromanen, in
Zur Konstruktion und Dekonstruktion des Mythos Schweiz, edited by Jürgen Barkhoff  and Va-
lerie Heffeman (Göttingen: Walter de Gruyter, 2010), pp. 309-321.

21 Hohmi Bhabha, The Location of  Culture (London: Routledge, 1994).
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Translations: trilingual texts

A discussion on the literary translations used in Ireland cannot ig-
nore that, as is natural, the translations in use at universities, as in gen-
eral those for sale throughout Éire, are published by Irish, American,
Canadian, etc. publishing houses. A tour of  literary translations pub-
lished in Ireland, or of  those that are carried out by Germanisten op-
erating there, must be inserted into a much wider context that regards
all of  Anglophone German Studies.

Here we will only report a fact that appears really typical of  Ger-
man Studies in Éire, in other words, the existence of  trilingual (Ger-
man-English-Gaelic) literary texts, published by the Dublin press
Coiscéim (http://www.coisceim.ie/Udair.html), specialized in Gaelic
publications. Some of  the German speaking authors, all contempo-
rary, who have had trilingual texts appear are Hansjörg Schertenleib
(Gib mir dein Aug / Give Me Your Eye / T’rom do Shúil. Ausgewählte Gedichte
/ Selected Poems / Rogha Dánta), Hilda Domin (Bittersüßer Mandelbaum /
Bitter-sweet Almond Tree / Crann Almóinni milis agus searbh. Ausgewählte
Gedichte / Selected Poems / Rogha Dánta), Günther Kunert (Der Alte Mann
spricht mit seiner Seele / The Old Man Speaks with His Soul / Agallamh an
tSeanóra lena Anam. Ausgewählte Gedichte / Selected Poems / Rogha Dánta),
Günther Grass (Letzte Tänze / Last Dances / Damhsaí Deireanacha, Aus-
gewählte Gedichte / Selected Poems / Rogha Dánta), Elke Schmitter (die steine
fragen mich nach dir / the stones are asking about you / tá na cloche ag cur do
thuairisce. Gedichte / Poems / Dánta), Matthias Politycki (Sphärenmusik /
Music of  the Spheres / Ceol na Sféar. Ausgewählte Gedichte / Selected Poems /
Rogha Dánta). All of  the volumes, till now eleven of  them, published
starting in 2000, contain English translations edited by Hans-Christian
Oeser and Gaelic translations by Gabriel Rosenstock. The compara-
tive analysis of  these poetic texts seems to constitute a real interesting
challenge for Anglo-Irish translation.

Training of  German teachers

For aspiring school teachers of  German, after receiving a BA con-
taining specific German exams, another year of  study of  a primari-
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ly pedagogical character which finishes with the title Higher Diploma
in Education (HDip) is expected. The courses related to this second
phase of  the curriculum are offered by the Pedagogy departments of
the individual universities, which, moreover, lament the lack of  an or-
ganic national linguistic policy related to the training of  teachers of
foreign languages. 

Internet sites

In a correct and innovative manner and without any abstract geis-
teswissenschafliche considerations, indeed with the calm pragmatism
that characterizes Anglophone countries, the websites of  the vari-
ous universities invite one to the study of  German language and
culture by providing information – generally clearly and analytical-
ly structured – about the various aspects of  teaching, research and
possibilities of  professional employment post-diploma. In order to
motivate aspiring first-year students, the basic information is com-
plemented by enthusiastic first-person accounts from current stu-
dents and alumni of  the university under the headings student profile,
graduate profile and so forth. 

The undeniable competitiveness between the different universi-
ties, in particular between those with the advantage of  a longer tra-
dition and those of  more recent founding which instead emphasize
their “modernity”, makes them seek to identify the most appropri-
ate strategies to promote their courses and resources available. The
sites seek to highlight in primis, through a mixture of  textual typolo-
gies, the importance German knowledge has at a professional level
in general before continuing on to describe specific aspects of  their
didactic activities and research.

So, the home page of  the Department of  Germanic Studies at
Trinity College Dublin – which moreover displays Erasmus’ dictum
“Ein verborgenes Talent kann man nicht respektieren”22 – quotes
articles from respected journals about the “many opportunities for
expansion in Europe’s largest consumer market” and press releases

22 http://www.tcd.ie/Germanic_Studies/about (05/04/2012).
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like that of  the Chief  Executive of  the German-Irish Chamber of
Commerce which affirms that “it would be a good investment if  our
school children learned German and more schools offered German
as a subject option”;23 it then highlights the fact that “the Depart-
ment today combines the strength of  […] tradition with a modern,
dynamic, interdisciplinary approach to German Studies”.24 Cork,
which has the advantage of  being “a small but vibrant Department
of  German”,25 emphasizes that German, the most widely-spoken
language in Europe, “opens the gateway to the intellectual, economic
and cultural riches of  Central Europa”, adding from a particularly
cultural perspective that it is the idiom “of  many ‘international icons’
in the areas of  […] philosophy (Kant, Hegel, Heidegger), econom-
ic and political philosophy (Marx), literature (Goethe, Kafka, Grass),
music (Mozart, Bach, Beethoven)”.26 Galway too – which underlines
its Department’s “supportive and very approachable teaching staff ”27

– focuses on the job possibilities that the knowledge of  German
opens up, in as much as it is the language of  the third strongest econ-
omy in the world (while on other sites it occupies fourth place),28

represented in Ireland by at least 250 companies and industries. In
addition, it focuses on the possibility that every single student has
of  going abroad, a fact that appears in the description of  numerous
courses at various Irish universities (in many cases going abroad is in
fact obligatory). DCU’s approach is more pragmatically linguistic and
subtle, explaining the common German origin of  English and Ger-
man, and thus the relative ease with which Anglophones can learn
German, seeking then to illustrate a less well-known fact, which is
that a knowledge of  German can help one understand “some taken-
for-granted features of  English, such as the difference between ‘who’
and ‘whom’”.29 Brief  observations on job possibilities in the Ger-

23 http://www.tcd.ie/Germanic_Studies/about (05/04/2012).
24 http://www.tcd.ie/Germanic_Studies/about (05/04/2012).
25 http://www.ucc.ie/en/german (08/04/2012).
26 http://www.ucc.ie/en/german (08/04/2012).
27 http://www.nuigalway.ie/german (10/04/2012).
28 Compare the DCU site: http://www.dcu.ie/salis/german.shtml (08/04/2012).
29 http://www.dcu.ie/salis/german.shtml (08/04/2012).
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man speaking countries are also included, as are those on students’
opportunities to spend one year in Austria or in Germany, while
Switzerland, here as in various other cases, tends to play a secondary
role as a potential study abroad destination.

Associations and societies

The largest German Studies association of  Anglophone Euro-
pean countries is the Association for German Studies in Great Britain and
Ireland (AGS: http://www.ags.ac.uk). Created in 1932, its website lists
the German Studies departments of  various universities in England,
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and Éire.

At the end of  the 1990s, Irish Germanisten founded the afore-
mentioned Association of  Third Level Teachers of  German in Ireland (where
Third Level indicates the teachers of  the tertiary level of  education,
in other words, university). Since 2006 they have published the annu-
al Germanistik in Irland whose full issues contain contributions of  both
linguistic and literary character. Among the other periodicals worth
mentioning – to bring up only two examples – there is the bilingual
(English-German) on-line journal “SCENARIO. Journal for Drama
and Theatre in Ireland”,30 published by the University of  Cork; and
the Yearbook of  Irish-German Studies from the homonymous cen-
ter in Limerick, a journal that after the first four issues was trans-
formed into the series entitled Irish-German Studies.

Conclusions

The field of  German Studies in Ireland is continuously moving
forward seeking dialogue with other disciplines, opening itself  to at
times uncommon connections and escaping from traditional research
models and stereotypical fields of  research. This peculiar imprint,
without a doubt also motivated by, in part, economic considerations

30 “SCENARIO. Journal for Drama and Theatre in Foreign and Second Language Ed-
ucation. Zeitschrift für Drama- und Theaterpädagogik in der Fremd- und Zweitsprachen-
vermittlung”, edited by Manfred Schewe and Susanne Evan (http://ucc.ie/en/scenario).
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which induce universities to con-
solidate departments and incen-
tivize collaboration, produces
significant results both in research
and in teaching. Furthermore, it
contributes to the creation of  spe-
cializations that in turn give rise to
new professional profiles. 

Undoubtedly projected toward
the future and opened both verti-
cally (as for example interest in
fields like paraliterature and, more
recently, trash, commonly consid-
ered below “high” literature, or
rather, Dichtung, suggest) as well as
horizontally (as the tendency to

including forms like mass media, new technologies and the “exact”
sciences show), the field of  Irish German Studies does not fail to seek
a position in the native context as well. This fact is exemplarily illus-
trated in the aforementioned English - German - Gaelic trilingual se-
ries and gives evidence of  how the field manages to effectively
combine innovation and tradition.31

31 Among those who gave me helpful indications in the writing of  this article, I
would particularly like to thank Jürgen Barkhoff, Joachim Fischer, Valerie Heffemann,
Micheál Mac Craith, Rachel McNicholl, Hans-Christian Oeser, Giovanna Tallone. Ob-
viously any eventual oversights and imprecisions are mine alone. 
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